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Kitāb	  al-­‐jumal	  fī	   l-­‐naḥw	  (KJN)	   is	  a	  short	  grammatical	  treatise	  dating	  back	  to	  
the	   early	   centuries	   of	   Arabic	   grammatical	   development.	   There	   is	   no	   consensus	   in	  
modern	  scholarship	  surrounding	  its	  authorship,	  or	  even	  the	  century	  in	  which	  it	  was	  
composed.	  The	  text	  is	  sometimes	  attributed	  to	  the	  famous	  8th	  century	  grammarian	  
al-­‐Khalīl	   ibn	   Aḥmad	   al-­‐Farāhīdī,	   but	   this	   hypothesis	   is	   often	   rejected	   in	   favor	   of	  
attribution	   to	   lesser-­‐known	   10th	   century	   grammarian	   Ibn	   Shuqayr.	   Contemporary	  
attempts	   to	   date	   this	   text	   and	   identify	   its	   author	   have	   given	   inconclusive	   results,	  
largely	  due	  to	  issues	  with	  the	  methodology	  employed	  up	  to	  this	  point.	  In	  this	  thesis,	  
I	   propose	   a	   new	   methodology	   for	   dating	   Arabic	   grammatical	   texts.	   This	   method	  
concerns	   the	   use	   of	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	   vowels.	   The	   distinction	   between	  
declensional	  and	  non-­‐declensional	  vowel	  terminology	  that	  remains	  in	  use	  today	  was	  
first	  introduced	  by	  Sibawayh	  in	  his	  Kitāb,	  in	  which	  he	  states	  that	  the	  terms	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  
jarr,	  and	  jazm	  are	  reserved	  for	  syntactically	  determined	  vowel	  endings,	  while	  ḍamm,	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fatḥ,	   kasr,	   and	   sukūn	  are	   used	   for	   vowels	   that	   are	   not	   related	   to	   syntax.	   In	  works	  
composed	  during	  the	  period	  before	  the	  Kitāb,	  as	  I	  will	  illustrate,	  vowel	  terminology	  
is	   used	   in	   a	   disorganized	   and	   inconsistent	   fashion.	   In	   contrast,	   grammarians	   after	  
the	   Kitāb	   adhere	   to	   Sibawayh’s	   distinction	   with	   remarkable	   consistency.	   Thus,	  
vowel	  terminology	  represents	  a	  clear	  dividing	  line	  between	  pre-­‐Kitāb	  (late	  8th-­‐early	  
9th	  centuries)	  and	  post-­‐Kitāb	  works	  (late	  9th	  century	  and	  onwards)	  and	  is	  a	  valuable	  
method	  for	  dating	  texts.	  In	  this	  thesis,	  I	  will	  summarize	  the	  controversy	  surrounding	  
the	   provenance	   of	   KJN,	   demonstrate	   the	   advantages	   that	   the	   method	   of	   vowel	  
terminology	  has	  over	  the	  other	  approaches	  taken	  in	  contemporary	  scholarship	  in	  an	  
attempt	   to	   date	   the	   text,	   and	   present	  material	   from	   a	  wide	   range	   of	   grammatical	  
works	  in	  order	  to	  validate	  this	  approach.	  Finally,	  I	  will	  apply	  this	  method	  to	  KJN.	  The	  
results	  of	   this	   study	  show	  that	   the	  use	  of	  vowel	   terminology	   in	  KJN	   is	  much	  more	  
consistent	  with	  an	  earlier	   (8th	   century)	  dating	  of	   the	   text	   than	  with	   the	   later	   (10th	  
century)	  dating	  that	  has	  often	  been	  proposed.	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Notes	  on	  Transliteration	  
I	  will	  use	  the	  following	  system	  for	  transliteration:	  
	ʾ ء  
	بب   b	  
	تت   t	  
	ثث   th	  
	جج   j	  
	حح   ḥ	  
	خخ   kh	  
	دد   d	  
	ذذ   dh	  
	رر   r	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	y, ī يي  
 ā اا 
	  
Following	  Owens	  (2003),	  I	  will	  omit	  the	  definite	  article	  in	  proper	  names.	  For	  
example,	  al-­‐Khalīl	  will	  appear	  simply	  as	  Khalīl.	  Ibn	  al-­‐Sarrāj	  appears	  as	  Sarrāj.
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Chapter	  1:	  Introduction	  
Kitāb	   al-­‐jumal	   fī	   l-­‐naḥw	   (KJN)	   is	   a	   short,	   relatively	   unsophisticated	  
grammatical	   treatise	   dating	   back	   to	   the	   first	   few	   centuries	   of	   the	   development	   of	  
Arabic	   grammar.	   The	   exact	   origin	   of	   the	   text	   remains	   shrouded	   in	   mystery—the	  
identity	  of	  its	  author	  and	  the	  century	  during	  which	  it	  was	  composed	  have	  been	  the	  
subject	   of	   debate	   for	   centuries.	   KJN	   is	   sometimes	   attributed	   to	   the	   famous	   8th	  
century	  Basran	  grammarian	  Khalīl	  ibn	  Aḥmad	  al-­‐Farāhīdī	  (d.	  791),	  widely	  regarded	  
as	   one	  of	   the	   fathers	   of	   the	  Arabic	   linguistic	   sciences,	   but	   this	   hypothesis	   is	  more	  
often	   rejected	   in	   favor	   of	   attribution	   to	   the	   lesser	   known	   Baghdadi	   scholar	   Ibn	  
Shuqayr	  (d.	  929),	  who	  lived	  two	  centuries	  later.	  
Because	  the	  provenance	  of	  KJN	  is	  uncertain,	  and	  because	  it	  is	  a	  minor	  work	  
relative	  to	  the	  Kitāb	  of	  Sibawayh	  and	  the	  works	  of	  later	  grammarians	  Mubarrad	  and	  
Sarrāj,	   for	   example,	   it	   has	  not	  been	  given	   sufficient	   attention	  by	  modern	   scholars.	  
However,	  since	  so	  few	  primary	  sources	  from	  the	  earliest	  days	  of	  Arabic	  grammatical	  
scholarship	   have	   survived,	   each	   extant	   text	   represents	   an	   important	   piece	   of	   the	  
puzzle	  of	   the	  history	  of	   the	  discipline,	  and	  KJN	   is	  no	  exception.	  Examining	  the	  text	  
from	   new	   angles	   in	   an	   attempt	   to	   shed	   light	   on	   its	   origins	   and	   to	   establish	   its	  
relationship	   to	   other	   works	   from	   the	   early	   period	   is	   an	   important	   step	   in	  
reconstructing	  the	  history	  of	  the	  Arabic	  grammatical	  tradition.	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The	   results	   of	   previous	   attempts	   in	   contemporary	   scholarship	   to	   date	   the	  
text	  and	  to	   identify	   its	  author	  have	  been	   inconclusive,	   in	  part	  because	  the	  text	  has	  
not	  been	  widely	  studied,	  and	  in	  part	  due	  to	  the	  limitations	  of	  the	  methods	  that	  have	  
been	  used	  up	  to	  this	  point.	  This	  thesis	  aims	  to	  contribute	  to	  the	  debate	  by	  proposing	  
a	  new	  method	   for	  dating	  early	  grammatical	   texts	   in	  general,	   and	  by	  applying	   it	   to	  
KJN	   as	   a	   case	   study.	   The	  method	   I	   propose	   involves	   examining	   the	   use	   of	   vowel	  
terminology	  in	  order	  to	  estimate	  the	  time	  period	  during	  which	  a	  text	  was	  composed.	  
It	  has	  long	  been	  recognized	  that	  the	  terminological	  distinction	  between	  declensional	  
and	   non-­‐declensional	   vowels	   was	   first	   introduced	   by	   Sibawayh	   in	   the	   late	   8th	  
century—works	  that	  predate	  the	  Kitāb	  do	  not	  make	  this	  distinction,	  whereas	   later	  
authors	   follow	   Sibawayh’s	   scheme	   for	   declensional	   vowel	   terminology	   with	  
remarkable	   consistency.	   Though	   this	   fact	   has	   been	   noted	   in	   contemporary	  
scholarship,	  no	  one	  has	  yet	   taken	  advantage	  of	   it	  as	  a	  way	   to	  date	   texts.	   	  As	   I	  will	  
show,	  this	  approach	  has	  significant	  advantages	  over	  the	  other	  approaches	  found	  in	  
modern	  scholarship,	  and	  will	  give	  a	  new	  perspective	  on	  aspects	  of	  the	  early	  history	  
of	  Arabic	  grammar	  that	  are	  not	  yet	  well	  understood.	  
This	  thesis	  consists	  of	  seven	  chapters.	   	  In	  the	  present	  chapter,	  I	  will	  give	  an	  
overview	   of	   the	   controversy	   surrounding	   the	   authorship	   of	   KJN,	   and	   describe	   the	  
content,	   organization,	   and	   overall	   character	   of	   the	   text	   itself.	   In	   Chapter	   2,	   I	   will	  
summarize	   and	   evaluate	   several	   of	   the	   previous	   attempts	   to	   determine	   its	   origin,	  
and	   discuss	   the	   advantages	   of	   using	   vowel	   terminology	   as	   a	  way	   to	   date	   texts.	   In	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Chapters	   3-­‐5,	   I	   will	   present	   data	   from	   a	   wide	   range	   of	   texts	   from	   the	   8th-­‐10th	  
centuries	  to	  establish	  the	  validity	  of	  this	  new	  method,	  and	  to	  lay	  the	  groundwork	  for	  
the	   final	   two	   chapters,	   in	   which	   I	   will	   apply	   this	   method	   to	   KJN	   and	   discuss	   the	  
implications	  of	  this	  study.	  The	  results	  of	  this	  study	  suggest	  that	  the	  text	  was	  likely	  
composed	   in	   the	   early	   period,	   somewhere	   between	   the	   late	   8th-­‐early	   9th	   century,	  
rather	   than	   during	   the	   lifetime	   of	   Ibn	   Shuqayr,	   though	   they	   cannot	   conclusively	  
either	  confirm	  or	  reject	  its	  attribution	  to	  al-­‐Khalīl.	  
1.1	  AUTHORSHIP:	  KHALĪL	  OR	  IBN	  SHUQAYR?	  
There	  are	  currently	  two	  edited	  versions	  of	  the	  text:	  one	  published	  by	  Fakhr	  
al-­‐Dīn	   al-­‐Qabāwa	   in	   1985,	   under	   the	   title	   Kitāb	   al-­‐jumal	   fī	   l-­‐naḥw,	   with	   al-­‐Khalīl	  
listed	  as	  the	  author	  on	  the	  title	  page,	  and	  the	  other	  by	  Fāʾiz	  Fāris,	  published	  in	  1987,	  
titled	  al-­‐Muḥallā	   and	  attributed	   to	   Ibn	  Shuqayr.	   In	   this	  paper,	   I	  will	   use	  Qabāwa’s	  
edition,	   as	   it	   is	   more	   thoroughly	   researched.	   This	   version	   draws	   from	   three	  
manuscripts.	  The	   earliest	   of	   the	   three,	   and	   the	  basis	   of	  Qabāwa’s	   text,	   is	   from	   the	  
Aya	  Sofya	  Library	  in	  Istanbul	  and	  is	  dated	  1204.	  This	  manuscript	  is	  entitled	  Kitāb	  al-­‐
jumal	  fī	  l-­‐naḥw	  and	  lists	  Khalīl	  as	  the	  author.	  The	  second	  of	  the	  manuscripts	  is	  from	  
Dār	  al-­‐Kutub	  in	  Cairo,	  dated	  1324,	  and	  titled	  Wujūh	  al-­‐naṣb.	  Khalīl	   is	  named	  as	  the	  
author,	   though	   the	   frequent	   attribution	   to	   Ibn	   Shuqayr	   is	   noted.	   The	   final	  
manuscript,	   from	   Bashīr	   al-­‐Āghā	   Library	   in	   Istanbul,	   dates	   back	   to	   1466,	   is	   also	  
attributed	  to	  Khalīl,	  but	  is	  entitled	  Jumlat	  al-­‐iʿrāb.	  
	  
The	  attribution	  of	  KJN	   to	  Khalīl,	   if	   correct,	  would	  be	  significant,	   as	  Khalīl	   is	  
one	  of	  the	  most	  prominent	  figures	  in	  the	  early	  history	  of	  Arabic	  grammar,	  and	  also	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because	   this	  would	  make	  KJN	  one	  of	   the	   earliest	   extant	  Arabic	   grammatical	   texts.	  
From	   the	   biographical	   literature,	   we	   know	   that	   Khalīl	   was	   among	   the	   most	  
innovative	  thinkers	  of	  the	  latter	  half	  of	  the	  8th	  century,	  with	  a	  wide-­‐ranging	  intellect	  
and	   authoritative	   knowledge	   in	   a	   host	   of	   disciplines.	   He	   made	   essential	  
contributions	  in	  many	  aspects	  of	  the	  study	  of	  the	  language,	  and	  was	  a	  pioneer	  in	  the	  
fields	   of	   lexicography,	   metrics,	   phonology,	   music,	   and	   grammar.	   Sellheim,	   in	   his	  
entry	   in	   the	  Encyclopedia	   of	   Islam,	   refers	   to	  Khalīl	   as	   the	   “real	   founder”	   of	   Arabic	  
philology,	   emphasizing	   his	   influence	   in	   the	   formation	   of	   the	   linguistic	   sciences.	  	  
Khalīl’s	   status	  as	  a	   leading	  authority	   in	   the	  early	  history	  of	  Arabic	   is	  evidenced	  by	  
the	   overwhelming	   number	   of	   times	   Sibawayh	   cites	   him	   in	   the	   Kitāb,	   by	   the	  
anecdotes	   in	   the	   biographical	   literature	   in	   which	   he	   is	   portrayed	   as	   an	   almost	  
mythical	  figure,	  and	  by	  the	  number	  of	  titles	  attributed	  to	  him—eight	  in	  the	  Fihrist	  of	  
Ibn	   al-­‐Nadīm	   (d.	   995),	   and	   fifteen	   in	   the	   whole	   of	   the	   biographical	   literature,	   by	  
Talmon’s	  count1.	  
In	   contrast,	   the	  medieval	   biographical	   literature	   contains	   little	   information	  
on	  Ibn	  Shuqayr.	  We	  know	  that	  he	  was	  a	  grammarian	   living	   in	  Baghdad	  during	  the	  
era	  of	  Sarrāj	  (d.	  929).	  Sīrāfī	  (d.	  987)	  reports	  that	  he	  mixed	  elements	  from	  both	  the	  
Basran	  and	  Kufan	  schools	  (Akhbār	  81).	  According	  to	  Ibn	  al-­‐Anbārī	  (d.	  1181),	  he	  had	  
a	  tendency	  to	  agree	  with	  Kufans	  on	  more	  issues	  than	  not	  (Nuzha	  187).	  Ibn	  al-­‐Nadīm	  
attributes	   to	   him	   only	   three	  works:	  Kitāb	   al-­‐mukhtaṣar	   fī	   l-­‐naḥw,	   Kitāb	   al-­‐maqṣūr	  
                                                
1 See Talmon (1997), Carter (1998). 
2 Talmon (1997) discusses this issue in detail, and lists some 40 modern works on Khalīl and Kitāb al-ʿAyn. 
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wa-­‐l-­‐mamdūd,	  and	  Kitāb	  al-­‐mudhakkar	  wa-­‐l-­‐muʾannath,	  none	  of	  which	  has	  survived	  
(Fihrist	  91).	  Although	  Ibn	  Shuqayr	  was	  one	  of	  the	  minor	  writers	  of	  his	  time,	  there	  is	  
some	  evidence	  of	  his	  status	  as	  an	  independent	  authority	  on	  the	  subject	  of	  grammar	  
in	   that	   period:	   prominent	   10th	   century	  Baghdadi	   grammarian	   Zajjājī	   (d.	   948)	   lists	  
Ibn	   Shuqayr	   among	   his	   teachers,	   along	  with	   the	   likes	   of	   Zajjāj,	   Māzinī	   and	   Sarrāj	  
(Īḍāḥ	  79).	  Though	  he	  is	  identified	  as	  a	  grammarian	  in	  many	  biographies,	  emphasis	  is	  
placed	  on	  his	  role	  as	  a	  transmitter	  of	  the	  works	  of	  al-­‐Wāqidī	  (d.	  822),	  a	  historian	  of	  
early	   Islam,	   and	   collector	   of	   traditions.	   In	   fact,	   Suyūṭī	   (Bughya	   1:	   302)	  makes	   no	  
mention	  of	  Ibn	  Shuqayr	  as	  a	  grammarian	  (though	  he	  does	  list	  the	  titles	  of	  the	  three	  
grammatical	   works	   he	   composed)	   and	   instead	   focuses	   entirely	   on	   his	   role	   as	   a	  
transmitter	  of	  history.	  
The	  confusion	  surrounding	   the	  authorship	  of	  KJN	  dates	  back	  at	   least	   to	   the	  
first	  half	  of	  the	  11th	  century,	  roughly	  a	  century	  after	  the	  death	  of	  Ibn	  Shuqayr—the	  
earliest	   existing	   statement	   casting	   doubt	   on	   Khalīl’s	   authorship	   comes	   from	   the	  
Ṭabaqāt	  of	  Ibn	  Masʿar	  (d.	  1050),	  who	  says	  in	  his	  biography	  of	  Ibn	  Shuqayr:	  “He	  has	  a	  
book	   that	   he	   called	   al-­‐Jumal.	   Sometimes	   this	   book	   is	   attributed	   to	   Khalīl,	   even	  
though	  it	  is	  one	  of	  [Ibn	  Shuqayr’s]	  works.	  He	  says	  in	  it:	  The	  naṣb	  has	  forty	  aspects…”	  
(48-­‐9).	   Ibn	   Masʿar’s	   Ṭabaqāt	   seems	   to	   be	   the	   sole	   basis	   for	   later	   biographers’	  
attribution	  of	  KJN	  to	  Ibn	  Shuqayr.	  Both	  Yāqūt	  (d.	  1228)	  and	  Suyūṭī	  (d.	  1505)	  cite	  this	  
passage	  from	  Ibn	  Masʿar,	  though	  Suyūṭī	  refers	  to	  the	  book	  as	  al-­‐Muḥallā,	  rather	  than	  
as	   al-­‐Jumal.	   Interestingly,	   both	   biographers	   also	   list	   a	   Kitāb	   al-­‐jumal	   among	   the	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works	  of	  Khalīl.	  	  According	  to	  Talmon	  (1997:	  42),	  when	  Qifṭī	  (d.	  1248)	  mentions	  the	  
mistaken	   attribution	   of	   book	   entitled	  Kitāb	   al-­‐ʿawāmil	   to	  Khalīl,	   he	   is	   referring	   to	  
KJN	  (Inbāh	  1:	  381).	  	  
The	  confusion	   is	  exacerbated	  by	  the	   fact	   that	  “books”	   in	   the	  early	  period	  of	  
Arabic	   grammatical	   development—from	   the	   late	   8th	   century	   into	   the	   early	   9th	  
century—were	   often	   transmitted	   orally,	   by	   the	   authors	   themselves,	   by	   their	  
students,	   or	   by	   other	   transmitters.	   The	  works	  were	   edited	   and	   amended	   by	   their	  
transmitters,	  and	  as	  a	  result,	   the	  texts	  themselves	  did	  not	  always	  have	  fixed	  forms	  
until	  after	  the	  death	  of	  their	  authors	  (Schoeler	  2006:	  35).	  It	  stands	  to	  reason,	  then,	  
that	   the	   titles	   of	   books	   from	   this	   period	   were	   not	   always	   chosen	   by	   the	   authors	  
themselves,	   but	   instead	   were	   given	   later	   by	   their	   transmitters.	   As	   a	   result,	   texts	  
from	   the	   early	  period	  were	  often	  known	  by	  multiple	  names.	  This	   is	   the	   case	  with	  
KJN,	  which	  Qabāwa	  says	  in	  the	  introduction	  to	  his	  edition	  of	  the	  text	  was	  also	  known	  
by	  eight	  other	  names:	  al-­‐Jumal,	  Jumal	  al-­‐iʿrāb,	  Wujūh	  al-­‐naṣb,	  al-­‐Muḥallā,	  Jumlat	  ālāt	  
al-­‐iʿrāb,	   Jumlat	   ālāt	   al-­‐ʿArab,	   Jumlat	   ālāt	   al-­‐ṭarab,	  and	  al-­‐Nuqaṭ	  wa-­‐l-­‐shakl	   (KJN	  8).	  
Moreover,	   Ryding	   (1998:	   103)	   notes	   that	   there	   are	   three	   other	   works	   composed	  
between	   the	   8th	   and	   10th	   centuries	   that	   were	   also	   titled	  Kitāb	   al-­‐jumal	   fī	   l-­‐naḥw,	  
including	   one	   by	   Sarrāj	   (d.	   928),	   one	   by	   Zajjājī	   (d.	   948),	   and	   a	   third	   by	   Ibn	  
Khālawayh	  (d.	  980).	  However,	  Ibn	  Khālawayh’s	  is	  the	  only	  one	  listed	  in	  the	  Fihrist,	  
which	  is	  the	  earliest	  source	  we	  have.	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Just	  as	  there	  is	  disagreement	  among	  medieval	  Arabic	  biographers,	  there	  is	  no	  
real	   consensus	   among	   modern	   scholars	   about	   the	   true	   authorship	   of	   KJN.	   	   Most	  
contemporary	  scholars,	  including	  Versteegh,	  Baalbaki,	  Talmon,	  and	  Owens,	  discount	  
the	  attribution	  to	  Khalīl	  in	  favor	  of	  the	  10th	  century	  dating.	  Versteegh	  (1993:	  20)	  and	  
Baalbaki	  (2008:	  28)	  support	  the	  attribution	  of	  the	  text	  to	  Ibn	  Shuqayr	  on	  the	  basis	  of	  
the	   presence	   of	   Kufan	   terminology	   in	   KJN.	   Talmon’s	   (1997:	   42)	   position	   is	   not	  
entirely	   clear,	   though	   his	   statement	   “the	   puzzle	   how	   K.	   al-­‐Jumal	   came	   to	   be	  
recognized	  as	  Khalīl’s	  is	  not	  yet	  solved”	  seems	  to	  imply	  that	  he	  does	  not	  support	  this	  
attribution.	   Schoeler	   (2006:	   52),	   although	   he	   does	   not	   mention	   KJN	   specifically,	  
argues	   that	  Khalīl	   could	   not	   have	  written	   a	   grammar	   book,	  which	   implies	   that	   he	  
would	   accept	   the	   hypothesis	   that	   Khalīl	   could	   not	   have	   been	   the	   author	   of	   KJN.	  
Schoeler’s	   arguments	   are	   based	   on	   isolated	   passages	   from	   the	   biographical	  
literature,	  and	  on	  the	  absence	  of	  terms	  such	  as	  allafa	  “to	  write/compose”	  and	  ʿamila	  
“to	  produce,”	  which	  are	  traditionally	  associated	  with	  written	  works,	  in	  references	  to	  
Khalīl’s	   teachings.	   None	   of	   these	   arguments	   are	   based	   on	   a	   thorough,	  
comprehensive	   study	   of	   the	   text	   itself.	   Owens	   (1990:	   179	   ff)	   has	   done	   a	   more	  
systematic	   study	  of	   syntactic	   terminology	   throughout	   the	   text,	   and	   “provisionally”	  
accepts	  Ibn	  Shuqayr	  as	  the	  author.	  However,	  his	  belief	  that	  KJN	  could	  not	  have	  been	  
composed	  during	  the	  lifetime	  of	  Khalīl	  is	  not	  convincingly	  supported	  by	  his	  data.	  	  
On	   the	   other	   hand,	   Ryding,	   the	   only	   Western	   scholar	   to	   devote	   an	  
independent	   study	   to	   KJN,	   is	   not	   convinced	   by	   the	   arguments	   for	   Ibn	   Shuqayr’s	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authorship,	  and	  believes	  there	  is	  “sufficient	  supporting	  evidence”	  for	  the	  attribution	  
of	  Khalīl	   (1992:	  263;	  1998:	  105).	  However,	  her	  assumption	   that	   the	  attribution	   to	  
Khalīl	  is	  valid	  is	  largely	  based	  on	  Qabāwa’s	  introduction	  to	  the	  text,	  rather	  than	  on	  
an	  analysis	  of	  the	  work	  itself.	  I	  will	  discuss	  contemporary	  arguments	  on	  both	  sides	  
of	  the	  debate	  in	  more	  detail	  in	  Chapter	  2.	  
1.2	  KJN:	  ORGANIZATION	  AND	  CONTENTS	  
The	   text	   of	   KJN	   as	   published	   by	   Qabāwa	   begins	  with	   a	   short	   introduction,	  
which	  states	  that	  the	  whole	  of	  Arabic	  syntax	  is	  composed	  of	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  jarr,	  and	  jazm,	  
and	  that	  whoever	  understands	  these	  aspects	  will	  have	  “little	  need	   for	  many	  of	   the	  
other	  books	  on	  grammar”	  (KJN	  33).	  The	  author	  of	  this	  introduction	  refers	  to	  a	  book	  
entitled	   the	   Mukhtaṣar	   which	   he	   claims	   to	   have	   composed	   previously—the	  
Mukhtaṣar	   is	   one	  of	   the	   titles	   attributed	   to	   Ibn	   Shuqayr	   in	   the	  Fihrist	  and	   in	   later	  
biographical	   works.	   However,	   this	   is	   not	   strong	   evidence	   for	   Ibn	   Shuqayr’s	  
authorship	  of	  KJN.	  	  According	  to	  Schoeler,	  written	  texts	  had	  become	  more	  stabilized	  
by	   the	  10th	   century,	   and	  were	  more	  often	   transmitted	   in	   a	   fixed	   form	   rather	   than	  
merely	   orally.	   This	   is	   in	   contrast	   with	   texts	   composed	   in	   the	   late	   8th-­‐early	   9th	  
centuries,	  for	  which	  it	  is	  often	  difficult	  to	  differentiate	  the	  author’s	  original	  material	  
from	  material	  added	  by	  later	  redactors,	  in	  the	  transmission	  process	  (Schoeler	  2006:	  
35-­‐6).	  
Two	   other	   features	   of	   the	   introduction	   to	   KJN	   further	   indicate	   that	   it	  may	  
have	  been	  a	  later	  addition:	  the	  first	  is	  the	  use	  of	  the	  word	  jarr	  rather	  than	  khafḍ	  for	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“genitive,”	  and	  the	  second	  is	  the	  presence	  of	  the	  term	  naḥw	  with	  a	  technical	  meaning	  
of	  “syntax”	  or	  “grammar”	  (jamīʿ	  al-­‐naḥw	  fī	  l-­‐rafʿ	  wa-­‐l-­‐naṣb	  wa-­‐l-­‐jarr	  wa-­‐l-­‐jazm).	  Both	  
are	   surprising,	   in	   that	   the	  use	  of	   these	   two	   terms	   in	   the	   introduction	  differs	   from	  
their	  use	  throughout	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  text.	  In	  the	  body	  of	  the	  text,	  the	  author	  prefers	  
khafḍ	  over	  jarr	  to	  refer	  to	  i-­‐endings	  by	  a	  substantial	  margin,	  though	  jarr	  does	  appear	  
in	   several	   instances	   later	   in	   the	   text.	   	   The	   presence	   of	   the	   word	   naḥw	  with	   the	  
meaning	  of	  “syntax”	  or	  “grammar”	   is	  significant	  because	  this	  word	  did	  not	  acquire	  
its	  technical	  meaning	  until	  later.	  Carter	  (1985)	  provides	  a	  thorough	  examination	  of	  
the	  history	  of	   the	  meaning	  of	   the	  word,	   and	  concludes	   that	  naḥw	   did	  not	   come	   to	  
mean	  “grammar”	  in	  a	  technical	  sense	  until	  the	  beginning	  of	  the	  9th	  century,	  and	  that	  
even	  Sibawayh	  used	  naḥw	  in	  a	  more	  general	  sense,	  to	  refer	  to	  “manner	  of	  speaking.”	  
Throughout	  the	  body	  of	  KJN,	  we	  do	  not	  find	  naḥw	  in	  its	  technical	  sense.	  
Following	   the	   introduction,	   the	   beginning	   of	   the	   content	   portion	   of	   KJN	  
consists	  of	  explanations	  of	   the	  various	  aspects	  (wujūh)	  of	   the	  naṣb,	  rafʿ,	  khafḍ,	  and	  
jazm.	   Ryding	   (1998:	   93)	   translates	   these	   terms	   as	   “accusative/subjunctive,”	  
“nominative/indicative,”	   “genitive/epenthetic,”	   and	   “apocopate,”	   respectively,	   in	  
accordance	  with	  their	  modern	  meanings.	  However,	  as	  I	  will	  show	  in	  Chapter	  3,	  those	  
terms	  did	  not	  exclusively	  refer	   to	  cases	  and	  moods	  until	   the	  second	  half	  of	   the	  9th	  
century.	   In	   the	   earliest	   period	   of	   Arabic	   grammatical	   development,	   before	   the	  
widespread	   acceptance	   of	   Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb,	   the	   terms	   naṣb,	   rafʿ,	   khafḍ,	   and	   jazm	  
were	   used	   in	   a	  much	   looser	   sense,	   and	   could	   also	   refer	   to	   the	  a-­‐,	  u-­‐,	   i-­‐,	   and	   zero-­‐
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vowels,	   regardless	   of	   their	   relationship	   to	   syntax.	   Hence,	   I	   will	   leave	   them	   in	   the	  
Arabic	  when	  translation	  would	  obscure	  the	  author’s	  intended	  meaning.	  
Following	   the	   explanation	   of	   the	   aspects	   of	  naṣb,	   rafʿ,	   khafḍ,	   and	   jazm	   is	   a	  
discussion	  of	  the	  meanings	  of	  various	  particles	  and	  letters	  (ḥurūf).	  Qabāwa’s	  edition	  
of	   the	   text	   concludes	   with	   two	   short	   chapters	   on	   the	   difference	   between	   the	  
conjunctive	  particles	  aw	  and	  am,	  and	  the	  use	  of	  ruwayda.	  These	  final	  two	  chapters,	  
like	   the	   introduction,	  were	   in	   all	   likelihood	   added	  by	   later	   transmitters—they	   are	  
stylistically	   inconsistent	   with	   the	   rest	   of	   the	   text,	   and	   Qabāwa	   notes	   the	   striking	  
similarity	  between	  these	  chapters	  and	  part	  of	   the	  Maʿānī	  al-­‐ḥurūf	  of	  al-­‐Rumānī	  (d.	  
984),	  which	  suggests	   that	   these	   two	  chapters	  might	  not	  have	  been	   included	   in	   the	  
original	  text	  of	  KJN	  but	  instead	  added	  in	  the	  transmission	  process	  (KJN	  17).	  	  
The	  breakdown	  of	  the	  chapters	  in	  Qabāwa’s	  edition	  of	  the	  text	  is	  as	  follows:	  
51	  aspects	  of	  naṣb	  
22	  aspects	  of	  rafʿ	  	  
9	  aspects	  of	  khafḍ	  
12	  aspects	  of	  jazm	  
23	  meanings	  of	  alif	  
31	  meanings	  of	  lām	  
12	  meanings	  of	  hāʾ	  
15	  meanings	  of	  tāʾ	  
13	  meanings	  of	  wāw	  
12	  meanings	  of	  lām	  alif	  
10	  meanings	  of	  mā	  
7	  meanings	  of	  fāʾ	  
10	  meanings	  of	  nūn	  	  
4	  meanings	  of	  bāʾ	  
9	  meanings	  of	  yāʾ	  
(Explanation	  of	  ruwayda)	  
(Explanation	  of	  the	  difference	  between	  am	  and	  aw)	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The	  chapters	  are	  short,	  averaging	  only	  15-­‐20	  printed	   lines.	  The	  style	  of	   the	   text	   is	  
characterized	   by	   its	   minimal	   level	   of	   theoretical	   detail	   and	   its	   large	   number	   of	  
illustrative	   examples	   (shawāhid)—it	   contains	   368	   verses	   from	   the	   Qurʾān,	   414	  
poetic	   verses,	   and	   one	   ḥadīth.	   Some	   chapters	   contain	   only	   shawāhid	   with	   no	  
theoretical	  explanation	  at	  all.	  
Among	   the	   most	   notable	   features	   of	   the	   text	   is	   the	   exceptionally	   large	  
number	  of	  categories	  the	  author	  invokes	  to	  explain	  form—51	  for	  naṣb,	  22	  for	  rafʿ,	  9	  
for	  khafḍ,	  and	  12	  for	   jazm.	  Nouns	  and	  verbs	  are	  discussed	  together,	  rather	  than	  in	  
separate	   subsections.	   In	   his	   discussion	   of	   the	   aspects	   of	   naṣb,	   for	   example,	   the	  
chapters	   on	   the	   accusative	   case	   in	   nouns	   are	   intermixed	   with	   chapters	   on	   the	  
subjunctive	  mood	  in	  verbs—and	  some	  chapters	  concern	  non-­‐syntactic	  a-­‐endings	  in	  
nouns,	  which	  have	  no	  connection	  to	  the	  accusative	  case,	  as	  I	  will	  show	  in	  Chapter	  6.	  
The	  author	   rarely	  makes	  an	  explicit	   connection	  between	  constructions	   that	  
are	  closely	  related,	  or	  even	  syntactically	  identical,	  and	  makes	  seemingly	  no	  attempt	  
to	   generalize	   or	   to	   present	   a	   coherent	   syntactic	   theory.	   The	   aspects	   of	   naṣb,	   rafʿ,	  
khafḍ,	   and	   jazm	   are	   classified	   by	   meaning,	   rather	   than	   by	   functional	   position	   or	  
governor,	   as	   was	   common	   in	   later	   works.	   For	   instance,	   the	   author	   presents	   the	  
accusative	  forms	  of	  madḥ	  “praise,”	  dhamm	  “blame,”	  taraḥḥum	  “mercy,”	  and	  ikhtiṣāṣ	  
“distinction”	   in	   separate	   chapters,	   even	   though	   they	  are	  all	   explained	  by	   the	   same	  
syntactic	   phenomenon—the	   elision	   of	   the	   accusative	   governor	   aʿnī	   “I	  mean”	   (KJN	  
62).	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The	   author’s	   discussion	   of	   the	   accusative	   specifier	   is	   another	   prominent	  
example	   of	   syntactically	   identical	   forms	   being	   discussed	   separately.	   As	   Owens	  
(1990:	  190)	  has	  noted,	  KJN	  distinguishes	  between	  two	  types	  of	  specifiers:	  tafsīr	  on	  
one	  hand,	  which	  is	  reserved	  for	  accusatives	  after	  numbers,	  as	  in	  khamsūna	  rajulan	  
“fifty	  men”	  (KJN	  45),	  and	  tamyīz	  on	  the	  other	  hand,	  which	  is	  used	  for	  structures	  such	  
as	  anta	  aḥsanu	  l-­‐nāsi	  wajhan	  “you	  are	  the	  most	  handsome	  of	  men,	  in	  terms	  of	  your	  
face”	   (KJN	   46).	   The	   common	   example	   ishtaʿala	   l-­‐raʾsu	   shayban	   “my	   hair	   turned	  
white”	   is	   traditionally	   analyzed	   as	   tamyīz	   by	   later	   grammarians	   and	   is	   discussed	  
along	  with	  these	  two	  constructions,	  but	  KJN	  does	  not	  include	  it	  in	  either	  the	  tafsīr	  or	  
tamyīz	   category,	   instead	  placing	   it	   in	   a	   section	   of	   its	   own,	   under	   the	   heading	   “the	  
accusative	  (naṣb)	  whose	  [grammatical]	  agent	  is	  its	  object	  and	  whose	  [grammatical]	  
object	   is	   its	   agent”	   (KJN	   50).	   In	   contrast,	   Sibawayh	   makes	   explicit	   the	   syntactic	  
similarity	  between	  all	  of	  these	  constructions,	  placing	  them	  in	  the	  same	  category,	  as	  
do	  nearly	  all	  later	  grammarians.	  
Also	   illustrating	   the	   general	   lack	   of	   structural	   coherence	   and	   theoretical	  
development,	   as	   Owens	   (1990:	   189)	   points	   out,	   is	   the	   fact	   that	   there	   are	   three	  
separate	  chapters	  on	  badal	  “apposition”:	  one	  in	  the	  section	  on	  naṣb	  (KJN	  100),	  again	  
in	  the	  chapter	  on	  khafḍ	  (KJN	  186),	  and	  finally	  in	  the	  discussion	  of	  conditional	  verbs.	  
Although	  badal	  can	  also	  occur	  in	  the	  nominative	  case,	  KJN	  makes	  no	  mention	  of	  this,	  
and	  does	  not	  explicitly	  note	  the	  connection	  between	  the	  types	  of	  badal.	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Yet	  another	  distinguishing	  feature	  of	  KJN’s	  grammatical	  theory	  is	  the	  fact	  that	  
the	  author	  distinguishes	  between	  two	  classes	  of	  circumstantial	  accusatives:	  qaṭʿ	  and	  
ḥāl.	   He	   refers	   to	   accusative	   constructions	   of	   the	   type	  hādhā	   l-­‐rajulu	  wāqifan	   “this	  
man	   exists	   standing”	   (KJN	   38)	   as	   qaṭʿ,	   as	   distinct	   from	   ḥāl,	   which	   he	   uses	   for	  
constructions	   like	   anta	   jālisan	   aḥsanu	  minka	   qāʾiman	   “you	   are	   better	   sitting	   than	  
you	  are	  standing”	  (KJN	  40)	  and	  inṭalaqtu	  māshiyan	  “I	  left,	  walking”	  (KJN	  41).	  These	  
two	  types	  of	  constructions	  are	  placed	  in	  one	  category,	  ḥāl,	  in	  major	  works	  from	  the	  
10th	  century.	  
The	   abundance	   of	   shawāhid,	   the	   astonishingly	   large	   number	   of	   categories	  
invoked,	   and	   the	   relative	   lack	   of	   theoretical	   coherence	   indicate	   that	   the	   primary	  
purpose	  of	   the	   text	  was	   likely	  pedagogical,	   and	   that	   it	  was	   intended	  as	  a	  practical	  
handbook	   for	   usage,	   rather	   than	   as	   a	   comprehensive	   treatise	   on	   syntax.	   Owens	  
proposes	  that	  the	  author	  may	  have	  had	  a	  different,	  though	  complementary,	  purpose	  
in	  mind:	  that	  his	   interests	  “may	  have	  been	  more	   in	  the	  classification	  of	   the	  textual	  
examples	  themselves	  than	   in	  the	  grammatical	   framework	  used	  to	  accomplish	  this”	  
(1990:	  190).	  The	  structure	  of	  KJN	  allows	  for	  the	  classification	  of	  a	  large	  number	  of	  
citations	  from	  the	  Qurʾān	  and	  from	  poetry	  within	  a	  simple	  framework.	  It	  is	  plausible	  
that	   the	   purpose	   of	   the	   text	   was	   multifold	   and	   that	   it	   was	   intended	   both	   as	   a	  
pedagogical	  grammar	  aimed	  at	  an	  audience	  of	  non-­‐gammarians,	  and	  as	  a	  work	  that	  
would	  preserve	  literary	  material	  and	  incorporate	  it	  within	  the	  framework	  of	  a	  basic	  
grammatical	  theory.	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In	   Chapter	   2,	   I	   will	   summarize	   the	   various	   attempts	   that	   have	   been	  made	  
thus	   far	   to	   date	   KJN	   and	   to	   identify	   the	   author,	   which	   have	   given	   inconclusive	  
results.	   After	   discussing	   the	   limitations	   of	   these	  methods,	   I	   will	   show	   how	   vowel	  
terminology	  can	  be	  used	  as	  a	  method	  to	  date	  early	  grammatical	   texts,	  and	  discuss	  
the	  advantages	  of	  this	  approach	  over	  the	  other	  approaches	  found	  in	  contemporary	  
scholarship.	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Chapter	  2:	  Methodology	  
Many	  approaches	  have	  been	  taken	  in	  an	  attempt	  to	  date	  texts	  from	  the	  early	  
centuries	  of	  the	  Arabic	  grammatical	  tradition.	  Several	  of	  these	  have	  been	  applied	  in	  
the	  particular	  context	  of	  KJN,	  and	  the	  collective	  results	  of	  these	  various	  approaches	  
are	  inconclusive.	  The	  evidence	  from	  some	  studies	  suggests	  that	  Ibn	  Shuqayr	  is	  more	  
likely	  to	  have	  been	  the	  author,	  while	  the	  results	  of	  others	  seems	  to	  support	  Khalīl’s	  
authorship.	  It	  is	  not	  entirely	  clear	  which	  of	  these	  approaches	  yields	  the	  most	  reliable	  
results	   in	   principle,	   and	   thus	   it	   is	   difficult	   to	   determine	   which	   of	   the	   conflicting	  
results	  bears	  more	  weight.	  In	  this	  chapter,	  I	  will	  discuss	  and	  evaluate	  three	  possible	  
approaches	   to	  determining	   the	  authorship	  of	   grammatical	   texts	   from	   the	   first	   few	  
centuries	  of	  Arabic	  grammatical	  development,	  with	  particular	  application	  to	  KJN.	   I	  
will	   then	   introduce	  vowel	   terminology	  as	   a	  new	  method	   for	  determining	   the	   time	  
period	   during	   which	   texts	   were	   composed,	   and	   discuss	   the	   advantages	   of	   this	  
method	  over	  the	  others	  I	  present	  here.	  
The	  first	  of	  the	  three	  approaches	  I	  will	  discuss	  is	  the	  attempt	  to	  identify	  the	  
author	  directly	  by	  drawing	  upon	  surviving	  information	  about	  the	  potential	  authors	  
and	   their	   teachings;	   the	   second	   is	   to	   ascertain	  whether	   the	   content	   of	   the	   text	   is	  
more	   consistent	   with	   either	   the	   Basran	   or	   the	   Kufan	   tradition,	   and	   to	   make	  
inferences	  about	  its	  authorship	  on	  that	  basis;	  and	  the	  third	  approach	  is	  to	  compare	  
the	   text	   with	   a	   broad	   range	   of	   earlier	   and	   later	   texts	   whose	   provenance	   is	   not	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disputed,	  in	  order	  to	  try	  to	  determine	  the	  time	  period	  during	  which	  it	  was	  written.	  
Though	   all	   three	   of	   these	   approaches	   are	   essential	   components	   of	   a	   thorough	  
analysis,	   some	   are	   more	   reliable	   than	   others.	   I	   will	   demonstrate	   that	   the	   third	  
approach,	  that	  of	  comparing	  a	  text	  with	  earlier	  and	  later	  texts,	  is	  the	  most	  reliable	  of	  
the	   three,	   and	   I	  will	   argue	   that	   an	  analysis	  of	  declensional	   vowel	   terminology	   is	   a	  
particularly	  valuable	  way	  to	  carry	  out	  a	  study	  of	  this	  type.	  
2.1	  THE	  DIRECT	  APPROACH	  
The	   first	   approach,	   when	   applied	   to	   KJN,	   amounts	   to	   making	   a	   direct	  
comparison	  of	  the	  content	  of	  the	  text	  with	  surviving	  information	  about	  the	  theories	  
of	   both	   potential	   authors:	   Khalīl	   and	   Ibn	   Shuqayr.	   Though	   appealing	   in	   its	  
conceptual	   simplicity,	   this	   approach	   is	   problematic	   for	   several	   reasons.	   First,	   we	  
have	  no	  information	  about	  the	  grammatical	  teachings	  of	  Ibn	  Shuqayr.	  Ibn	  al-­‐Nadīm	  
lists	  three	  works	  attributed	  to	  Ibn	  Shuqayr:	  al-­‐Mukhtaṣar	  fī	  l-­‐naḥw,	  al-­‐Maqṣūr	  wa-­‐l-­‐
mamdūd,	   and	   al-­‐Mudhakkar	   wa-­‐l-­‐muʾannath	   (Fihrist	   91).	   Unfortunately,	   none	   of	  
these	   has	   survived,	   and,	   to	   my	   knowledge,	   none	   of	   Ibn	   Shuqayr’s	   teachings	   are	  
preserved	  in	  the	  texts	  of	  later	  grammarians.	  The	  biographical	  literature	  states	  only	  
that	   Ibn	   Shuqayr	   incorporated	   both	   Basran	   and	   Kufan	   ideas,	   and	   does	   not	   give	  
specifics,	   either	   about	   his	   terminology	   or	   his	   theories.	   Given	   that	   we	   have	   no	  
information	   at	   all	   regarding	   the	   grammatical	   teachings	   of	   Ibn	   Shuqayr,	   it	   is	  
impossible	  to	  gather	  direct	  evidence	  to	  support	  or	  refute	  his	  authorship	  of	  KJN.	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Gathering	   evidence	   to	   determine	   whether	   Khalīl	   was	   the	   author	   is,	   in	  
principle,	  a	  much	  more	  viable	  task,	  given	  that	  a	  substantial	  amount	  of	   information	  
about	   Khalīl’s	   grammatical	   teachings	   has	   been	   preserved	   in	   a	   variety	   of	   sources.	  
Perhaps	  the	  most	  valuable	  source	  of	  information	  about	  his	  grammatical	  theories	  is	  
the	  Kitāb	  of	  Sibawayh.	   	  Sibawayh	  was	  a	  disciple	  of	  Khalil	  and	  relied	  heavily	  on	  his	  
teachings	   in	   the	  composition	  of	   the	  Kitāb,	  as	   is	  evidenced	  by	  the	   fact	   that	  Khalīl	   is	  
cited	   by	   name	   608	   times	   in	   the	   Kitāb,	   more	   times	   than	   all	   other	   grammarians	  
combined.	  Much	  of	  the	  unattributed	  material	  in	  the	  Kitāb	  is	  likely	  also	  from	  Khalīl—
Ibn	  al-­‐Anbārī	  reports	  that	  every	  time	  Sibawayh	  says	  saʾaltuhu	  “I	  asked	  him”	  or	  qāla	  
“he	   said”	  without	  mentioning	  his	   source	  by	  name,	  he	   is	   referring	   to	  Khalīl	   (Nuzha	  
45).	  
In	   addition	   to	   the	   testimony	   of	   the	  Kitāb,	   evidence	   of	   Khalīl’s	   theories	   and	  
terminology	  can	  be	  gathered	  from	  the	  lexicon	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn.	  Though	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  is	  
not	   a	   grammatical	   text	   per	   se,	   it	   does	   contain	   several	   grammatical	   points,	   which	  
Talmon	  (1997)	  has	  collected	  and	  analyzed.	  Additional	  sources	  of	  information	  about	  
Khalīl’s	   teachings	   include	  Khwārizmī’s	  (d.	  993)	  Mafatīḥ	  al-­‐ʿUlūm,	  which	  provides	  a	  
list	   of	   twenty-­‐one	   phonological	   terms	   attributed	   to	   Khalīl,	   and	   several	  
lexicographical	   works:	   al-­‐Azharī’s	   (d.	   940)	   Tahdhīb	   al-­‐lugha,	   Ibn	   Sīda’s	   (d.	   1066)	  
Muḥkam,	   and	   Ibn	  Manẓūr’s	   (d.	  1312)	  Lisān	  al-­‐ʿArab,	   all	   of	  which	   contain	   technical	  
vocabulary	  purportedly	  used	  by	  Khalīl	  (Versteegh	  1993:	  16-­‐19).	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Based	   on	   the	   abundance	   of	   information	   about	   Khalīl’s	   teachings	   that	   is	  
reported	  in	  these	  sources,	   it	  would	  seem	  logical,	  as	  a	  starting	  point,	   to	  reconstruct	  
Khalīl’s	   terminological	   system	   and	   theories	   of	   syntax	   and	   morphology	   based	   on	  
these	  reports,	  and	  to	  compare	  this	  with	  the	  content	  of	  KJN.	  However,	  although	  this	  
would	  be	  an	  essential	  part	  of	  a	  thorough,	  systematic	  study	  of	  the	  origin	  of	  KJN,	  this	  
approach	  alone	   is	  not	   sufficient.	  One	  drawback	   to	   this	  method	   is	   the	  questionable	  
reliability	   of	   some	   of	   the	   sources.	   For	   instance,	   there	   is	   much	   uncertainty	  
surrounding	  the	  attribution	  of	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  to	  Khalīl—many	  scholars,	  both	  medieval	  
and	  modern,	  have	  proposed	  that	  the	  text	  as	  we	  know	  it	  today	  was	  composed	  not	  by	  
Khalīl	  himself,	  but	  instead	  by	  his	  student	  Layth,	  well	  after	  Khalīl’s	  death.2	  	  According	  
to	   some	   of	   these	   theories,	   Khalil	   was	   the	   intellectual	   creator	   of	   the	   lexicon	   and	  
provided	   the	   outline	   of	   its	   general	   structure,	   but	   it	   was	   Layth	   who	   completed,	  
compiled,	  and	  redacted	  the	  work,	  drawing	  from	  several	  authorities,	  of	  which	  Khalīl	  
was	  only	  one.	  	  
Even	  if	  we	  assume	  that	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  generally	  reflects	  Khalīl’s	  teachings	  and	  
can	  in	  a	  sense	  be	  truly	  attributed	  to	  him,	  the	  high	  probability	  that	  Layth	  and	  others	  
contributed	   to	   the	  work	   in	  some	  capacity	  renders	   it	   impossible	   to	  determine	  with	  
certainty	  whether	  any	  given	  theory	  was	  Khalīl’s	  own	  or	  whether	  it	  was	  added	  after	  
Khalīl’s	   death,	   either	   by	   Layth	   or	   by	   later	   redactors.	   This	   places	   any	   conclusions	  
                                                
2 Talmon (1997) discusses this issue in detail, and lists some 40 modern works on Khalīl and Kitāb al-ʿAyn. 
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about	   the	  authorship	  of	  KJN	  on	  the	  basis	  of	  a	  comparison	  with	  the	  terminology	  or	  
theoretical	  material	  of	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  on	  shaky	  ground.	  
Another	   issue	  with	   this	   direct	   approach	   is	   that	   the	   sources	   of	   information	  
about	   Khalīl’s	   terminology	   are	   sometimes	   at	   variance	   with	   one	   another.	   For	  
instance,	   the	   phonological	   terms	   as	   reported	   in	   Khwārizmī’s	   list,	   in	  Kitāb	   al-­‐ʿAyn,	  
and	   in	  Lisān	   al-­‐ʿArab	   are	   not	   found	   in	   Sibawayh’s	   quotations	   of	   Khalīl.	   As	   for	   the	  
Kitāb,	   it	   is	   possible,	   even	   probable,	   that	   Sibawayh	   rephrased	   arguments	   of	   other	  
grammarians	   in	  his	   own	   terms.	  Because	  grammatical	   teaching	   in	   that	   time	  period	  
was	  often	  transmitted	  orally	  rather	  than	  in	  written	  form,	  the	  transmitters	  had	  much	  
more	   liberty	   in	   their	   formulation	   of	   the	   teacher’s	   opinion,	   particularly	   regarding	  
terminology	  (Versteegh	  1993:	  36).	  Thus,	  Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb	  should	  not	  be	  taken	  as	  a	  
fully	  reliable	  source	  for	  Khalīl’s	  terminology.	  
Perhaps	  the	  biggest	  drawback	  of	  the	  direct	  approach	  is	  not	  a	  methodological	  
one,	   but	   a	   practical	   one:	   the	   pre-­‐theoretical	   character	   of	   KJN	   itself,	   its	   terse	   style,	  
and	  the	  scattered	  nature	  of	  its	  content	  necessarily	  place	  limits	  on	  the	  viability	  of	  this	  
approach—many	  of	   the	   ideas	   attributed	   to	  Khalīl	   in	   the	  Kitāb	  of	   Sibawayh	   and	   in	  
Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  are	  simply	  not	  discussed	   in	  KJN.	  Even	   if	  we	  assume	  the	   testimony	  of	  
Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb	   and	  Kitāb	   al-­‐ʿAyn	   to	   be	   perfectly	   reliable	   sources	   of	   information	  
about	   Khalīl’s	   grammatical	   teachings,	   the	   fact	   that	   KJN	   simply	   does	   not	   contain	   a	  
substantial	   amount	   of	   theoretical	   detail	   means	   that	   there	   is	   limited	   material	   for	  
comparison.	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These	  barriers	   to	   a	   direct	   examination	  of	  whether	  Khalīl	   or	   Ibn	   Shuqayr	   is	  
the	   more	   likely	   author	   of	   KJN	   necessitate	   a	   less	   direct	   approach	   to	   solving	   the	  
mystery.	  One	  such	  approach	  would	  be	   to	  situate	   the	   text	  within	   the	  context	  of	   the	  
Basran	  and	  Kufan	  debate.	  
2.2	  THE	  BASRAN-­‐KUFAN	  APPROACH	  
Because	   Khalīl	   is	   considered	   one	   of	   the	   fathers	   of	   the	   Basran	   school	   of	  
grammar,	   the	  presence	   in	  KJN	  of	  a	  significant	   fraction	  of	  canonical	  Kufan	   features,	  
either	   terminological	   or	   theoretical,	   could	   be	   considered	   evidence	   against	   his	  
authorship.	   A	   mixture	   of	   Basran	   and	   Kufan	   features	   would	   on	   first	   glance	   also	  
constitute	  positive	  evidence	   in	  support	  of	  KJN’s	  attribution	   to	   Ibn	  Shuqayr,	  who	   is	  
reported	   to	   have	   had	   Kufan	   leanings.	   However,	   the	   value	   in	   such	   an	   approach	  
depends	   on	   the	   historical	   reality	   of	   the	   two	   schools	   and	   the	   extent	   to	   which	   the	  
dichotomy	  as	  represented	  in	  the	  later	  Arabic	  biographical	  literature	  and	  in	  surviving	  
grammatical	  sources	  reflects	  the	  true	  existence	  of	  two	  independent	  traditions	  in	  the	  
early	  period	  of	  grammatical	  development.	  	  
Medieval	   Arabic	   biographers	   make	   a	   sharp	   distinction	   between	   the	   two	  
schools.	  This	  is	  evident,	  for	  example,	  in	  the	  Ṭabaqāt	  of	  Zubaydī	  (d.	  989)	  and	  in	  the	  
Fihrist,	  in	  which	  Basran	  and	  Kufan	  scholars	  are	  listed	  in	  separate	  sections.	  However,	  
contemporary	   scholarship	   has	   called	   into	   question	   the	   early	   existence	   of	   two	  
independent	  traditions.	  	  As	  this	  topic	  has	  been	  discussed	  at	  length	  in	  several	  places,	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I	  will	  give	  only	  a	  brief	  summary	  of	  the	  various	  positions	  here.3	  The	  argument	  against	  
the	   existence	   of	   the	   two	   schools	   is	   stated	   most	   strongly	   in	   Weil’s	   (1913)	  
introduction	   to	   the	   Inṣāf	   of	   Ibn	  al-­‐Anbārī,	   in	  which	  he	   argues	   that	   the	  Basran	  and	  
Kufan	  schools	  are	  a	   literary	   fiction	   invented	   in	   the	  generation	  after	  Mubarrad	  and	  
could	  not	  have	  possibly	  existed	  as	  distinct	  entities	  in	  the	  8th	  century.	  Most	  modern	  
scholars	   more	   or	   less	   accept	  Weil’s	   conclusion.	   Carter	   (1973:	   302)	   supports	   this	  
position	  without	  reservation,	  suggesting	  that	  9th	  and	  10th	  century	  grammarians	  used	  
the	  term	  “Kufan”	  as	  a	  blanket	  term	  to	  refer	  to	  all	  theories	  that	  were	  at	  variance	  with	  
their	  own	  thinking,	  or	  that	  differed	  from	  the	  teaching	  of	  Sibawayh.	  Baalbaki	  (2007)	  
takes	   a	  more	   ambiguous	   position,	   arguing	   that	   issues	   in	   the	   Inṣāf	  do	   often	   reflect	  
real	   differences	   in	   thinking	   between	   early	   grammarians,	   but	   that	   later	   scholars	  
exaggerated	  these	  differences	  and	  created	  the	  idea	  of	  schools	  by	  generalizing	  from	  
disputes	  among	   individual	   grammarians.	   	  Versteegh,	  originally	   a	  proponent	  of	   the	  
historical	   existence	   of	   the	   two	   schools	   (1977),	   later	   makes	   several	   interesting	  
observations	   about	   the	   early	   use	   of	   terminology	   that	   cast	   doubt	   upon	   the	   early	  
existence	  of	   the	  Basran	  and	  Kufan	  schools.	  Bernards	   (1997:	  17)	  also	  believes	   that	  
the	   schools	   did	   not	   exist	   as	   such	   until	   the	   late	   9th	   century,	   proposing	   that	   the	  
formation	   of	   the	   ideas	   of	   the	   Basran	   and	   Kufan	   schools	   coincided	   with	   the	  
consolidation	  of	  Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb,	  a	  process	  mediated	  by	  Mubarrad.	  	  
                                                
3 See, for example, Versteegh (1977), Baalbaki (1981, 2007), Owens (1988, 1990. 1991), Carter (1973, 
1999). 
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   Despite	   the	   considerable	   doubt	   surrounding	   the	   historical	   reality	   of	   the	  
Basran	   and	   Kufan	   schools,	   both	   medieval	   Arabic	   historians	   and	   contemporary	  
Western	  scholars	  have	  used	  this	  dichotomy	  as	  a	  method	  to	  date	  texts	  and	  to	  confirm	  
or	   refute	   hypotheses	   about	   their	   authorship.	   The	   fact	   that	   the	   terminological	  
differences	  between	  the	  two	  schools	  are	  by	  nature	  more	  easily	  identifiable	  than	  the	  
theoretical	  differences	  has	  led	  several	  scholars	  to	  examine	  syntactic	  terminology	  in	  
order	  to	  date	  texts.	  Versteegh	  and	  Baalbaki	  have	  used	  this	  approach	  with	  respect	  to	  
KJN.	   Versteegh	   (1993:	   20)	   considers	   the	   presence	   of	   the	   Kufan	   terminology	   jaḥd	  
“negation”	   and	   khafḍ	   “genitive”	   in	   KJN	   not	   only	   as	   an	   argument	   against	   Khalīl’s	  
authorship,	  but	  also	  as	  positive	  evidence	  supporting	  its	  attribution	  to	  Ibn	  Shuqayr,	  
as	  he	   is	  reported	  to	  have	  taken	  elements	   from	  both	  grammatical	  schools.	  Baalbaki	  
(2008:	   28)	  makes	   a	   similar	   argument,	   though	  he	   notes	   the	   presence	   of	   the	  Kufan	  
term	  jaḥd	  in	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn.	  
In	   addition	   to	   differences	   in	   terminology	   between	   the	   two	   schools,	   later	  
sources	   also	   record	   a	   number	   of	   grammatical	   points	   on	   which	   the	   Basrans	   and	  
Kufans	  are	  said	   to	  have	  been	  at	  variance	  with	  one	  another.	   I	  am	  not	  aware	  of	  any	  
existing	  study	  that	  applies	  this	  approach	  to	  KJN,	  so	  I	  will	  briefly	  consider	  the	  type	  of	  
results	  this	  method	  would	  produce.	  	  A	  prominent	  source	  of	  information	  about	  these	  
issues	   of	   controversy	   is	   Ibn	   al-­‐Anbārī’s	   Inṣāf,	   in	   which	   he	   presents	   121	   points	   of	  
dispute	  and	  summarizes	   the	  positions	  of	  both	   schools.	  Thus,	   a	   logical	   approach	   in	  
trying	   to	   situate	   KJN	   within	   the	   context	   of	   the	   Basran-­‐Kufan	   debate	   would	   be	   to	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examine	   its	   position	   on	   the	   issues	   presented	   in	   the	   Inṣāf.	   However,	   this	   approach	  
has	  several	  drawbacks.	  Here,	  we	  are	  again	   faced	  with	   the	  obstacle	   that	  KJN	  either	  
does	   not	   cover	  many	   of	   the	   relevant	   grammatical	   points	   at	   all,	   or	   covers	   them	   in	  
such	   little	   detail	   that	   it	   is	   difficult—in	   some	   cases,	   impossible—to	   identify	   the	  
author’s	  position	  on	  the	  issue.	  This	  fact	  alone	  rules	  out	  a	  comparison	  of	  KJN	  with	  a	  
large	   fraction	   of	   the	   issues	   presented	   in	   the	   Inṣāf,	   leaving	   us	   to	   draw	   conclusions	  
based	  on	  a	  very	  limited	  set	  of	  data.	  	  
A	   related	   problem	   for	   this	   method	   is	   that,	   in	   some	   cases,	   identification	   of	  
KJN’s	  position	  hinges	  on	  an	  interpretation	  of	  the	  author’s	  terminology.	  For	  instance,	  
in	  Masʾala	  14	  (Inṣāf	  86),	  Ibn	  al-­‐Anbari	  reports	  that	  the	  Kufans	  consider	  niʿma	  “to	  be	  
good”	  and	  biʾsa	  “to	  be	  bad”	  to	  be	  nouns,	  whereas	  Basrans	  consider	  them	  to	  be	  verbs.	  
KJN	   (70)	   refers	   to	   them	  as	  ḥurūf.	   If	  we	   interpret	  ḥarf	  here	   to	  mean	   “particle”—as	  
opposed	  to	  noun	  or	  verb—then	  KJN’s	  position	  on	  this	  issue	  is	  unique,	  and	  does	  not	  
agree	   with	   either	   the	   Basran	   or	   Kufan	   position.	   However,	   if	   we	   interpret	   ḥarf	   to	  
mean	   simply	   “word,”	   then	   it	   could	   refer	   either	   to	   nouns	   or	   verbs,	   and	  we	   cannot	  
determine	  whether	  KJN	  agrees	  with	  the	  Basrans	  or	  the	  Kufans.4	  	  Another	  commonly	  
cited	  point	  of	  debate	  between	  the	  two	  schools	  concerns	  the	  imperative	  form	  of	  the	  
verb,	  discussed	  in	  Masʾala	  75	  (Inṣāf	  414).	  Kufans	  consider	  the	  imperative	  form	  to	  be	  
governed;	   Basrans,	   in	   contrast,	   consider	   it	   a	   fixed	   form.	   KJN	   (190)	   uses	   the	   term	  
jazm	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  imperative,	  which,	  based	  on	  later	  grammarians’	  use	  of	  this	  term	  
                                                
4 Owens (1990: 202) notes the use of ḥarf with the meaning of “word.” 
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to	  refer	  only	  to	  declensional	  endings,	  might	  suggest	  that	  KJN	  agrees	  with	  the	  Kufan	  
position.	  However,	  as	  we	  will	  see	  in	  Chapter	  6,	  KJN	  often	  uses	  the	  term	  jazm	  to	  refer	  
to	  non-­‐declensional	  endings,	  so	  it	  is	  difficult	  to	  determine	  whether	  the	  author	  of	  KJN	  
considers	   the	   imperative	   to	  be	  governed	  or	  not,	  and	   thus	   it	   is	   impossible	   to	  know	  
whether	  KJN	  agrees	  with	  the	  Kufan	  or	  Basran	  position.	  
On	   top	   of	   these	   practical	   difficulties,	   this	   approach	   faces	   the	  more	   serious	  
methodological	   issue	   that	   Ibn	   al-­‐Anbārī’s	   presentation	   of	   the	   positions	   of	   the	   two	  
schools	   does	   not	   always	   reflect	   real	   differences	   between	   the	   grammarians	  
representing	  those	  schools.	  Baalbaki	  (1981:	  22)	  cautions	  against	  using	  the	  Inṣāf	   to	  
make	   inferences	   about	   early	   grammatical	   development,	   partly	   on	   the	   basis	   of	   the	  
fact	   that	   Ibn	   al-­‐Anbārī	   often	   oversimplifies	   the	   theories	   of	   grammarians,	   and	  
occasionally	   even	   blatantly	   misreports	   their	   views.	   Thus,	   it	   is	   important	   to	  
substantiate	  Ibn	  al-­‐Anbārī’s	  reports	  by	  consulting	  primary	  texts.	  	  
So,	   this	   approach	   can	   really	   only	   be	   applied	   to	   issues	   on	  which	   KJN	   has	   a	  
clearly	   identifiable	   position	   and	   the	   controversy	   as	   presented	   in	   the	   Inṣāf	   can	   be	  
substantiated	  by	   surviving	  primary	   texts.	   The	  number	   of	   issues	   for	  which	  both	   of	  
these	   conditions	  obtain	   represents	   a	   small	   fraction	  of	   the	  121	   issues	   contained	   in	  
the	  Inṣāf;	  thus,	  the	  evidence	  resulting	  from	  this	  type	  of	  study	  will	  be	  circumstantial	  
at	  best.	  	  
Despite	   the	   circumstantial	   nature	   of	   this	   type	   of	   evidence,	   it	   should	  not	   be	  
ignored	   entirely.	  A	   cursory	   look	   reveals	   that	  KJN	  does	   agree	  with	  Farrā’	   and	   is	   at	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variance	  with	  Sibawayh	  and	  Mubarrad	  on	  several	   issues.	  One	  such	   issue	  concerns	  
the	   government	   of	   the	   Ḥijāzī	   mā	   (Inṣāf	   144):	   both	   Sibawayh	   (Kitāb	   1:	   57)	   and	  
Mubarrad	  (Muqtaḍab	  4:	  188)	  explain	  the	  accusative	  government	  of	  this	  particle	  by	  
virtue	  of	  its	  resemblance	  to	  laysa,	  whereas	  both	  Farrāʾ	  (Maʿānī	  2:	  42)	  and	  the	  author	  
of	   KJN	   (93)	   claim	   that	   the	   accusative	   results	   from	   the	   deletion	   of	   a	   preposition.	  
Another	   issue	   on	   which	   KJN	   agrees	   with	   Farrāʾ	   involves	   the	   meaning	   of	   illā	   in	   a	  
verse	   of	   poetry	   from	   al-­‐Aʿshā.	   According	   to	   Ibn	   al-­‐Anbārī	   (Inṣāf	   232),	   the	   Kufans	  
accept	   that	   illā	   can	   occur	   with	   the	   meaning	   of	  wāw,	   and	   the	   Basrans	   reject	   this	  
meaning.	   Regarding	   this	   verse	   of	   poetry,	   both	   Sibawayh	   (Kitāb	   2:	   334)	   and	  
Mubarrad	  (Muqtaḍab	  4:	  409)	  interpret	  illā	  as	  meaning	  ghayr.	  Farrā’	  (Maʿānī	  1:	  89)	  
and	  KJN	  (300)	  paraphrase	  illā	  as	  wāw.	  While	  the	  presence	  of	  several	  Kufan	  features	  
in	   KJN,	   both	   theoretical	   and	   terminological,	   might	   cast	   some	   doubt	   on	   Khalīl’s	  
authorship,	   it	   does	   not	   constitute	   conclusive	   evidence	   either	   against	   Khalīl’s	  
authorship,	  or	  in	  favor	  of	  Ibn	  Shuqayr’s	  for	  reasons	  discussed	  above.	  	  
Since	  neither	   the	  direct	  approach	  nor	   the	  Basran	  vs.	  Kufan	  approach	  yields	  
conclusive	   results,	   I	  will	   turn	   to	   the	   third	   and	   final	   approach	   I	  will	   discuss	   in	   this	  
chapter—that	  of	   comparing	   the	   text	  with	  grammatical	  works	   from	  the	  earlier	  and	  
later	  periods,	  respectively,	  to	  attempt	  to	  determine	  the	  approximate	  time	  period	  of	  
its	  composition.	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2.3	  THE	  EARLY-­‐LATE	  APPROACH	  
Several	   approaches	   to	   attempting	   to	   distinguish	   between	   early	   and	   late	  
grammatical	   texts	   can	   be	   found	   in	   contemporary	   scholarship.	   These	   approaches	  
include	   looking	   at	   the	   authorities	   cited	   in	   these	   texts,	   comparing	   syntactic	  
terminology	  to	  the	  terminology	  found	  in	  earlier	  and	  later	  works,	  and	  examining	  the	  
general	  structure	  and	  organization	  of	  the	  works.	  
Ryding	   (1998:	   101)	   argues	   for	   an	   earlier	   dating	   of	   KJN	   based	   on	   the	  
authorities	   cited	   in	   the	   text.	   She	   notes	   that	   KJN	   contains	   only	   a	   small	   number	   of	  
citations	   of	   other	   grammarians,	   including	   Sibawayh,	   Farrāʾ,	   Abu	   ʿAmr	   ibn	   al-­‐Alā’,	  
Naṣr	  ibn	  ʿĀṣim,	  and	  Yūnus	  ibn	  Ḥabīb.	  Sibawayh	  and	  Farrāʾ	  are	  each	  mentioned	  only	  
once.	  She	   takes	   the	  paucity	  of	  citations	  of	  grammarians	  as	  evidence	  supporting	  an	  
8th	  century	  dating	  of	  KJN,	  and	  its	  authorship	  by	  Khalīl.	  However,	  Baalbaki	  (2008:	  28)	  
comments	   on	   the	   anachronistic	   mention	   of	   Ibn	   Durayd	   (d.	   933),	   which	   Ryding	  
overlooks.	  This	  would	  be	  evidence	  against	   the	  hypothesis	   that	  KJN	  was	  written	   in	  
the	  early	  period.	  Baalbaki	  also	  notes	  that	  Khalīl	  himself	  is	  quoted	  in	  KJN,	  which	  leads	  
him	   to	   the	   conclusion	   that	   Ibn	   Shuqayr	  was	  more	   likely	   to	   have	   been	   the	   author.	  
However,	   it	   is	   not	   uncommon	   for	   texts	   to	   include	   citations	   of	   their	   purported	  
authors.	   If	  we	  were	   to	   take	   this	  as	  evidence	  against	  Khalīl’s	  authorship	  of	  KJN,	  we	  
would	  have	  to	  call	   into	  question	  the	  provenance	  of	  a	  number	  of	  other	  texts	  whose	  
authorship	  is	  not	  traditionally	  disputed.	  As	  this	  shows,	  the	  authorities	  cited	  in	  KJN	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can	  be	  taken	  to	  suggest	  either	  an	  earlier	  or	  later	  dating;	  thus,	  evidence	  of	  this	  type	  is	  
inconclusive.	  
Owens	  has	  attempted	  to	  use	  syntactic	  terminology	  and	  concepts	  to	  date	  KJN.	  
He	   concludes	   that	   “there	   are	   certain	   themes	   and	   terminology	   that,	   so	   far	   as	   we	  
know,	  emerged	  only	  in	  the	  last	  half	  of	  the	  ninth	  century.	  KJN	  contains	  these	  traits;	  
therefore	  it	  must	  stem	  from	  this	  era	  or	  afterwards”	  (1990:	  201).	  This	  conclusion	  is	  
overly	  simplistic	  and	  seems	  to	  be	  based	  primarily	  on	  only	  two	  features	  of	  KJN:	  one	  is	  
the	  presence	  of	  the	  term	  tamyīz	  (accusative	  specifier),	  which	  is	  commonly	  supposed	  
to	  have	  been	  introduced	  by	  Mubarrad	  in	  the	  second	  half	  of	  the	  9th	  century;	  the	  other	  
is	  the	  discussion	  of	  a	  criterion	  for	  identifying	  nouns,	  which	  Owens	  claims	  originates	  
with	   Ibn	   Kaysān	   and	   Lughda	   in	   the	   10th	   century.	   Owens	   argues	   that,	   though	   it	   is	  
theoretically	  possible	  that	  KJN	  was	  the	  innovator,	  it	  is	  highly	  unlikely	  that	  terms	  and	  
concepts	   that	  were	   influential	   parts	   of	   the	   later	   grammatical	   tradition	   could	   have	  
stemmed	   from	  a	  relatively	  unsophisticated	   text	   like	  KJN.	  While	   it	   is	   true	   that	  such	  
influential	   terminology	   is	   unlikely	   to	   have	   originated	   from	   a	   minor	   work,	   it	   is	  
possible	  that	  this	  terminology	  was	  part	  of	  an	  early	  independent	  tradition.	  It	  is	  also	  
possible	  that,	  even	  if	  the	  term	  tamyīz	  was	  not	  introduced	  until	  the	  9th	  century,	  it	  was	  
not	   present	   in	   the	   original	   text	   of	   KJN	   but	   was	   a	   later	   addition.	   In	   short,	   Owens’	  
argument	   for	   a	   10th	   century	   dating	   of	   KJN	   is	   not	   based	   on	   a	   systematic	   study	   of	  
syntactic	  terminology,	  and	  he	  gives	  limited	  evidence	  to	  support	  his	  conclusion.	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Another	  approach	   to	  dating	  grammatical	  works	   is	   to	  examine	   their	  general	  
structure	  and	  organization,	  as	   later	  works	  generally	  have	  a	  much	  more	  systematic	  
structure	  than	  earlier	  works.	  Owens	  (1990:	  181)	  comments	  on	  the	  unsophisticated	  
nature	   of	  KJN,	   its	   short	   chapters,	   and	   the	   large	  number	   of	   individual	   grammatical	  
categories	   the	   author	   employs	   to	   account	   for	   syntactic	   constructions,	   with	  
seemingly	   no	   attempt	   to	   generalize	   between	   categories	   that	   are	   similar.	  
Interestingly,	  Owens	  admits	  that	  the	  structure	  and	  organization	  of	  KJN	  bears	  more	  
similarity	  to	  the	  Muqaddima	  fī	  l-­‐naḥw,	  which	  he	  believes	  dates	  back	  to	  the	  first	  half	  
of	   the	  9th	   century,	   than	   it	  does	   to	  10th	   century	  works	   (1990:	  189).	  Though	  Owens	  
supports	  a	  later	  dating	  of	  KJN	  based	  on	  the	  evidence	  presented	  above,	  he	  recognizes	  
that	  relatively	  unorganized,	  unsophisticated	  texts	  are	  more	  consistent	  with	  the	  early	  
period	   than	   with	   the	   later	   period.	   	   Thus,	   the	   structure	   of	   KJN	   would	   suggest	   an	  
earlier	   dating.	   Ryding’s	   argument	   based	   on	   the	   grammarians	   cited	   in	   KJN,	   and	  
Owens’	   arguments	  based	  on	  syntactic	   terminology	  and	  concepts,	   and	  on	  structure	  
and	  organization,	  lead	  to	  opposing	  conclusions.	  	  
As	  I	  have	  demonstrated	  so	  far	  in	  this	  chapter,	  all	  of	  the	  approaches	  that	  have	  
been	   taken	   in	   contemporary	   scholarship	   to	   determine	   the	   authorship	   of	   KJN	   face	  
serious	  obstacles.	  Thus,	  I	  will	  introduce	  a	  new	  method	  for	  dating	  grammatical	  texts,	  
demonstrate	   the	   advantages	   this	   method	   has	   over	   the	   other	   approaches	   I	   have	  
discussed	   in	   this	   chapter,	   and	   apply	   this	  method	   to	   KJN.	   As	   an	   alternative	   to	   the	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approaches	   I	   have	   discussed	   up	   to	   this	   point,	   I	   will	   focus	   on	   the	   use	   of	   vowel	  
terminology,	  which	  forms	  a	  sharp	  dividing	  line	  between	  earlier	  and	  later	  texts.	  
2.4	  A	  NEW	  APPROACH:	  VOWEL	  TERMINOLOGY	  
In	   the	   system	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   that	   eventually	   came	   into	   general	  
acceptance,	  and	  remains	  in	  use	  today,	  there	  is	  a	  clear	  distinction	  between	  two	  sets	  
of	   terminology:	   the	   declensional	   set	   (rafʿ,	   naṣb,	   khafḍ/jarr,	   and	   jazm),	   which	   is	  
reserved	  for	  syntactically	  determined	  vowels,	  and	  the	  non-­‐declensional	  set	  (ḍamm,	  
fatḥ,	  kasr,	  and	  sukūn/waqf),	  which	  is	  used	  for	  fixed	  vowels.	  However,	  the	  system	  as	  
we	  know	  it	  today	  has	  not	  always	  been	  in	  use.	  In	  the	  earliest	  extant	  works,	  as	  I	  will	  
show	  in	  Chapter	  3,	  we	  find	  no	  evidence	  of	  any	  terminological	  distinction	  at	  all—the	  
two	  sets	  of	  terms	  are	  used	  seemingly	  interchangeably.	  Terminological	  use	  in	  works	  
that	  were	   roughly	   contemporary	  with	   Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb	   suggests	   that	   there	  might	  
have	   been	   various	   attempts	   in	   the	   late	   8th-­‐early	   9th	   centuries	   to	   systematize	  
terminology,	  which	  were	  adhered	  to	  with	  varying	   levels	  of	  consistency,	  and	  which	  
bear	  some	  similarity	  to	  the	  current	  system	  but	  are	  not	  identical	  with	  it.	  In	  Chapter	  4,	  
I	   will	   show	   that	   Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb	  marks	   the	   first	   clear	   statement	   of	   a	   distinction	  
between	  the	  two	  contrasting	  sets	  of	  terminology,	  and	  not	  until	  the	  period	  after	  the	  
widespread	  acceptance	  of	  the	  Kitāb	  was	  this	  distinction	  consistently	  applied.	  I	  will	  
demonstrate	   in	  Chapter	  5	   that,	  beginning	   in	   the	  second	  half	  of	   the	  9th	  century,	   the	  
terms	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  khafḍ/jarr,	  and	  jazm	  are	  consistently	  used	  only	  to	  refer	  to	  case	  and	  
mood	  markers,	   and	   ḍamm,	   fatḥ,	   kasr,	   and	   sukūn/waqf	   are	   used	   for	   non-­‐syntactic	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vowels.	  To	  the	  best	  of	  my	  knowledge,	  though	  the	  evolution	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  has	  
been	  fairly	  well	  documented,	  no	  one	  has	  yet	  taken	  advantage	  of	  this	  as	  a	  tool	  to	  date	  
grammatical	  works.	  
This	   method	   has	   several	   important	   advantages	   over	   the	   other	   methods	  
discussed	  in	  this	  chapter.	  First,	  the	  interpretation	  of	  the	  evidence	  resulting	  from	  an	  
examination	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  does	  not	  depend	  on	  tenuous	  assumptions	  about	  
the	   historical	   reality	   of	   the	   Basran	   and	   Kufan	   schools	   of	   grammatical	   thought.	  
Second,	  because	  the	  system	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  forms	  an	  integral	  part	  of	  the	  fabric	  
of	  a	  grammatical	  text,	  as	  it	  is	  interwoven	  with	  syntactic	  theory,	  it	  would	  have	  been	  
much	  more	  difficult	  for	  later	  authors	  to	  amend	  this	  aspect	  of	  the	  text.	  Third,	  vowel	  
terminology,	   though	   intertwined	   with	   syntactic	   theory,	   can	   be	   examined	  
independently	  of	  the	  theory	  itself,	  which	  means	  that	  this	  method	  can	  be	  used	  to	  date	  
texts	  that	  are	  relatively	  theoretically	  unsophisticated.	  It	  also	  broadens	  the	  range	  of	  
sources	   that	  we	   can	  use	   for	   comparison,	   as	   this	  method	  does	  not	   require	   texts	   to	  
have	  a	  well-­‐developed	  grammatical	  theory	  at	  all—it	  requires	  only	  that	  they	  contain	  
terminology	   to	   refer	   to	   vowels.	   Thus,	   we	   can	   draw	   evidence	   from	   texts	   such	   as	  
lexicons	  and	  exegetical	  works	  that	  do	  not	  have	  a	  strong	  grammatical	  focus.	  A	  fourth	  
advantage	  of	  a	  study	  based	  on	  vowel	  terminology	  is	  that	  it	  can	  be	  carried	  out	  more	  
systematically	   than	  studies	   that	  are	  based	  on	  a	   small	   set	  of	   syntactic	   terminology.	  	  
Finally,	  in	  the	  case	  of	  KJN,	  this	  approach	  is	  more	  manageable	  in	  scope	  than	  a	  direct	  
comparison	  of	  the	  text	  with	  Sibawayh’s	  citations	  of	  Khalīl.	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Chapter	  3:	  Vowel	  Terminology	  in	  the	  Pre-­‐Kitāb	  Era	  
	  In	  order	   to	  demonstrate	   the	   inconsistency	   in	   the	  use	  of	  vowel	   terminology	  
during	  the	  early	  period,	  I	  will	  cite	  passages	  from	  several	  works	  of	  the	  late	  8th-­‐early	  
9th	   centuries	   that	   illustrate	   the	   use	   of	   declensional	   terminology	   in	   non-­‐syntactic	  
contexts.	   I	   include	   works	   from	   the	   early	   9th	   century	   in	   this	   chapter	   because,	  
although	   Sibawayh	   worked	   in	   the	   late	   8th	   century,	   his	   Kitāb	  was	   not	   universally	  
accepted	  as	  the	  primary	  work	  of	  grammar	  on	  which	  all	  later	  works	  were	  based	  until	  
sometime	  around	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  9th	  century,	  a	  process	  mediated	  by	  Mubarrad’s	  
retraction	  of	  his	  criticism	  of	  Sibawayh	  (Bernards	  1997:	  17).	  Thus,	  although	  some	  of	  
the	  works	  I	  will	  discuss	  here	  may	  have	  been	  composed	  after	  the	  Kitāb,	  their	  use	  of	  
vowel	  terminology	  reflects	  the	  prevailing	  trends	  of	  pre-­‐Kitāb	  era.	  I	  will	  present	  data	  
from	  seven	   texts:	   the	  Tafsīr	  of	   Ibn	   al-­‐Kalbī	   (d.	   763),	   the	  Majāz	  of	  Abū	   ʿUbayda	   (d.	  
822),	  the	  Maʿānī	  al-­‐Qurʾān	  and	  the	  ʿArūḍ	  of	  Akhfash	  	  (d.	  830	  or	  835),	  the	  Maʿānī	  al-­‐
Qurʾān	  of	  Farrāʾ	  (d.	  822),	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn.	  and	  Muqaddima	  fī	  l-­‐naḥw,	  which	  is	  attributed	  
(likely	  erroneously)	  to	  Khalaf	  al-­‐Aḥmar	  (d.	  796).	  	  
As	  a	  point	  of	  clarification,	  I	  will	  use	  the	  term	  “declensional”	  in	  this	  chapter	  to	  
refer	   to	   the	  set	  of	   terms	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	   jarr/khafḍ,	  and	   jazm,	  and	  “non-­‐declensional”	   to	  
refer	   to	  ḍamm,	   fatḥ,	  kasr,	  and	   sukūn/waqf.	   	  As	  we	  know,	   the	   former	  set	  eventually	  
came	   to	   refer	   only	   to	   syntactically	   determined	   vowel	   endings,	  while	   the	   latter	   set	  
came	   to	   be	   used	   for	   lexically	   determined	   vowels,	   or	   otherwise	   syntactically	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irrelevant	   vowels.	   As	   I	   will	   illustrate	   in	   this	   chapter,	   the	   distinction	   between	  
declensional	   and	  non-­‐declensional	   vowel	   terminology	  did	  not	   exist,	   at	   least	  not	   in	  
any	  well-­‐defined	  sense,	  in	  the	  period	  before	  the	  Kitāb	  came	  into	  general	  acceptance.	  
From	  the	  8th	  century	  until	   the	  mid-­‐9th	  century,	  we	  often	   find	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	   jarr/khafḍ,	  
and	   jazm	  used	   to	   refer	   to	  non-­‐syntactic	  vowels.	  For	   simplicity,	   I	  will	  use	   the	   term	  
“declensional”	   to	   encompass	   the	   changeable	   endings	   both	   of	   nouns	   and	   verbs,	  
following	  Versteegh	  (1997),	   though	  in	  English	  this	  term	  is	  technically	  reserved	  for	  
the	  inflection	  of	  nouns.	  	  	  
3.1	  THE	  TAFSĪR	  OF	  IBN	  AL-­‐KALBĪ	  
The	  Tafsīr	  of	  Kufan	  exegete	  Ibn	  al-­‐Kalbī	  is	  of	  particular	  interest	  to	  this	  study,	  
as	  it	  was	  composed	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  8th	  century,	  possibly	  making	  it	  the	  earliest	  
extant	  text	  that	  contains	  terminology	  to	  refer	  to	  vowels.	  Thus,	  we	  can	  gather	  from	  it	  
important	  information	  about	  the	  use	  of	  these	  terms	  during	  the	  earliest	  stages	  of	  the	  
development	  of	  grammar	  as	  a	  science.	  The	  use	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  Ibn	  al-­‐Kalbī’s	  
Tafsīr	   has	   been	   statistically	   analyzed	   by	  Versteegh	   (1993:	   125	   ff),	  who	  notes	   that	  
there	   seems	   to	   be	   no	   distinction	   at	   all	   between	   the	   two	   sets	   of	   terminology.	  
Versteegh	  concludes	  from	  this,	  very	  plausibly,	   that	  the	  terms	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	   jarr/khafḍ,	  
and	   jazm,	   which	   eventually	   came	   to	   refer	   to	   the	   grammatical	   cases	   and	   moods,	  
originated	  merely	  as	  synonyms	  for	  vowels	  irrespective	  of	  their	  position	  in	  words	  or	  
their	  relationship	  to	  syntax.	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A	   notable	   feature	   of	   Ibn	   al-­‐Kalbī’s	   terminology	   is	   his	   indiscriminate	   use	   of	  
declensional	  and	  non-­‐declensional	   terminology	  to	  refer	  to	   internal	  vowels.	  For	  the	  
sixteen	  word-­‐internal	   i-­‐vowels	   surveyed	   by	  Versteegh,	   Ibn	   al-­‐Kalbī	   uses	  khafḍ	   for	  
eight	   of	   them,	   and	   kasr	   for	   eight.	   The	   i-­‐vowel	   of	  mukhliṣīna	   “sincere	   in	   faith”	   is	  
referred	  to	  as	  khafḍ,	  but	  the	  i-­‐vowel	  of	  mufriṭūna	  “abused”	  is	  called	  kasr.	  Of	  eighteen	  
internal	  a-­‐vowels,	  naṣb	  occurs	  fifteen	  times,	  while	  fatḥ	  occurs	  only	  three	  times.	  The	  
term	  naṣb	  appears	  in	  reference	  to	  the	  first	  a-­‐vowel	  of	  ḥaṣād	  “harvest,”	  while	  fatḥ	  is	  
used	  for	  the	  initial	  vowel	  of	  ammarnā.	  The	  term	  ḍamm	  is	  used	  for	  all	  eleven	  internal	  
u-­‐vowels	   included	   in	   Versteegh’s	   study.	   However,	   this	   term	   also	   appears	   in	  
declensional	   contexts.	   For	   example,	   ḍamm,	   rather	   than	   rafʿ,	   refers	   to	   the	  
syntactically	   determined	   ending	   of	   thamrun	   “fruit.”	   Versteegh	   has	   not	   noted	   any	  
instances	   of	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   terms	   sukūn	  or	  waqf,	   but	   the	   term	   jazm,	   which	  
later	   came	   to	   refer	   only	   to	   syntactically	   determined	   zero-­‐endings,	   refers	   to	   the	  
internal	  unvowelled	  sīn	  in	  a-­‐fa-­‐haṣbu.	  
3.2	  KITĀB	  AL-­‐ʿAYN	  
Kitāb	   al-­‐ʿAyn,	   as	   it	   is	   a	   multi-­‐volume	   lexicon,	   contains	   a	   large	   number	   of	  
references	  to	  vowels	  in	  a	  variety	  of	  syntactic	  and	  non-­‐syntactic	  contexts,	  and	  thus	  is	  
a	   particularly	   good	   source	   of	   data	   for	   systematic	   study.	   As	   I	   have	   discussed	   in	  
Chapter	  2,	   there	   is	  significant	  reason	  to	  doubt	  that	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  was	  composed	  by	  
Khalīl	   himself,	   and	   it	   is	  more	   likely	   that	   Layth	  was	   the	   true	   author.	  However,	   the	  
confusion	  surrounding	  the	  authorship	  of	  this	  text	  does	  not	  invalidate	  the	  fact	  that	  it	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is	  a	  valuable	  source	  of	  information	  about	  early	  terminological	  use—even	  if	  Kitāb	  al-­‐
ʿAyn	   was	   composed	   by	   Layth	   and	   not	   by	   Khalīl,	   there	   is	   no	   doubt	   that	   this	  work	  
stems	  from	  a	  period	  prior	  to	  the	  general	  acceptance	  of	  Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb.	  
Talmon	  (1997:	  194-­‐7)	  presents	  an	  analysis	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  Kitāb	  al-­‐
ʿAyn,	  based	  on	  128	  occurrences,	  and	  the	  data	  from	  his	  study	  suggest	  that	  the	  author	  
of	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  did	  not	  have	  a	  coherent	  system	  for	  distinguishing	  between	  the	  two	  
sets	   of	   terms.	  As	  Talmon	  notes,	   the	   text	   contains	  non-­‐declensional	   terminology	   in	  
reference	   to	   syntactic	   vowels	   in	   a	  wide	   range	  of	   contexts,	   both	  word-­‐internal	   and	  
word-­‐final.	  
Kitāb	   al-­‐ʿAyn	   contains	   abundant	   examples	   of	   declensional	   terminology	   for	  
lexically	   determined	   vowels.	   In	   discussing	   contrasting	   vocalizations	   of	   certain	  
words,	   the	   author	   frequently	   uses	   declensional	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	   internal	  
vowels.	  For	  instance,	  rafʿ	  is	  used	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  internal	  u-­‐vowel	  in	  the	  passive	  lam	  
yudaʿ	  “he	  was	  not	  left”:	  
وومن ررووىى: لم يیُدعْع في معنى: لم يیُتركْك فسبيیلهھ االرفع بال علّة كقولك: لم يیُضربْب إإّال 
ززيید. 	  
	  
And	  whoever	   recites:	   lam	   yudaʿ	  with	   the	  meaning	  of	   lam	   yutrak	   “he	  
was	  not	  left,”	  his	  course	  is	  to	  [pronounce	  the	  yāʾ	  with	  a]	  u-­‐vowel	  (rafʿ)	  
without	  the	  weak	  letter,	  as	  when	  you	  say	  lam	  yuḍrab	  illā	  zayd	  “no	  one	  
was	  struck	  but	  Zayd”	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  2:	  224).	  
	  
The	  declensional	  term	  rafʿ	  is	  also	  used	  to	  describe	  the	  internal	  u-­‐vowels	  in	  ḍūbān	  (a	  
type	  of	  camel),	  and	  ʿuqr	  “center”:	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وواالَضوبانن: االجمل االمسن...وومنهھم من يیرفع "ُضوبانا" 	  
	  
The	  ḍawbān	   is	   an	   old	   camel…and	   there	   are	   those	  who	  pronounce	   it	  
ḍūbān,	  with	  a	  u-­‐vowel	  (yarfaʿ)	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  7:	  50).	  
	  
وويیقالل: ووُعْقر االداارر ووَعْقر االداارر بالرفع وواالنصب.  
	  
It	  is	  pronounced:	  ʿuqr	  al-­‐dār	  “the	  center	  of	  the	  house”	  and	  ʿaqr	  al-­‐dār	  
with	  a	  u-­‐vowel	  (rafʿ)	  and	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (naṣb)	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  1:	  150).	  
	  
The	   declensional	   root	   j-­‐z-­‐m	   also	   appears	   in	   word-­‐internal	   contexts	   to	   refer	   to	  
unvowelled	   consonants.	   For	   example,	   the	   author	   uses	   majzūm	   to	   refer	   to	   the	  
unvowelled	  rāʾ	  in	  ʿarḍ	  “width”:	  
وواالَعْرضض مجزووما: خالفف االطولل.  
	  
ʿarḍ	  without	  a	  vowel	  (majzūm):	  width	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  1:	  271).	  
	  
Further	  illustrating	  the	  inconsistent	  use	  of	  terminology	  in	  this	  period,	  there	  
are	  several	  instances	  in	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  in	  which	  the	  same	  internal	  vowel	  is	  described	  
with	  both	  declensional	  and	  non-­‐declensional	  terms	  within	  the	  same	  passage.	  In	  the	  
entry	  on	  jināza	  “funeral,”	  for	  example,	  the	  author	  states	  that	  the	  jīm	  can	  be	  vocalized	  
either	  with	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (naṣb)	  or	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  (jarr);	  three	  lines	  later,	  the	  same	  i-­‐vowel	  
is	  referred	  to	  as	  kasr:	  
 االجناززةة  بنصب االجيیم ووجّرهھھھا
al-­‐janāza	   “funeral”	  with	   an	  a-­‐vowel	   (naṣb)	   on	   the	   jīm,	   or	   an	   i-­‐vowel	  
(jarr)	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  6:70)	  
 االجناززةة بكسر االصدرر
al-­‐jināza	   “funeral”	  with	   	  an	   i-­‐vowel	   (kasr)	  on	   the	   first	   consonant	   (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  
6:70)	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In	  the	  variant	  pronunciations	  ʿilw	  and	   ʿulw	  “elevation,”	  khafḍ	  is	  contrasted	  with	  rafʿ.	  
In	  the	  same	  passage,	  however,	  the	  initial	  consonant	  in	  the	  related	  noun	  ʿilya	  is	  called	  
maksūr:	  
 ووعلو كل شيء أأعالهه ترفع االعيین ووتخفض
	  
The	  ʿulw/ilw	  of	  everything	  is	  its	  highest	  point.	  You	  can	  pronounce	  the	  
ʿayn	  either	  with	  the	  u-­‐vowel	  (tarfaʿ)	  or	  the	  i-­‐vowel	  (takhfiḍ)	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  
2:	  246).	  
	  
ووفالنن من عليیة االناسس٬، أأيي: من أأهھھھل االشرفف. ووهھھھؤالء عليیة قومهھم. مكسوررةة االعيین٬، 
على فعلة خفيیفة.  
	  
Somebody	   from	   the	   ʿilya	   of	   the	   people	  means	   [somebody]	   from	   the	  
noble	  class.	  Those	  are	  [called]	  the	  ʿilya	  of	  their	  people.	  The	  ʿayn	  takes	  
an	  i-­‐vowel	  (maksūra)	  on	  the	  pattern	  of	  fiʿla	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  2:	  246).	  
	  
This	  supports	  the	  Versteegh’s	  hypothesis	  that	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  and	  jarr/khafḍ	  were	  
synonymous	  with	  ḍamm,	  naṣb,	  and	  kasr	  in	  the	  early	  period.	  Further	  evidence	  for	  this	  
is	   the	   fact	   that	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐declensional	   terms	   often	   occur	   together	   in	  
mixed	  sets	  in	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn.	  In	  contrasting	  khinnaʾb	  and	  khunnaʾba,	  for	  example,	  the	  
author	  refers	  to	  the	  vocalization	  of	  the	  khāʾ	  as	  maksūr	  in	  the	  former,	  but	  rafʿ	  in	  the	  
latter:	  
ووررجل خنّأبب٬، مكسورر االخاء٬، مشّددد االنونن٬، مهھموزز: هھھھو االضخم في عبالة  
وواالُخنّأبة٬، االخاء ررفع وواالنونن مشّدددةة٬، ووبعد االنونن هھھھمزةة٬، ووهھھھي ططرفف ااألنف.  
	  
A	  man	  who	   is	  khinnaʾb,	  with	   an	   i-­‐vowel	   (maksūr)	   on	   the	  khāʾ	  and	   a	  
shadda	  on	  the	  nūn,	  and	  a	  hamza:	  he	  is	  heavyset.	  Khunnaʾba,	  with	  a	  u-­‐
vowel	  on	  the	  khāʾ	  (rafʿ)	  and	  a	  shadda	  on	  the	  nūn,	  and	  a	  hamza	  after	  it,	  
it	  is	  the	  end	  of	  the	  nose	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  4:	  278).	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In	   the	  entry	  on	   the	  root	  n-­‐kh-­‐b,	  we	   find	   the	  non-­‐declensional	   term	  maksūra,	   along	  
with	  the	  declensional	  terms	  majrūra	  and	  manṣūba	  to	  refer	  to	  internal	  vowels:	  
ووررجل نخب في معنى منخوبب من االجبن٬، االخاء مكسوررةة. وويیقالل للمنخوبب االنخب٬، 
االنونن مجرووررةة وواالخاء منصوبة وواالباء شديیدةة 	  
	  
A	   man	   who	   is	   nakhib	   is	   faint-­‐hearted	   from	   cowardliness.	   The	   khāʾ	  
takes	  an	   i-­‐vowel	  (maksūra).	  The	  cowardly	  man	  is	  called	  nikhabb;	   the	  
nūn	  takes	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  (majrūra),	  the	  khāʾ	  takes	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (manṣūba),	  
and	  the	  bāʾ	  takes	  a	  shadda	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  4:	  278).	  
	  
In	   the	   entry	   on	   siyāʿ,	   the	   author	   states	   that	   the	   sīn	   can	  be	   vocalized	   either	  with	  a	  
(naṣb)	  or	  i	  (kasr):	  
يیجوزز في االسيین االنصب وواالكسر طيیيینك بالجّص أأوو االطيین٬، أأوو االقيیر. . .وواالسيیاعع: ت  
	  
Siyāʿ	  means	  “to	  coat	  with	  plaster,	  clay,	  or	  tar”	  .	  .	  .	  the	  sīn	  can	  take	  an	  a-­‐
vowel	  (naṣb)	  or	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  (kasr)	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  2:203).	  
	  
The	  terms	  naṣb	  and	  kasr	  appear	  as	  a	  set	  in	  the	  discussion	  of	  the	  word	  maṣaḥḥa	  and	  
its	  variant	  pronunciation	  maṣiḥḥā:	  	  
ة) ووَمِصّحة٬، وونصب االصادد أأعلى من االكسر مُم َمَصحَّ (وواالصوَّ  
	  
Fasting	  is	  health-­‐giving	  (maṣaḥḥa,	  or	  maṣiḥḥa)	  and	  the	  a-­‐vowel	  (naṣb)	  
is	  preferable	  to	  the	  i-­‐vowel	  (kasr)	  (K.	  al-­‐Ayn	  3:14).	  
	  
In	   addition	   to	   this	   mixed	   use	   of	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐declensional	  
terminology	   to	   refer	   to	   internal	   vowels,	  Kitāb	   al-­‐ʿAyn	  also	   shows	   inconsistency	   in	  
terminological	   use	   for	   non-­‐syntactic	   vowel	   endings.	   We	   often	   find	   declensional	  
terminology	  used	   to	   refer	   to	   fixed	  endings,	   including	   the	   i-­‐ending	  of	  nouns	  on	   the	  
pattern	   faʿāli,	   and	   the	   endings	  of	   indeclinable	  nouns	   such	  as	  qablu	   “before,”	  baʿdu	  
“after,”	  al-­‐āna	  “now,”	  and	  ayna	  “where.”	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Nouns	  on	  the	  pattern	  faʿāli	  do	  not	  decline,	  and	  their	  i-­‐ending	  does	  not	  change	  
with	  respect	   to	  a	  governor.	   In	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn,	   this	   i-­‐ending	   is	  sometimes	  referred	  to	  
with	  the	  declensional	  term	  jarr,	  and	  other	  times	  with	  the	  non-­‐declensional	  kasr.	  For	  
example,	   the	  root	   j-­‐r-­‐r	   is	  used	  for	  the	  ending	  of	  ḥadhāri	  “beware,”	  but	  kasr	   is	  used	  
for	  the	  ending	  of	  nazāli	  “descend”:	  
حذاارر من أأررماحنا حذاارر  
ُجّرتت للجزمم االلذيي في ااألمر  
	  
ḥadhāri	   min	   armāḥinā	   ḥadhāri	   “beware	   of	   our	   spears,	   beware!”	  
[ḥadhāri]	   takes	   an	   i-­‐ending	   (jurrat)	   due	   to	   the	   unvowelled	   ending	  
(jazm)	  of	  the	  imperative	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  3:	  199).	  
	  
وويیقالل: نزاالِل نزاالِل٬، بالكسر٬، أأيي: اانزلواا للحربب  
	  
It	  is	  said:	  nazāli	  nazāli,	  with	  an	  i-­‐ending	  (kasr),	  meaning	  “go	  down	  to	  
the	  battle”	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  7:	  367).	  
	  
He	  also	  uses	  the	  declensional	  terms	  rafʿ	  and	  majrūr	  to	  describe	  the	  u-­‐ending	  of	  the	  
indeclinable	  nouns	  qablu	  “before”	  and	  baʿdu	  “after,”	  and	  the	  u-­‐	  and	  i-­‐endings	  of	  qaṭṭ:	  
ووأأما قطّ فإنهھ ااألبد االماضي٬، تقولل: ما ررأأيیتهھ قطّ ووهھھھو ررفع ألنهھ غايیة مثل قولك: قبل 
ووبعد 	  
	  
As	  for	  qaṭṭu,	  it	  means	  “never”	  in	  the	  past	  tense.	  You	  say	  mā	  raʾaytuhu	  
qaṭṭu	  “I	  have	  never	  seen	  him,”	  and	  it	  takes	  a	  u-­‐vowel	  (rafʿ)	  because	  it	  
represents	  an	  extreme,	  like	  qablu	  “before”	  and	  baʿdu	  “after”	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  
5:	  14).	  
	  
فإنهھ مجروورر فرقا بيین  ووأأما االقطّ االذيي في موضع: ما أأعطيیتهھ إإال عشريین ددررهھھھما قط٬ّ،
االزمانن وواالعددد  
 
As	  for	  qaṭṭi	  that	  is	  in	  the	  context	  of	  mā	  aʿṭaytuhu	  illā	  ʿishrīna	  dirhaman	  
qaṭṭi	   “I	   have	  not	   given	  him	   save	   twenty	  dirhams,”	   [qaṭṭi]	   takes	   an	   i-­‐
ending	  (majrūra)	  in	  order	  to	  distinguish	  between	  time	  and	  number	  
	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  5:	  14).	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Similarly,	   al-­‐āna	   “now”	   takes	   an	   a-­‐ending	   regardless	   of	   syntactic	   position.	  
The	  author	  of	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  notes	  that	  the	  ending	  of	  al-­‐āna	  is	  invariant	  with	  respect	  
to	  government,	  but	  refers	  to	  this	  a-­‐ending	  with	  declensional	  terminology:	  
وواالعربب تنصبهھ في . . .  رركالمم ووااألموفإنهھ يیلزمم االساعة االتي يیكونن فيیهھا االأأما ااآلنن 
االجر وواالنصب وواالرفع٬، ألنهھ ال يیتمكن في االتصريیف٬، فال يیثنّى ووال يیثلّث ووال يیصّغر٬، 
ووال يیصرفف ووال يیضافف إإليیهھ شيء.  
 
As	  for	  al-­‐āna,	  it	  corresponds	  to	  the	  time	  in	  which	  the	  speech	  or	  action	  
occurs	  .	  .	  .	  The	  Arabs	  pronounce	  it	  with	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (tanṣubuhu)	  in	  the	  
genitive	  (jarr),	  accusative	  (naṣb),	  and	  nominative	  (rafʿ)	  cases,	  because	  
it	  is	  not	  declinable	  in	  morphology,	  it	  does	  not	  have	  a	  dual	  or	  a	  plural	  
form,	  or	  a	  diminutive.	  It	  does	  not	  inflect,	  and	  nothing	  can	  be	  annexed	  
to	  it	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  8:	  404).	  
	  
Like	  al-­‐āna,	  the	  a-­‐ending	  of	  ayna	  “where”	  is	  fixed	  and	  does	  not	  change	  with	  respect	  
to	  grammatical	  case.	  The	  root	  n-­‐ṣ-­‐b	  is	  used	  in	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  to	  refer	  to	  this	  vowel	  as	  
well:	  
يین فالنن؟ فيیكونن منتصبا في االحاالتت كلهھا.أأيین: ووقت من ااألمكنة٬، تقولل: أأ  
 
Ayna:	  a	  location	  in	  place.	  You	  say	  ayna	  fulān?	  “where	  is	  so	  and	  so?”	  It	  
takes	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (muntaṣiban)	  in	  all	  grammatical	  cases	  (K.	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  8:	  
404).	  
	  
As	  these	  examples	  demonstrate,	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  does	  not	  show	  evidence	  of	  a	  coherent	  
system	   of	   terminology	   for	   differentiating	   between	   syntactic	   vowels	   and	   other	  
vowels—we	   often	   find	   declensional	   terminology	   used	   in	   reference	   to	   internal	  
vowels	  and	  non-­‐syntactic	  final	  vowels.	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3.3	  FARRĀʾ’S	  MAʿĀNĪ	  
The	  Maʿānī	  al-­‐Qurʾān	  of	  Farrāʾ	   is	   the	  major	  Kufan	  exegetical	  work	   from	  the	  
early	  period,	   and	   though	   it	   is	   a	  Qurʾānic	   commentary,	   it	  has	  a	   strong	  grammatical	  
focus	   and	   shows	   evidence	   of	   a	   fairly	   coherent	   grammatical	   system.	   Thus,	   the	   fact	  
that	   it	  does	  not	  have	  a	  well-­‐developed	   system	  of	   vowel	   terminology	   is	   significant,	  
because	   it	   shows	   that	   inconsistency	   in	   terminological	   use	   was	   not	   restricted	   to	  
lexicographers	  and	  exegetes	  whose	  works	  did	  not	  focus	  on	  grammar.	  	  
Owens	  (1990:	  159),	  Talmon	  (2003:	  243-­‐4),	  and	  Versteegh	  (1993:	  126)	  have	  
commented	  on	  the	  use	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  the	  Maʿānī	  of	  Farrāʾ,	  though	  none	  of	  
these	   studies	   constitutes	   a	   statistical	   survey	   of	   the	   data.	   The	   lexicon	   of	   Kinberg	  
(1996)	  is	  the	  most	  systematic	  study	  of	  terminological	  use	  in	  the	  Maʿānī.	  Kinberg	  has	  
collected	  all	  instances	  of	  each	  vowel	  term	  in	  the	  Maʿānī’,	  and	  his	  study	  reveals	  that	  
Farrāʾ,	   unlike	   some	   of	   his	   predecessors,	   did	   in	   fact	   recognize	   some	   distinction	  
between	   the	   two	   sets	   of	   terms,	   but	   that	   this	   system	   differs	   significantly	   from	  
Sibawayh’s.	   	   In	   this	   way,	   Farrāʾ’s	  Maʿānī	   represents	   an	   intermediate	   stage	   in	   the	  
development	  of	  systematic	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  the	  Arabic	  grammatical	  tradition.	  
Unlike	   the	   Tafsīr	   of	   Ibn	   al-­‐Kalbī,	   in	   which	   the	   two	   sets	   of	   terms	   are	   used	  
interchangeably,	  Farrāʾ	  does	  not	  use	  non-­‐declensional	  terminology	  to	  refer	  to	  vowel	  
endings	   that	   are	   syntactically	   determined.	   For	   example,	   the	   u-­‐ending	   marking	  
nominative	  case	  or	  indicative	  mood	  is	  always	  referred	  to	  as	  rafʿ	  rather	  than	  ḍamm.	  
In	  this	  sense,	  Farrāʾ’s	  system	  matches	  Sibawayh’s.	  However,	  the	  two	  systems	  differ	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in	   that	   Farrāʾ	   uses,	   e.g.,	   both	   rafʿ	   and	   ḍamm	   to	   refer	   to	   u-­‐vowels	   that	   are	   not	  
syntactically	  determined,	  whereas	  Sibawayh	  and	  later	  grammarians	  use	  only	  ḍamm	  
for	  non-­‐syntactic	  u-­‐endings.	  Table	  1	  summarizes	  the	  use	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  the	  
Maʿānī:	  
Phonological	  Value	   Declensional	   Non-­‐declensional	  
u	   rafʿ	  	   ḍamm	  or	  rafʿ	  
a	   naṣb	   fatḥ	  or	  naṣb	  
i	   khafḍ	   	  kasr	  or	  khafḍ	  
∅	   jazm	  	   	  jazm	  or	  sukūn	  	  
	   Table	  1:	  Vowel	  terminology	  of	  Farrāʾ	  
	  
Like	   Kitāb	   al-­‐ʿAyn,	   Farrāʾ’s	   commentary	   contains	   many	   instances	   of	  
declensional	  terminology	  referring	  to	  internal	  vowels.	  Because	  Kinberg	  (1996)	  has	  
studied	  this	  thoroughly	  and	  has	  collected	  all	   instances	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  the	  
Maʿānī,	  I	  will	  give	  only	  a	  few	  representative	  examples	  here.	  In	  the	  following	  passage,	  
Farrāʾ	   uses	   the	   declensional	   term	   rafʿ	   to	   describe	   the	   internal	   vowel	   in	  wujdikum	  
“your	  means/wealth,”	  in	  Q	  65:	  6:	  
ووقد أأجمع االقرااء على ررفع االوااوو من "ووجدكم" ووعلى ررفع االقافف من "قدرر" 	  
	  
The	   readers	   have	   agreed	   on	   the	   u-­‐vocalization	   (rafʿ)	   of	   the	  wāw	   in	  
wujdikum,	  and	  on	  the	  u-­‐vocalization	  (rafʿ)	  of	  the	  qāf	   in	  qudir	   (Maʿānī	  
3:	  164).	  
	  
The	  a-­‐vowel	  in	  ḍarr	  “harm”	  is	  described	  as	  naṣb	  rather	  than	  fatḥ:	  
	  
ااجتمع االقرااء على "ال أأملك لكم ضّراا" بنصب االضادد وولم يیرفع أأحد منهھم 	  
	   	   	  
The	   readers	  have	  agreed	  on	   lā	  amliku	   lakum	  ḍarran	   “It	   is	  not	   in	  my	  
power	  to	  cause	  you	  harm”	  with	  a-­‐vocalization	  (naṣb)	  of	  the	  ḍād,	  and	  
none	  of	  them	  pronounced	  it	  with	  a	  u-­‐vowel	  (rafʿ)	  (Maʿānī	  3:	  195).	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Farrāʾ	   sometimes	   uses	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐declensional	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	  
the	   same	   vowel,	   seemingly	  without	   preference	  whatsoever.	   For	   example,	   rafʿ	   and	  
ḍamm	  are	  both	  used	  in	  the	  same	  sentence	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  u-­‐vowel	  of	  sūʾ,	  as	  a	  variant	  
pronunciation	  of	  sawʾ	  “evil”:	  
علهھ ااسما كقولك: وومن ررفع االسيین جرةة االسَّْوء" فإنهھ أأرراادد االمصدرر . . . فمن قالل: "دداائ
عليیهھم دداائرةة االبالء وواالعذاابب. ووال يیجوزز ضم االسيین في قولهھ: "ما كانن أأبوكك اامرأأ سوء" 
ووال في قولهھ "ووظظننتم ظظّن االسوء" ألنهھ ضد لقولك: هھھھذاا ررجل صدقق٬، ووثوبب صدقق. 
فليیس للسوء هھھھاهھھھنا معنى في عذاابب ووال بالء٬، فيیضّم.  
	  
Whoever	  says	  dāʾirat	  al-­‐sawʾ	  “an	  evil	   turn	  of	   fortune”	   intends	   it	  as	  a	  
maṣdar…and	  whoever	  places	  a	  u-­‐vowel	  (rafaʿa)	  on	  the	  sīn	  makes	  it	  a	  
noun,	   like	  when	   you	   say	   ʿalayhim	   dāʾirat	   al-­‐balāʾ	  wa-­‐l-­‐ʿadhāb	   “Upon	  
them	   is	   a	   turn	  of	   punishment	   and	   tribulation.”	  The	  u-­‐vowel	   (ḍamm)	  
on	  the	  sīn	  is	  not	  permissible	  in	  mā	  kāna	  abūka	  mraʾa	  sawʾ	  “Your	  father	  
was	  not	  a	  man	  of	  evil”	  or	  in	  wa-­‐ẓanantum	  ẓanna	  l-­‐sawʾ	  “You	  assumed	  
an	   evil	   assumption”	   .	   .	   .	   sawʾ	   here	   does	   not	   have	   the	   meaning	   of	  
punishment	  or	  tribulation,	  so	  it	  can	  take	  a	  u-­‐vowel	  (yuḍamm)	  (Maʿānī	  
1:	  450).	  
	  
In	  his	  discussion	  of	  the	  variant	  pronunciations	  of	  yakhṭafu	  in	  yakādu	  l-­‐barqu	  
yakhṭafu	   abṣārahum	   “The	   lightning	   almost	   snatches	   away	   their	   sight”	   (Q	   2:	   20),	  
Farrāʾ	  uses	  the	  roots	  j-­‐z-­‐m	  and	  s-­‐k-­‐n	  indiscriminately	  to	  refer	  to	  internal	  unvowelled	  
consonants.	  I	  quote	  this	  passage	  at	  length,	  as	  it	  also	  illustrates	  the	  interchangeable	  
use	  of	  k-­‐s-­‐r	  and	  kh-­‐f-­‐ḍ	  to	  refer	  to	  i-­‐vowels: 
وواالقّرااء تقرأأ "يیََخطُِّف أأَْبصارَرهھھھُم" بنصب االيیاء وواالخاء وواالتشديید. ووبعضهھم يینصب 
االيیاء وواالخاء االيیاء وويیخفض االخاء وويیشددد االطاء فيیقولل "يیَِخطُّف". ووبعضهھم يیكسر 
وويیشددد فيیقولل "يیِِخطُّف".  ووبعض من قّرااء أأهھھھل االمديینة يیسّكن االخاء وواالطاء فيیجمع 
االتاء  5بيین ساكنيین فيیقولل "يیَْخطُّف" .فأّما من قالل: "يیََخطًُّف" فإنهھ نقل أأعراابب
االمدغمة إإلى االخاء إإذذ كانت منجزمة 	  
                                                
5 I	  have	  translated	   iʿrāb	  here	  simply	  as	  “vowel,”	  since	  it	   is	  clear	  that	   in	  this	  context,	   it	  cannot	  mean	  
“declensional	  ending.”	  Though	  beyond	  the	  scope	  of	  this	  thesis,	  it	  is	  interesting	  to	  note	  that	  the	  word	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The	  readers	  read	  yakhaṭṭifu	  abṣārahum	  with	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (naṣb)	  on	  the	  
yāʾ	  and	  the	  khāʾ,	  and	  with	  a	  shadda.	  Some	  of	  them	  pronounce	  the	  yāʾ	  
with	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (yanṣub)	  and	  the	  khāʾ	  with	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  (yakhfiḍ),	  and	  a	  
shadda	  on	  the	  ṭāʾ,	  so	  they	  say	  yakhiṭṭifu.	  Others	  of	  them	  pronounce	  the	  
yāʾ	   and	   the	   khāʾ	  with	   an	   i-­‐vowel	   (yaksir)	   and	   a	   shadda,	   so	   they	   say	  
yikhiṭṭifu.	  Some	  of	  the	  readers	  of	  Medina	  pronounce	  the	  khāʾ	  and	  the	  
ṭāʾ	   without	   a	   vowel	   (yusakkin),	   so	   there	   are	   two	   consecutive	  
unvowelled	  consonants,	  and	  they	  say	  yakhṭṭifu.	  As	  for	  those	  who	  say	  
yakhaṭṭifu,	   they	  have	  moved	   the	   vowel	   (iʿrāb)	   of	   the	   geminate	   ṭāʾ	   to	  
the	  khāʾ,	  as	  it	  was	  unvowelled	  (munjazima)	  (Maʿānī	  1:17-­‐8).	  
	  
Like	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn,	   the	  Maʿānī	  also	  uses	  declensional	  terminology	  to	  refer	  to	  
word-­‐final	  vowels	  that	  are	  not	  related	  to	  case	  or	  mood,	  but	  instead	  are	  determined	  
by	   phonology	   or	   morphology.	   These	   encompass	   nouns	   on	   the	   pattern	   faʿāli,	  
indeclinable	  nouns	  such	  as	  al-­‐āna	  “now,”	  fixed	  particles,	  and	  epenthetic	  vowels.	  
In	   a	   passage	   explaining	   the	   ending	   of	   the	   exclamatory	   hayhāt,	   Farrāʾ	  
compares	  this	  word	  to	  darāki	  “overtake”	  and	  naẓāri	  “wait”	  and	  refers	  to	  the	  final	  i-­‐
vowel	  as	  khafḍ:	  
فإذذاا ووقفت على هھھھيیهھاتت ووقفت بالتاء في كلتيیهھما ألنن من االعربب من يیخفض االتاء٬، فدلّل 
ذذلك على أأنهھا ليیست بهھاء االتأنيیث٬، فصاررتت بمنزلة ددررااكِك وونظارِر. 	  
	  
If	  you	  pause	  at	  hayhāt,	  you	  pause	  at	   the	  tāʾ	   in	  both	  of	   them,	  because	  
some	  of	  the	  Arabs	  put	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  (yakhfiḍ)	  on	  the	  tāʾ,	  which	  indicates	  
that	  it	  is	  not	  a	  feminine	  tāʾ,	  and	  so	  it	  becomes	  analogous	  to	  darāki	  and	  
naẓāri	  (Maʿānī	  2:	  235).	  
	  
                                                                                                                                            
iʿrāb	  developed	  its	  technical	  meaning	  over	  time,	  and	  that	  it	  was	  originally	  used	  with	  a	  range	  of	  non-­‐
technical	  meanings.	  Versteegh	  (1993:	  128)	  notes	  that	  Ibn	  al-­‐Kalbī	  uses	  this	  word	  to	  mean	  “speaking	  
Arabic	   correctly.”	   	   The	   development	   of	   the	   technical	  meaning	   of	   iʿrāb,	   along	  with	   terms	   for	   other	  
concepts	   that	   are	   essential	   to	   the	   distinction	   between	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐declensional	   vowels,	  
goes	   hand	   in	   hand	   with	   the	   systematization	   of	   the	   scheme	   of	   declensional	   terminology,	   and	   thus	  
would	  be	  an	  interesting	  topic	  for	  further	  research. 
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Similarly,	   the	   declensional	   root	   kh-­‐f-­‐ḍ	   is	   used	   to	   refer	   to	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   i-­‐
ending	  of	  the	  noun	  amsi	  “yesterday”:	  
	  
فأددخل ااأللف وواالالمم على أأمس ثم تركهھ مخفوضا على جهھتهھ ااألوولى. 	  
He	  placed	  the	  definite	  article	  on	  amsi	  “yesterday,”	  then	  he	  left	  it	  with	  
the	  i-­‐ending	  (makhfūḍ),	  according	  to	  its	  original	  form	  (Maʿānī	  1:	  468).	  
	  
In	  the	  next	  passage,	  Farrāʾ	  speculates	  that	  al-­‐āna	  takes	  a	  fixed	  a-­‐ending	  by	  virtue	  of	  
its	   similarity	   to	   the	   past-­‐tense	   verb	   paradigm	   faʿala,	  which	   always	   ends	   in	   an	   a-­‐
vowel.	  	  He	  uses	  the	  term	  naṣb	  to	  refer	  to	  this	  fixed	  vowel:	  
نن أأصلهھا من قولك: آآنن لك أأنن تفعل٬، أأددخلت عليیهھا ااأللف وواالالمم٬، ووإإنن شئت جعلت ااآل
ثم تركتهھا على مذهھھھب فعل فأتاهھھھا االنصب من نصب فعل 	  
	  
	  
If	  you	  want,	  you	  can	  take	  the	  origin	  of	  al-­‐āna	  to	  be	  āna	  laka	  an	  tafʿal	  
“it	  is	  time	  for	  you	  to	  do.”	  You	  have	  placed	  alif	  lām	  on	  it,	  then	  you	  have	  
left	  it	  on	  the	  pattern	  faʿala,	  and	  given	  it	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (naṣb)	  from	  the	  a-­‐
ending	  (naṣb)	  of	  faʿala	  (Maʿānī	  1:	  468).	  
	  
Farrāʾ	   uses	   both	  declensional	   and	  non-­‐declensional	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	  
epenthetic	   vowels,	   which	   are	   determined	   purely	   phonologically	   and	   have	   no	  
relation	  to	  syntax,	  and	  thus	  are	  referred	  to	  only	  with	  non-­‐declensional	  terminology	  
in	  the	  post-­‐Kitāb	  era.	  In	  discussing	  the	  final	  i-­‐vowel	  on	  fī	  in	  a	  line	  of	  poetry,	  he	  uses	  
the	   root	   kh-­‐f-­‐ḍ	   rather	   than	   k-­‐s-­‐r.	   He	   compares	   this	   vowel	   to	   the	   epenthetic	   final	  
vowels	  of	  mudhu	  and	  mudhi,	  for	  which	  he	  uses	  the	  terms	  rafʿ	  and	  khafḍ.	  Both	  naṣb	  
and	  fatḥ	  appear	  in	  this	  passage	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  default	  vowels	  in	  these	  words:	  
فخفض االيیاء من "فّي" فإنن يیك ذذلك صحيیحا فهھو مما يیلتقي من االساكنيین فيیُخفض 
لهھ أأصل في االفتح: أأال ترىى أأنهھم يیقولونن: لم أأررهه ُمُذ االيیومم ووُمِذ  ااآلخر منهھما٬، ووإإنن كانن
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االيیومم وواالرفع في االذاالل هھھھو االوجهھ؛ ألنهھ أأصل حركة مْذ وواالخفض جائز٬، فكذلك االيیاء 
من مصرخّي ُخفضت وولهھا أأصل في االنصب.  
	  
He	  pronounced	   the	  yāʾ	   in	   fiyyi	  with	  an	   i-­‐vowel	   (khafaḍa).	   If	   [the	  yāʾ]	  
were	  a	  sound	  consonant,	  there	  would	  be	  two	  consecutive	  unvowelled	  
consonants	  (sākinayn),	  so	  the	  last	  of	  the	  two	  is	  pronounced	  with	  an	  i-­‐
vowel	  (yukhfaḍ),	  even	  though	  it	  takes	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (fatḥ)	  in	  its	  default	  
form.	   Don’t	   you	   see	   that	   they	   say:	   lam	   arahu	   mudhu	   l-­‐yawm,	   and	  
mudhi	   l-­‐yawm.	   The	   u-­‐vowel	   (rafʿ)	   on	   the	   dhāl	   is	   the	   more	   common	  
form,	  because	  it	  is	  the	  default	  vowel	  of	  mudh,	  and	  the	  i-­‐vowel	  (khafḍ)	  
is	  permissible.	  	  Similarly	  for	  the	  yāʾ	  in	  maṣrakhiyy.	  It	  takes	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  
(khufiḍat)	  despite	  the	  fact	  that	   its	  default	  vowel	  is	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (naṣb)	  
(Maʿānī	  2:	  76).	  
	  
A	  particularly	  surprising	  use	  of	  the	  declensional	  root	  naṣb	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  a-­‐vowel	  on	  
the	   conjunctive	   particle	  wāw,	   which,	   unlike	   several	   of	   the	   examples	   above,	   is	   not	  
related	  to	  any	  process	  of	  phonological	  or	  morphological	  change:	  
تنصب هھھھذهه االوااوو٬، ألنهھا ووااوو عطف أأددخلت عليیهھا أألف ااإلستفهھامم ووليیست بأوو االتي 
ووااووهھھھا ساكنة  
	  
This	  wāw	  takes	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (tunṣab)	  because	  it	  is	  a	  conjunctive	  wāw	  
upon	  which	   the	   interrogative	   alif	   has	   entered,	   and	   it	   is	   not	   aw,	   the	  
wāw	  of	  which	  is	  unvowelled	  (sākina)	  (Maʿānī	  1:	  98).	  
	  
These	   examples	   illustrate	   that,	   although	   the	   Maʿānī	   clearly	   shows	   that	   Farrāʾ	  
recognized	   some	   distinction	   between	   syntactic	   and	   non-­‐syntactic	   vowels,	   his	  
terminological	   use	   regarding	   non-­‐declensional	   vowels	   differs	   substantially	   from	  
that	  of	  Sibawayh	  and	  later	  authors.	  
3.4	  MUQADDIMA	  FĪ	  L-­‐NAḤW	  
The	  Muqaddima	  fī	  l-­‐naḥw	  is	  attributed	  to	  8th	  century	  scholar	  Khalaf	  al-­‐Aḥmar	  
(d.	   796).	  The	   validity	   of	   this	   attribution	   is	   far	   from	   certain,	   but,	   regardless	   of	   its	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authorship,	  Owens	  (1990:	  180	  ff)	  argues	  convincingly	  that	  the	  text	  itself	  is	  pre-­‐850.	  
The	   vowel	   terminology	   found	   in	   this	   text	   does	   not	   display	   the	   same	   degree	   of	  
randomness	  found	  in	  Ibn	  al-­‐Kalbī,	  suggesting	  that	  its	  author	  might	  have	  recognized,	  
at	   least	   to	   some	   degree,	   a	   distinction	   between	   syntactically	   relevant	   vowels	   and	  
other	   vowels.	   However,	   the	   text	   contains	   several	   significant	   instances	   of	  
terminological	   inconsistency,	   illustrating	   that	   even	   if	   scholars	   in	   the	   early	   period	  
were	   beginning	   to	   recognize	   the	   importance	   of	   this	   distinction,	   a	   terminological	  
scheme	   to	   capture	   this	   distinction	   had	   not	   yet	   been	   fully	   developed	   or	   widely	  
adopted.	  
	   I	   have	   not	   noted	   any	   instances	   of	   declensional	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	  
internal	  vowels	  in	  the	  Muqaddima.	  This	  might	  suggest	  that	  the	  author	  adhered	  to	  a	  
system	  similar	  to	  that	  of	  Sibawayh	  in	  some	  respects,	  but	  given	  the	  brevity	  of	  the	  text	  
and	  the	  paucity	  of	  references	  to	  vowels,	  this	  is	  impossible	  to	  prove.	  	  
The	   author	   of	   the	  Muqaddima	   fī	   l-­‐naḥw	  acknowledges	   that	   the	  u-­‐ending	   of	  
qaṭṭu	  “never”	  is	  fixed,	  yet	  uses	  the	  root	  r-­‐f-­‐ʿ	  to	  describe	  it:	  
 ووكذلك قط: فإنهھ االعربب بنتهھا على االرفع٬، تقولل: ما ررأأيیت قطّ مثلك
Similarly,	   qaṭṭu:	   The	   Arabs	   have	   fixed	   it	   with	   a	   u-­‐ending	   (rafʿ),	   you	  
say:	  mā	  raʿaytu	  qaṭṭu	  mithlaka	  “I	  have	  never	  seen	  anybody	   like	  you”	  
(Muqaddima	  92-­‐3).	  
	  
The	   noun	   amsi	   “yesterday”	   is	   vocalized	   with	   a	   final	   i-­‐vowel	   regardless	   of	  
syntactic	  position.	  The	  author	   explicitly	   recognizes	   that	   this	   is	   a	   fixed	  ending,	   and	  
refers	  to	  it	  with	  the	  declensional	  term	  khafḍ:	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ووكذلك كل ما بنتهھ االعربب٬، ووال تتغيیر بنيیتهھ بأددااةة ووال غيیرهھھھا مثل:   
أأمس٬، فإنهھ مخفوضض أأبداا  
 
Similarly	  for	  all	  [endings]	  that	  the	  Arabs	  have	  fixed,	  and	  that	  do	  
not	  change	  as	  the	  result	  of	  a	  particle,	  or	  of	  anything	  else,	  as	  in	  
amsi,	  which	  takes	  an	   i-­‐ending	  (makhfūḍ)	  always”	  (Muqaddima	  
91).	  
	  
3.5	  ABU	  ʿUBAYDA	  AND	  AKHFASH	  
The	  exegetical	  works	  of	  Abū	  ʿUbayda	  and	  Akhfash	  are	  among	  the	  few	  extant	  
Basran	  works	   from	   the	   early	   period	   that	   contain	   grammatical	   terminology.	   It	   has	  
been	   suggested	   that	   the	   distinction	   in	   vowel	   terminology	   represents	   a	   divide	  
between	  the	  Basran	  and	  Kufan	  schools,	  rather	  than	  a	  difference	  between	  earlier	  and	  
later	  periods.	  Versteegh	  (1993:	  127),	   for	  example,	  proposes	   that	   the	   inconsistency	  
in	  terminological	  use	  in	  the	  Kufan	  school	  persisted	  for	  quite	  some	  time,	  whereas	  this	  
distinction	  was	  part	  of	  the	  Basran	  system	  from	  an	  early	  date.	  He	  believes	  that	  Abu	  
ʿUbayda	   never	   deviates	   from	   this	   terminological	   distinction.	   	   However,	   this	   is	   not	  
the	  case.	  Talmon	  (2003:	  240)	  has	  noted	  a	  number	  of	   instances	  of	   inconsistency	   in	  
the	  works	  of	  Akhfash	  and	  Abu	  ʿUbayda.	  In	  addition	  to	  Talmon’s	  data,	  I	  have	  counted	  
several	  other	  examples	  of	   inconsistency	   in	  both	  of	   these	  works.	  This	  suggests	   that	  
the	   inconsistent	  use	  of	  vowel	   terminology	  was	  a	  widespread	  phenomenon	  in	  texts	  
composed	  in	  the	  pre-­‐Kitāb	  period,	  rather	  than	  a	  characteristic	  of	  a	  particular	  school.	  	  	  
	   It	  does	  seem	  to	  be	  the	  case	  that	  Akhfash	  and	  Abū	  ʿUbayda	  do	  adhere	  to	  some	  
system	  of	   declensional	   terminology,	   far	  more	   so	   than	  do	   Farrāʾ	   and	   the	   author	   of	  
Kitāb	   al-­‐ʿAyn.	   I	   have	   not	   found	   any	   instances	   in	   the	  Majāz	   in	   which	   declensional	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terminology	   appears	   in	   a	   word-­‐internal	   context,	   apart	   from	   the	   single	   example	  
noted	  by	  Talmon.	  This	  may	  also	  be	   the	  case	   in	   the	  Maʿānī,	   though	  I	  have	  not	  been	  
able	  to	  do	  a	  thorough	  reading	  of	  that	  text.	  Regardless	  of	  whether	  the	  system	  of	  Abu	  
ʿUbayda	  and	  Akhfash	  bears	  similarity	  to	  that	  of	  Sibawayh,	   the	  fact	   that	  these	  early	  
Basran	   exegetical	   works	   contain	   significant	   inconsistencies	   in	   use	   of	   vowel	  
terminology	   that	   are	   not	   present	   in	   texts	   composed	   during	   the	   post-­‐Kitāb	  period	  
suggests	  that,	  even	  if	  the	  distinction	  between	  the	  two	  sets	  of	  terms	  was	  coming	  to	  be	  
recognized	   in	   the	   early	   period,	   it	   had	   not	   yet	   been	   well-­‐established	   and	   was	   not	  
consistently	  applied	  until	  the	  late	  ninth	  century.	  	  	  
Talmon	  (2003:	  240-­‐1)	  notes	  one	   instance	  each	   in	  Abū	   ʿUbayda’s	  Majāz	  and	  
Akhfash’s	   ʿArūḍ	  of	  declensional	   terminology	  referring	   to	   internal	  vowels.	  The	  data	  
from	  Abū	  ʿUbayda	  concerns	  the	  internal	  u-­‐vowel	  in	  ghurf	  (a	  type	  of	  tree):	  
- االغرفف: شجر تعمل منهھ االغراابيیل٬، ووكانن أأبو عمروو االهھذلي يیرفع ذذلك  
The	  ghurf	   tree	   is	   a	   tree	   from	  which	   sieves	   are	  made.	   Abu	   ʿAmr	   al-­‐
Hudhalī	  pronounced	  it	  with	  a	  u-­‐vowel	  (yarfaʿ)	  (Majāz	  1:138).	  
	  
In	   the	   ʿArūḍ,	  Akhfash	  uses	   both	  declensional	   and	  non-­‐declensional	   terminology	   in	  
sets	   to	   refer	   to	   internal	   vowels	   in	   his	   explanation	   of	   the	   difference	   between	  
unvowelled	  (sākin)	  consonants	  and	  vowelled	  (mutaḥarrik)	  consonants:	  
-  جر أأعلم أأنّن االساكن من االحرووفف هھھھو االموقوفف االذيي ليیس فيیهھ ررفع ووال نصب ووال
أأما االمتحركك فكل مضمومم أأوو مكسورر أأوو مفتوحح " ووررااء "بردد" . . . نحو ميیم "عمر
نحو باء "ُكبَر" وو"َكبِر" وو"َكبَر"  
	  
Know	   that	   the	  unvowelled	   [consonant]	   is	   that	  which	   is	  paused	  after	  
and	  does	  not	  carry	  u	  (rafʿ),	  a	  (naṣb),	  or	  i	  (jarr),	  as	  in	  the	  mīm	  of	   ʿamr	  
and	  the	  rāʾ	  of	  bard	  .	  .	  .	  as	  for	  the	  vowelled	  [consonant],	  each	  one	  has	  a	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u-­‐vowel	   (maḍmūm),	   i-­‐vowel	   (maksūr),	   or	   a-­‐vowel	   (maftūḥ)	   like	   the	  
bāʾ	  in	  kubar,	  kabir,	  and	  kabar	  (ʿArūḍ	  136).	  
	  
The	  use	  of	  declensional	   terminology	   in	   the	  works	  of	   these	   two	  authors	  extends	   to	  
non-­‐syntactic	   final	   vowels.	   Abū	   ʿUbayda,	   in	   the	   Majāz,	   explains	   the	   difference	  
between	  the	  dual	  form	  ṣinwān-­‐i	  and	  the	  plural	  form	  ṣinwān-­‐un,	  which	  have	  the	  same	  
consonantal	  skeleton,	  and	  are	  homophones	  when	  pronounced	  without	  final	  vowels.	  
He	  states	  that	  the	  dual	  form	  is	  distinguished	  from	  the	  plural	  form	  by	  the	  fact	  that	  the	  
former	  takes	  an	  i-­‐ending	  regardless	  of	  grammatical	  case,	  whereas	  the	  latter	  declines	  
fully.	  He	  uses	  the	  declensional	  term	  majrūra	  to	  refer	  to	  this	  fixed	  i-­‐vowel:	  
 جرووررةة في موضع االرفع وواالنصب وواالجراالنونن م٬، ووووااحدهه صنو ووااالثنانن صنواانن
كنونن ااالثنيین٬، فإذذاا جمعتهھ قلت: صنواانن كثيیر٬، ووااإلعراابب في نونهھ: يیدخلهھ االنصب 
وواالرفع وواالجر  
 
Its	   singular	   is	   ṣinwun	   and	   the	   dual	   is	   ṣinwāni.	   The	   nūn	   takes	   an	   i-­‐
ending	   (majrūra)	   in	   the	   nominative	   (rafʿ),	   accusative	   (naṣb),	   and	  
genitive	  (jarr).	   If	  you	  make	   it	  plural,	  you	  say	  ṣinwānun	  kathīrun.	  The	  
inflection	  of	  the	  nūn	  [of	  the	  plural]:	  the	  [declensional]	  a-­‐ending	  (naṣb,	  
u-­‐ending	  (rafʿ),	  and	  i-­‐ending	  (jarr)	  enter	  upon	  it	  (Majāz	  1:	  322).	  
	  
Akhfash	  in	  his	  Maʿānī	  describes	  the	  affirmative	  particle	  lām,	  which	  always	  takes	  an	  
a-­‐vowel,	  as	  manṣūb:	  
	  
فهھذهه االالمم المم االتوكيید ووهھھھي منصوبة تقع على ااالسم االذيي تقع عليیهھ إإنّن ااذذاا كانن بيینهھا 
 ووبيین إإنّن حشو
 
This	   lām	   is	   the	   lām	  of	   emphasis,	   and	   it	   takes	   an	  a-­‐vowel	   (manṣūba)	  
and	  occurs	  on	   the	  noun	  of	   inna	  when	   there	   is	   something	   separating	  
the	  noun	  from	  inna	  (Maʿānī	  116).	  	  
	  
Akhfash,	   like	  Farrāʾ,	  occasionally	  uses	  declensional	  terminology	  to	  refer	  to	  endings	  
of	  past	   tense	  verbs.	  As	  we	  will	   see	   in	  Chapter	  5,	   Sibawayh	  and	   later	  grammarians	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use	   only	   non-­‐declensional	   terminology	   in	   this	   context.	   This	   example	   concerns	   the	  
zero-­‐ending	  of	  the	  feminine	  verb	  tabbat,	  which	  is	  referred	  to	  as	  jazm: 
تبّْت جزمم ألنن تاء االمؤنث إإذذاا كانت في االفعل فهھو جزمم نحو: َضَربَب ووَضَربَْت. ووأأما 
 قولهھ ووتَبَّ فهھو مفتوحح ألنهھ فعل مذّكر قد مضى.
 
[The	   ending	  of]	   tabbat	   is	   vowelless	   (jazm)	   because	   the	   feminine	   tāʾ,	  
when	  it	  is	  on	  a	  verb,	  is	  vowelless	  (jazm),	  as	  in	  ḍaraba	  “he	  struck”	  and	  
ḍarabat	  “she	  struck.”	  As	  for	  when	  he	  says	  tabba,	   it	  takes	  an	  a-­‐ending	  
(maftūḥ)	  because	  it	  is	  a	  masculine	  verb	  in	  the	  past	  tense	  (Maʿānī	  588).	  
	  
In	  addition	  to	  this	  data	  from	  Talmon	  (2003),	  I	  have	  found	  several	  other	  instances	  of	  
declensional	   terminology	  referring	  to	  non-­‐syntactic	  vowels	   in	  both	  the	  Maʿānī	  and	  
the	  Majāz.	  In	  the	  Maʿānī,	  For	  example,	  Akhfash	  uses	  the	  root	  n-­‐ṣ-­‐b	  in	  reference	  to	  the	  
a-­‐vowel	  on	  the	  particle	  lammā	  “when”:	  
  ضهھم "لّما"٬، فثقّل وونصب االالمم ووضّعف االميیمووقالل بع
 
One	   of	   them	   says	   lammā,	   making	   it	   heavier,	   and	   putting	   an	   a-­‐vowel	  
(naṣaba)	  on	  the	  lām	  and	  doubling	  the	  mīm	  (Maʿānī	  514).	  
	  
A	  particularly	  interesting	  use	  of	  declensional	  terminology	  in	  the	  Maʿānī	  concerns	  a	  
zero-­‐ending	  that	  is	  determined	  purely	  phonologically.	  In	  the	  sentence	   jāʾat	  rusulnā	  
“our	  messengers	  came,”	  rusul	  is	  the	  agent	  of	  the	  verb,	  and	  thus	  is	  in	  the	  nominative	  
case	   and	   would	   ordinarily	   take	   a	   u-­‐ending,	   but	   this	   vowel	   is	   sometimes	  
unpronounced,	   not	   as	   a	   result	   of	   syntax	   but	   rather	   as	   a	   result	   of	   a	   phonological	  
principle	   by	   which	   a	   vowel	   may	   be	   omitted	   in	   pronunciation	   when	   its	   inclusion	  
would	  result	  in	  several	  consecutive	  vowelled	  consonants.	  Akhfash	  uses	  the	  root	  j-­‐z-­‐
m	  to	  refer	  to	  this	  zero-­‐ending:	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 سمعت من االعربب من يیقولل "جاءتت رُرُسْلنا"٬، جزمم االالمم ووذذلك لكثرةة االحركة
	  
I	  have	  heard	  some	  of	  the	  Arabs	  say	  jāʾat	  rusulnā	  “our	  messengers	  came.”	  
They	   pronounced	   the	   lām	   without	   a	   vowel	   (jazama)	   because	   of	   the	  
abundance	  of	  vowels	  (Maʿānī	  99).	  
	  
A	   similar	   example	   concerns	   the	   lām	   in	  wa-­‐l-­‐takun	   “and	   let	   there	   be”	   as	   a	   variant	  
pronunciation	  of	  wa-­‐li-­‐takun.	  Akhfash	  uses	  the	  term	  jazm	  to	  refer	  to	  this	  unvowelled	  
lām:	  
: جزمم بعضهھم االالمم أأيیضا.وَوْلتكن  
	  
wa-­‐l-­‐takun:	   some	   of	   them	   also	   pronounce	   the	   lām	   without	   a	   vowel	  
(jazama)	  (Maʿānī	  228).	  
	  
In	   his	   discussion	   of	   inna	   llāha	   rabbī	   wa-­‐rabbukum	   “Indeed,	   Allah	   is	  my	   Lord	   and	  
your	  Lord”	   in	  Q	  3:	  51,	  Akhfash	  mentions	  that	  some	  reciters	  read	  anna	  rather	   than	  
inna,	  and	  refers	  to	  the	  initial	  a-­‐vowel	  as	  naṣb:	  
"أأنّن" فنصب على "ووجئتكم بأنّن هللا رربّي وورربّكم" فإنّن على ااإلبتدااء٬، ووقالل بعضهھم  
	  
Inna	  introduces	  the	  subject,	  and	  some	  of	  them	  say	  anna	  with	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  
(naṣaba)	  by	  analogy	  with	  wa-­‐jiʾtukum	  bi-­‐anna	  llāha	  rabbī	  wa-­‐rabbukum	  	  
(Maʿānī	  221).	  
	  
I	  have	  noted	  four	  instances	  of	  inconsistency	  in	  the	  Majāz	  of	  Abū	  ʿUbayda,	  in	  addition	  
to	  the	  data	  I	  have	  presented	  from	  Talmon.	  One	  of	  them	  concerns	  the	  letters	  ḥāʾ	  mīm,	  
known	  as	  fawātiḥ,	  that	  constitute	  the	  opening	  verse	  of	  Sūrat	  Ghāfir.	  Ordinarily,	  these	  
opening	  letters	  are	  considered	  merely	  as	  unvowelled	  consonants,	  but	  if	  instead	  they	  
are	   taken	   together	   to	   form	   a	   noun,	   this	   noun	  may	  decline	   according	   to	   functional	  
position.	   Abū	   ʿUbayda	   uses	   the	   term	  majzūma	   in	   this	   passage	   to	   refer	   to	   these	  
letters:	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.إإذذاا سّميیت سوررةة بشيء من هھھھذهه ااألحرفف االمجزوومة ددخلهھ ااإلعراابب  
 
If	  a	  sūra	   is	  named	  by	  unvowelled	   letters	   (majzūma),	   [these	   letters]	  can	  
take	  declensional	  endings	  (Majāz	  2:	  194).	  
	  
In	  another	  passage,	  we	  find	  the	  declensional	  jarr	  in	  a	  set	  with	  the	  non-­‐declensional	  
fatḥ.	   This	   occurs	   in	   reference	   to	   ʿamm	   in	   the	   vocative	   construction	   yā	   bna	   ʿammī,	  
which	   is	   sometimes	   pronounced	   with	   a	   short	   vowel	   ending	   rather	   than	   with	   the	  
pronominal	  yāʾ.	  When	  the	  yāʾ,	  is	  omitted,	  the	  final	  mīm	  in	  ʿamm	  can	  take	  either	  an	  i-­‐
vowel	  or	  an	  a-­‐vowel,	  which	  Abū	  ʿUbayda	  refers	  to	  with	  j-­‐r-­‐r	  and	  f-­‐t-­‐ḥ,	  respectively:	  
	جّرهھھھا بعضهھم ووفتحهھا آآخروونن.  
	  
Some	  of	  them	  have	  pronounced	  it	  with	  an	  i-­‐ending	  (jarrahā),	  and	  others	  
have	  pronounced	  it	  with	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (fataḥahā)	  (Majāz	  2:	  26).	  
	  
He	   also	   uses	   the	   term	   jarr	   to	   refer	   to	   the	   non-­‐syntactic	   ending	   of	   the	   imperative	  
masāsi	  “touch”	  in	  a	  verse	  of	  poetry,	  and	  compares	  this	  ending	  to	  the	  fixed	  i-­‐ending	  of	  
several	  other	  nouns	  on	  the	  pattern	  faʿāli:	  
 جّر بغيیر تنويین ووهھھھو في موضع نصب ألنهھ أأجرىى مجرىى قطامم ووحذاامم وونزاالل
	  
It	   takes	   an	   i-­‐ending	   (jarr)	   without	   tanwīn	   even	   though	   it	   is	   in	   the	  
position	   of	   the	   accusative	   (naṣb),	   because	   it	   follows	   the	   pattern	   of	  
qaṭāmi,	  ḥadhāmi,	  and	  nazāli	  (Majāz	  2:	  27).	  
	  
Finally,	  he	  employs	  the	  root	  r-­‐f-­‐ʿ	  in	  reference	  to	  the	  fixed	  u-­‐ending	  of	  baʿdu	  “after”:	  
	  
 بعد مرفوعع بغيیر تنويین ألنهھ غايیة
	  
Baʿdu	  takes	  a	  u-­‐ending	  (marfūʿ)	  without	   tanwīn,	  because	   it	   refers	   to	  an	  
extremity	  (Majāz	  2:	  140).	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We	  have	  seen	   in	   this	   chapter	   that	   the	  use	  of	  vowel	   terminology	   in	   the	  pre-­‐
Kitāb	   period	   was	   chaotic,	   and	   that	   declensional	   terms	   were	   often	   used	  
interchangeably	  with	   non-­‐declensional	   terms	   in	   non-­‐syntactic	   contexts.	   In	   Ibn	   al-­‐
Kalbī’s	   Tafsīr,	   the	   earliest	   text	   considered	   in	   this	   chapter,	   there	   seems	   to	   be	   no	  
terminological	   distinction	   at	   all	   between	   syntactic	   and	   non-­‐syntactic	   vowels,	  
suggesting	   that	   rafʿ,	   naṣb,	   jarr/khafḍ	   and	   jazm	  originated	   as	   synonyms	   for	  ḍamm,	  
fatḥ,	  kasr	  and	  sukūn/waqf,	   respectively.	  This	  also	  seems	  to	  be	  the	  case	   in	  Kitāb	  al-­‐
ʿAyn.	   The	   Basran	   scholars	   Abū	   ʿUbayda	   and	   Akhfash,	   and	   the	   author	   of	   the	  
Muqaddima	  fī	  l-­‐naḥw,	  may	  have	  recognized	  two	  distinct	  sets	  of	  terminology,	  but	  all	  
of	   their	  works	  nonetheless	  betray	  a	   lack	  of	  consistent	  adherence	   to	  a	  well-­‐defined	  
system.	   The	  Maʿānī	  of	   Farrāʾ	   does	   show	   evidence	   of	   some	   attempt	   to	   systematize	  
declensional	   vowel	   terminology,	   more	   so	   than	   the	   other	   texts	   discussed	   in	   this	  
chapter,	  but	  Farrāʾ’s	  system,	  as	  we	  have	  seen,	  differs	  in	  important	  ways	  from	  that	  of	  
Sibawayh.	  In	  the	  next	  chapter,	  I	  will	  look	  at	  passages	  from	  Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb,	  which	  
marks	   the	   beginning	   of	   what	   would	   become	   widespread	   acceptance	   of	   the	  
declensional	  scheme	  that	  remains	  in	  use	  today,	  and	  represents	  a	  sharp	  dividing	  line	  
between	  the	  early	  and	  late	  periods.	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Chapter	  4:	  Vowel	  Terminology	  in	  Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb	  
In	   Sibawayh’s	   Kitāb,	   we	   find	   the	   first	   explicit	   acknowledgement	   of	   a	  
distinction	  between	   terms	   for	  declensional	   vowels	   and	   those	   for	  non-­‐declensional	  
vowels.	  Sibawayh’s	  remarkably	  consistent	  adherence	  to	  this	  distinction	  throughout	  
the	   text	   is	   in	   stark	   contrast	   with	   the	   chaotic	   use	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   in	   the	   8th	  
century	   and	   early	   9th	   century,	   which	   we	   saw	   in	   Chapter	   3.	   The	   Kitāb	   marks	   the	  
beginning	  of	  the	  systematization	  in	  use	  of	  declensional	  terminology	  that	  continues	  
in	   the	  works	  of	  virtually	  all	   later	  grammarians.	  Of	  course,	   the	  Kitāb	  was	  a	  seminal	  
work	  in	  the	  history	  of	  Arabic	  grammar	  for	  many	  reasons,	  and	  Sibawayh’s	  status	  as	  
an	   innovator	   is	   certainly	   not	   limited	   to	   the	   realm	   of	   terminology—he	   introduced	  
and	  refined	  a	  large	  number	  of	  grammatical	  concepts,	  synthesized	  earlier	  ideas,	  and	  
the	   structure	   and	   scope	   of	   the	  Kitāb	   set	   the	   precedent	   for	   later	   works.	   Although	  
Sibawayh	  made	  many	  essential	  contributions	  to	  the	  Arabic	  grammatical	  tradition	  at	  
nearly	   every	   level	   of	   the	   study	   of	   language,	   his	   introduction	   of	   the	   terminological	  
distinction	  between	  declensional	  and	  non-­‐declensional	  vowels	  is	  undeniably	  among	  
his	  most	   important	   contributions	   to	   the	   study	   of	   grammar.	   This	   has	   been	  widely	  
recognized	  by	   contemporary	   scholars,	   including	  Versteegh	   (1997:	   45),	  who	   states	  
that	   Sibawayh’s	   systematization	   of	   the	   declensional	   scheme	   is	   his	   “most	   essential	  
innovation,”	  and	  Baalbaki	  (2008:	  86),	  who	  considers	  this	  distinction	  to	  be	  one	  of	  the	  
two	  “most	   fundamental	  axioms”	  of	  Sibawayh’s	  grammatical	   theory,	  along	  with	   the	  
tripartite	   division	   of	   speech.	   Particularly	   significant	   to	   the	   present	   study	   is	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Baalbaki’s	   observation	   that	   “[Sibawayh’s]	   terminology	   represents	   a	   significant	  
departure	   from	  earlier	  usage.	   In	  particular,	  his	  systematization	  of	   the	  declensional	  
scheme	  is	  in	  sharp	  contrast	  with	  the	  earlier	  lack	  of	  distinction	  between	  declensional	  
vowels	  and	  other	  vowels”	  (2008:	  32).	  Sibawayh’s	  systematization	  of	  the	  scheme	  for	  
vowel	  terminology	  constitutes	  the	  clearest	  divide	  between	  early	  and	  late	  works,	  as	  
the	  contrast	  between	  the	  use	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  between	  the	  pre-­‐Kitāb	  and	  post-­‐
Kitāb	   periods	   is	   notably	   sharper	   than	   the	   contrast	   in	   syntactic	   and	   phonetic	  
terminology.	  	  
In	  this	  chapter,	   I	  will	  present	  several	  passages	  from	  the	  Kitāb	  that	  highlight	  
the	  clarity	  with	  which	  Sibawayh	  conceives	  of	   this	  distinction,	  and	   I	  will	   show	  that	  
the	  examples	  that	  Sibawayh	  uses	  to	  illustrate	  the	  application	  of	  this	  distinction	  are	  
the	   very	   same	   examples	   for	   which	   earlier	   grammarians	   used	   terminology	   in	   an	  
inconsistent	  manner.	  
The	  distinction	  between	   two	   sets	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   is	   presented	   in	   the	  
second	   chapter	   of	   the	  Kitāb,	   preceded	   only	   by	   the	   famous	   first	   chapter	   in	   which	  
Sibawayh	  divides	   all	   of	   speech	   into	   noun	   (ism),	   verb	   (fiʿl)	   and	  particle	   (ḥarf).	   The	  
fact	   that	   Sibawayh	   makes	   this	   distinction	   in	   the	   opening	   treatise	   to	   the	   Kitāb,	  
commonly	  referred	   to	  as	   the	  Risāla,	  which	  contains	   fundamental	  concepts	   that	  set	  
the	  stage	  for	  the	  remainder	  of	  the	  book,	  indicates	  that	  the	  terminological	  scheme	  for	  
declensional	  vowels	   is	  a	  crucial	  part	  of	  his	  syntactic	   theory.	   	  Versteegh	  (1997:	  44)	  
has	  suggested	   that	   this	  opening	  part	  of	   the	   text	   is	  where	  Sibawayh	   introduces	   the	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innovations	  that	  he	  himself	  had	  introduced	  to	  the	  study	  of	  grammar,	  which	  further	  
strengthens	   the	   hypothesis	   that	   no	  well-­‐defined	   terminological	   system	   for	   vowels	  
existed	  before	  the	  Kitāb.	   It	   is	  also	  notable	  that	  Sibawayh	  does	  not	  quote	  any	  other	  
grammarians	  in	  this	  part	  of	  the	  text,	  since	  Sibawayh	  cites	  his	  predecessors	  on	  nearly	  
every	  page	  throughout	  the	  remainder	  of	  the	  Kitāb.	  
In	  the	  beginning	  of	  the	  second	  chapter	  of	  the	  Kitāb,	  Sibawayh	  presents	  all	  of	  
the	  vowel	  terminology	  and	  articulates	  the	  distinction	  between	  the	  two	  contrasting	  
sets	   of	   terms,	   and	   gives	   examples	   of	   their	   proper	   use.	   	   He	   goes	   on	   to	   discuss	   the	  
inflection	  of	  nouns	  and	  verbs	  in	  the	  dual	  and	  plural,	  and	  then	  discusses	  theoretical	  
issues	  related	  to	  concepts	  that	  are	  integral	  to	  the	  phenomenon	  of	  inflection,	  such	  as	  
resemblance	  (muḍāraʿa)	  and	  lightness	  (khiffa).	  
Sibawayh	   begins	   his	   chapter	   on	   the	   vowel	   endings	   of	  words	   by	   listing	   the	  
eight	   terms	   that	   refer	   to	   vowel	   endings.	   He	   presents	   the	   two	   constituent	   sets	   of	  
terminology	  as	  standing	  in	  contrast	  to	  one	  another—rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  jarr,	  and	  jazm	  on	  one	  
hand,	  and	  ḍamm,	  fatḥ,	  kasr,	  and	  waqf	  on	  the	  other—and	  groups	  the	  terms	  into	  pairs	  
according	   to	   pronunciation.	   The	   terms	   rafʿ	   and	  ḍamm	   are	   presented	   as	   a	   pair,	   as	  
they	   share	   the	   phonetic	   value	   u,	   and	   similarly	   for	   the	   pairs	   naṣb	   and	   fatḥ,	   both	  
pronounced	  as	  a,	  jarr	  and	  kasr,	  pronounced	  as	  i,	  and	  jazm	  and	  waqf,	  which	  refer	  to	  
unvowelled	  consonants:	  
هھھھذاا بابب مجارريي أأووااخر االكلم من االعربيیة  
 
ووهھھھي تجريي على ثمانيیة مجارر: على االنصب وواالجر وواالرفع وواالجزمم٬، وواالفتح وواالضم 
جمعهھّن في االلفظ أأرربعة أأضربب: فالنصب وواالكسر وواالوقف. ووهھھھذهه االمجارريي االثمانيیة يی
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وواالفتح في االلفظ ضربب ووااحد٬، وواالجر وواالكسر فيیهھ ووااحد٬، ووكذلك االرفع وواالضم٬، 
وواالجزمم وواالوقف.  
	  
This	  is	  the	  chapter	  on	  the	  paths	  of	  the	  endings	  of	  words	  in	  Arabic	  
	  
[The	   endings	   of	   words]	   follow	   eight	   [possible]	   paths:	   the	  
accusative/subjunctive	   a-­‐ending	   (naṣb),	   the	   genitive	   i-­‐ending	   (jarr),	  
the	   nominative/indicative	   u-­‐ending	   (rafʿ),	   the	   jussive	   zero-­‐ending	  
(jazm);	  and	  the	  [non-­‐declensional]	  a-­‐ending	  (fatḥ),	  u-­‐ending	  (ḍamm),	  
i-­‐ending	   (kasr),	   and	   zero-­‐ending	   (waqf).	   These	   eight	   endings	   are	  
grouped	   into	   four	   pairs	   according	   to	   pronunciation:	   	   the	  
accusative/subjunctive	  a-­‐ending	  (naṣb)	  and	  the	  [non-­‐declensional]	  a-­‐
ending	   (fatḥ)	   are	   phonetically	   identical,	   as	   are	   the	   genitive	   i-­‐ending	  
(jarr)	   and	   the	   [non-­‐declensional]	   i-­‐ending	   (kasr),	   the	  
nominative/indicative	   u-­‐ending	   (rafʿ)	   and	   the	   [non-­‐declensional]	   u-­‐
ending	   (ḍamm),	   and	   the	   jussive	   zero-­‐ending	   (jazm)	   and	   the	   [non-­‐
declensional]	  zero-­‐ending	  (waqf)	  (Kitāb	  1:13).6	  	  
	  
Immediately	   following	   this	   passage,	   Sibawayh	   gives	   the	   reason	   for	   the	  
distinction	  he	  made	   in	   the	  previous	  paragraph,	   explaining	   that	  he	  has	  divided	   the	  
eight	   terms	   into	   two	  contrasting	  sets	   in	  order	   to	  distinguish	  between	  syntactically	  
determined	   vowel	   endings	   and	   other	   endings.	   	   The	   former	   are	   determined	   by	   a	  
governor	   (ʿāmil)	   and	   thus	   can	   change	  with	  a	   change	   in	   syntactic	   context,	  whereas	  
the	  latter	  are	  fixed	  regardless	  of	  syntactic	  context: 
                                                
6 Versteegh has interpreted this passage twice (1977: 19, 1997: 36-7), and neither interpretation is quite 
accurate. The first is a complete misreading of the text—Versteegh reads Sibawayh’s mention of four pairs	  
of	  vowels	  as	  referring	  to	  the	  phonetic	  correspondence	  between	  long	  and	  short	  vowels,	   for	  example	  
between	   the	   short	   a-­‐vowel	   fatḥa	   and	   the	   long	   a-­‐vowel	   alif,	   rather	   than	   to	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐
declensional	   vowels.	   Versteegh	   later	   acknowledged	   this	   error,	   but	   his	   1997	   translation	   is	   still	  
problematic.	   He	   translates	   rafʿ,	   naṣb,	   jarr,	   and	   jazm	   as	   “nominative,”	   “accusative,”	   “genitive,”	   and	  
“apocopate,”	   respectively.	   	   This	   is	   problematic	   for	   several	   reasons.	   One	   is	   that	   Sibawayh	   is	   not	  
referring	   to	  abstract	   grammatical	   cases,	  but	   rather	   to	   the	  vowels	   that	   canonically	   instantiate	   these	  
cases.	  Sibawayh	  here	  is	  discussing	  the	  declension	  not	  only	  of	  nouns,	  which	  inflect	  for	  case,	  but	  also	  
verbs,	  which	  inflect	  for	  mood.	  Thus,	  for	  example,	  naṣb	  as	  used	  in	  this	  passage	  refers	  not	  only	  to	  the	  
accusative	   a-­‐ending	   of	   nouns	   but	   also	   to	   the	   subjunctive	   a-­‐ending	   of	   verbs.	   A	   bigger	   issue	   with	  
Versteegh’s	  1997	  translation	  is	  that	  he	   interprets	   lafẓ	  with	  its	  alternative	  meaning,	  “formal,”	  rather	  
than	  “pronunciation,”	  which	  is	  clearly	  the	  meaning	  Sibawayh	  intends	  in	  this	  passage.  
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ووإإنما ذذكرتت ثمانيیة مجارر ألفرقق بيین ما يیدخلهھ ضربب من هھھھذهه ااألرربعة لما يیحدثث فيیهھ 
ال االعامل ووليیس شيء منهھا إإال ووهھھھو يیزوولل عنهھ٬، ووبيین ما يیبنى عليیهھ االحرفف بناء 
يیزوولل عنهھ لغيیر شيء أأحدثث ذذلك فيیهھ من االعواامل.  
 
I	   have	  mentioned	   eight	   endings	   in	   order	   to	   distinguish	   between,	   on	  
the	  one	  hand,	  [words]	  that	  take	  one	  of	  these	  four	  [phonetic	  values]	  as	  
the	   result	   of	   the	   action	   of	   a	   governor—and	   every	   one	   of	   these	  
[endings]	   is	   changeable—and	   [endings]	   that	   are	   fixed	   on	   the	   final	  
consonant	   (ḥarf)	   and	   do	   not	   change	   with	   respect	   to	   any	   governor	  
(Kitāb	  1:	  13).	  
	  
Then,	  he	  classifies	  words	  according	  to	  whether	  they	  take	  inflectional	  endings,	  
which	   are	   determined	   by	   government,	   or	   whether	   their	   endings	   are	   fixed,	   and	  
invariant	  with	  respect	  to	  the	  action	  of	  a	  governor.	  The	  inflected	  class	  encompasses	  
only	  the	  regular,	  fully	  declinable	  (mutamakkin)	  nouns,	  and	  the	  imperfect	  (muḍāriʿ)	  
verbs.7	  Thus,	  the	  declensional	  terms	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  jarr,	  and	  jazm	  are	  only	  appropriate	  in	  
these	   two	   contexts,	   while	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   terms	   ḍamm,	   fatḥ,	   kasr,	   and	  
sukūn/waqf	  are	  used	  in	  all	  other	  contexts: 
فالرفع وواالجر وواالنصب وواالجزمم لحرووفف ااإلعراابب. ووحرووفف ااإلعراابب لألسماء  
اعليین االتي في أأوواائلهھا االزوواائد ااألرربع: االمتمكنة٬، وولألفعالل االمضاررعة ألسماء االف
االهھمزةة وواالتاء ووااليیاء وواالنونن.  
 
[The	   terms]	  rafʿ,	   jarr,	  naṣb,	  and	   jazm	   are	  exclusive	   to	  consonants	  of	  
declension.	   Consonants	   of	   declension	  occur	  only	  on	   fully	  declinable	  
nouns	   and	  on	  verbs	   that	   resemble	   active	  participles	   and	   that	  begin	  
                                                
7	   The	   term	   muḍāriʿ	   eventually	   became	   a	   technical	   term	   to	   refer	   to	   what	   is	   termed	   in	   Western	  
grammar	   as	   the	   imperfect	   verb.	   This	   later	   technical	   usage	   evolved	   from	   its	   original,	  more	   general	  
meaning	  of	  “resemblance.”	  The	  concept	  of	  resemblance	  is	  crucial	  to	  the	  distinction	  between	  syntactic	  
and	  non-­‐syntactic	  vowels,	  as	  the	  nature	  of	  verbs	   is	  to	  take	  fixed	  endings,	  and	  only	  those	  verbs	  that	  
resemble	  nouns	   inflect	   for	  mood.	  The	   imperfect	  verbs	  are	   the	  only	  verbs	   that	  bear	   resemblance	   to	  
nouns,	  and	  thus	  are	  the	  only	  verbs	  whose	  endings	  are	  declensional.	  I	  sometimes	  translate	  this	  word	  
as	  “imperfect,”	  and	  sometimes	  with	  its	  literal	  meaning	  of	  “resemblance,”	  according	  to	  the	  context	  in	  
which	  it	  appears.	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with	  one	  of	  the	  four	  derivational	  letters:	  hamza,	  tāʾ,	  yāʾ	  or	  nūn	  (Kitāb	  
1:13).	  
	  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Sibawayh	   illustrates	   the	   proper	   use	   of	   these	   four	   terms,	   rafʿ,	   naṣb,	   jarr,	   and	  
jazm,	   by	   systematically	   providing	   examples	   of	   each	   of	   them	   as	   they	   apply	   to	  
declinable	  nouns	  and	  to	   imperfect	  verbs.	  He	  states	  that	  the	  declensional	  a-­‐ending	  
(naṣb)	  marks	  the	  accusative	  case	  in	  nouns,	  as	  in	  raʾaytu	  Zayd-­‐an	  “I	  saw	  Zayd,”	  and	  
the	   subjunctive	   mood	   in	   imperfect	   verbs,	   as	   in	   lan	   yafʿala	   “he	   will	   not	   do”;	   the	  
declensional	  u-­‐ending	  (rafʿ)	  is	  for	  the	  nominative	  case	  in	  nouns,	  as	  in	  hādha	  Zayd-­‐
un	  “This	  is	  Zayd,”	  and	  the	  indicative	  mood	  in	  verbs,	  as	  in	  sa-­‐yafʿalu	  “he	  will	  do”;	  the	  
declensional	   i-­‐ending	   (jarr)	   marks	   the	   genitive	   case	   in	   nouns,	   as	   in	  marartu	   bi-­‐
Zayd-­‐in	  “I	  passed	  by	  Zayd.”	  	  Because	  verbs	  are	  never	  inflected	  with	  an	  i-­‐vowel,	  the	  
term	   jarr	   can	   never	   refer	   to	   verb	   endings.8	   The	   declensional	   zero-­‐ending	   (jazm)	  
occurs	  only	  on	  jussive	  verbs,	  as	  in	  lam	  yafʿal	  “he	  did	  not	  do”	  and	  never	  on	  nouns,	  as	  
nouns	  have	  no	  analog	  of	  the	  jussive	  mood	  (Kitāb	  1:	  14).	  
In	   contrast	  with	   rafʿ,	   naṣb,	   jarr,	   and	   jazm,	   the	   terms	   fatḥ,	   ḍamm,	   kasr,	   and	  
waqf	  are	  for	  non-­‐syntactically	  determined	  endings,	  which,	  as	  Sibawayh	  states,	  occur	  
in	   three	  contexts:	  nouns	   that	  do	  not	   fully	   inflect	   (al-­‐asmāʾ	  ghayr	  al-­‐mutamakkina),	  
verbs	  other	  than	  the	  imperfect	  (i.e.	  perfect	  verbs	  and	  imperatives),	  and	  particles:	   
                                                
8 Verbs	  can	  end	  in	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  for	  phonological	  reasons,	  as	  in	  the	  epenthetic	  i-­‐ending	  to	  prevent	  two	  
consecutive	   unvowelled	   consonants,	   or	   for	  morphological	   reasons,	   as	   in	   the	   jussive	   form	   of	   verbs	  
with	   weak	   third	   radicals.	   However,	   these	   are	   not	   syntactically	   determined	   endings	   and	   thus	   the	  
declensional	  term	  jarr	  is	  not	  appropriate	  in	  these	  contexts.	  As	  we	  saw	  in	  Chapter	  3,	  Farrāʾ	  used	  jarr	  
in	  this	  context. 
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ووأأما االفتح وواالكسر وواالضم وواالوقف فلألسماء غيیر االمتمكنة االمضاررعة عندهھھھم ما 
تجر  ليیس باسم ووال فعل مما جاء لمعنى ليیس غيیر٬، نحو سوفف ووقد٬، وولألفعالل االتي لم
مجرىى االمضاررعة٬، ووللحرووفف االتي ليیست بأسماء ووال أأفعالل وولم تجئ إإال لمعنى.  
	  
As	   for	   [the	   terms]	   fatḥ,	   kasr,	   ḍamm	   and	   waqf,	   [they	   are]	   for	  
indeclinable	   nouns	   that	   resemble,	   in	   their	   opinion,	   meaningful	  
[words]	   that	   are	   neither	   nouns	   nor	   verbs	   and	   serve	   to	   indicate	  
meaning,	  such	  as	  [the	  future	  marker]	  sawfa	  and	  [the	  perfect	  marker]	  
qad;	  for	  verbs	  that	  do	  not	  decline	  like	  the	  imperfect;	  and	  for	  [words]	  
that	  are	  neither	  nouns	  nor	  verbs	  and	  serve	  only	  to	  indicate	  meaning	  
(Kitāb	  1:14).	  	  
	  
As	   he	   did	   for	   the	   declensional	   terms,	   Sibawayh	   systematically	   presents	  
examples	  of	  the	  application	  of	  each	  of	  the	  non-­‐declensional	  terms	  ḍamm,	  fatḥ,	  kasr,	  
and	  waqf.	   The	   term	   fatḥ	   is	   used	   for	   the	   fixed	   a-­‐endings	   of	   the	   uninflected	   nouns	  
ḥaytha	  (a	  variant	  of	  ḥaythu	  “where”),	  ayna	  “where”	  and	  kayfa	  “how,”	  perfect	  verbs,	  
such	  as	  ḍaraba	  “he	  struck,”	  and	  particles,	  such	  as	  the	  future	  tense	  marker	  sawfa	  and	  
the	  conjunction	  thumma.	  The	  term	  kasr	  refers	  to	  the	  fixed	  i-­‐endings	  of	  nouns	  on	  the	  
pattern	  faʿāli,	  and	  the	  genitive	  particles	  li-­‐	  and	  bi-­‐,	  as	  in	  li-­‐Zaydin	  “for	  Zayd”	  and	  bi-­‐
Zaydin	  “with	  Zayd.”	  The	  term	  ḍamm	  is	  used	  for	  the	  fixed	  u-­‐endings	  of	  the	  uninflected	  
words	  ḥaythu	   “where,”	  qablu	   “before,”	  and	  baʿdu	   “after,”	   and	  mundhu	   “since.”	  The	  
unvowelled	   final	   consonants	   of	   the	   nouns	  man	   “who,”	   kam	   “how	  many,”	   and	   qaṭ	  
“only”	   imperative	  verbs,	   such	  as	   iḍrib	   “strike,”	  and	   the	   fixed	  particles	  min,	  hal,	   the	  
negative	   particle	   bal,	   and	   the	   perfect	   marker	   qad.	   In	   Chapter	   3,	   we	   saw	   that	  
grammarians	   from	   the	   late	   8th-­‐mid	   9th	   centuries	   use	   declensional	   terminology	   to	  
refer	  to	  many	  of	  these	  fixed	  endings.	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Table	  2	  summarizes	  Sibawayh’s	  terminology	  for	  vowels:	  
Phonological	  Value	   Declensional	   Non-­‐declensional	  
u	   rafʿ	  	  	   ḍamm	  	  
a	   naṣb	   	  fatḥ	  	  
i	   jar	   kasr	  	  
∅	   jazm	   waqf	  
Table	  2:	  Sibawayh’s	  vowel	  terminology	  
	  
Though	   Sibawayh	   is	   remarkably	   consistent	   in	   maintaining	   this	  
terminological	   distinction	   throughout	   the	   text—his	   consistency	   is	   all	   the	   more	  
remarkable	  given	   the	  massive	  size	  of	   the	  Kitāb—Talmon	  (2003:	  241)	  has	  counted	  
fourteen	   instances	   in	   which	   Sibawayh	   deviates	   from	   his	   own	   system	   and	   uses	  
declensional	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	   vowels	   that	   are	  not	   syntactically	  determined.	  
Talmon	  attempts	   to	   explain	   some	  of	   these	   apparent	   inconsistencies	  by	   suggesting	  
that	   Sibawayh	   may	   have	   understood	   iʿrāb	   as	   referring	   not	   only	   to	   syntactically	  
induced	   processes	   of	   change,	   but	   also	   to	   more	   general	   vowel	   change,	   related	   to	  
phonological	   or	   morphological	   processes.	   For	   example,	   Sibawayh	   uses	   the	   verb	  
yujzamu	   to	   refer	   to	   the	   fixed	  pronominal	   ending	   in	  aʿṭaytukum	   “I	   gave	  you”	  while	  
discussing	   the	  shift	   from	  aʿṭaytukumūhu	  “I	  gave	  you	  (pl.)	   it”	   to	  aʿṭaytukum	  dhāk	   “I	  
gave	  you	  (pl.)	  that,”	  which	  involves	  the	  deletion	  of	  an	  epenthetic	  vowel,	  resulting	  in	  
an	  unvowelled	  mīm.	  In	  another	  passage,	  the	  verb	  jazamū	  is	  used	  for	  the	  unvowelled	  
lām	   in	   lam	   yalduh	   “he	   did	   not	   bear	   him,”	   which	   results	   from	   the	   phonological	  
process	  of	  change	   from	   its	  original	   form,	   lam	  yalidhu,	   in	  which	   the	   lām	   takes	  an	   i-­‐
vowel.	  Talmon	  explains	  Sibawayh’s	  use	  of	  naṣb	   to	  refer	   to	   the	   final	  a-­‐vowel	  of	   the	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perfect	  verbs	  ʿalima	  “he	  learned”	  and	  dhahaba	  “he	  left”	  by	  suggesting	  that	  Sibawayh	  
may	  have	  adhered	  to	  an	  early	  theory	  that	  the	  contrast	  between	  the	  a-­‐ending	  of	  the	  
perfect	   and	   the	  u-­‐ending	  of	   the	   imperfect	  was	   a	   significant	   declensional	   feature.	   I	  
believe	   that	   this	   is	   highly	   unlikely,	   because,	   as	   we	   saw	   earlier	   in	   this	   chapter,	  
Sibawayh	  clearly	  states	  that	  the	  only	  inflected	  verbs	  are	  the	  imperfect	  verbs.	  Perfect	  
verbs,	  such	  as	  ʿalima	  and	  dhahaba,	  are	  excluded	  from	  the	  class	  of	  inflected	  verbs.	  	  
Though	   Sibawayh’s	   use	   of	   declensional	   terminology	   in	   contexts	   involving	  
phonological	  change	  can	  be	  somewhat	  plausibly	  explained,	  other	  inconsistencies	  in	  
Sibawayh’s	   use	   of	   terminology	   cannot	   be	   explained	   away	   in	   this	   manner.	   For	  
example,	  in	  one	  passage,	  Sibawayh	  uses	  the	  term	  rafʿ	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  fixed	  u-­‐ending	  
of	   qablu,	   which	   does	   not	   result	   from	   any	   process	   of	   phonological	   change.	   This	  
directly	   contradicts	   his	   own	   statement	   in	   the	   passage	   quoted	   above,	   in	   which	   he	  
says	  that	  ḍamm,	  and	  not	  rafʿ,	  is	  the	  proper	  term	  for	  the	  ending	  of	  qablu.	  On	  several	  
occasions,	   Sibawayh	   formulates	   the	   well-­‐known	   rule	   preventing	   two	   consecutive	  
unvowelled	  consonants	  (iltiqāʾ	  al-­‐sākinayn)	  as	  lā	  yanjazimu	  ḥarfāni.	  The	  occurrence	  
of	   two	   consecutive	   unvowelled	   consonants	   does	   not	   result	   from	   any	   process	   of	  
change,	  and	  thus,	  according	  to	  Sibawayh’s	  own	  system,	  the	  non-­‐declensional	  root	  s-­‐
k-­‐n	  is	  the	  proper	  term	  in	  this	  context.	  
Despite	  the	  fact	  that	  Sibawayh’s	  use	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  the	  Kitāb	  is	  not	  
perfectly	  consistent,	   it	   is	  undeniable	  that	  he	  had	  a	  clear	  conception	  of	  a	  distinction	  
between	  declensional	  and	  non-­‐declensional	  vowels,	  and	  that	  the	  vast	  majority	  of	  his	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terminological	  usage	  throughout	  the	  text	  is	  consistent	  with	  this	  distinction.	  There	  is	  
in	   fact	   no	   need	   to	   explain	   away	   the	   small	   fraction	   of	   his	   terminology	   that	   is	   not	  
consistent	  with	  the	  distinction—the	  fourteen	  cases	  that	  Talmon	  discusses	  in	  which	  
Sibawayh’s	  use	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  deviates	  from	  his	  own	  system	  do	  not	  indicate	  
lack	   of	   clarity	   in	   his	   conceptual	   distinction	   between	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐
declensional	  vowels;	  rather,	  these	  instances	  serve	  to	  emphasize	  Sibawayh’s	  role	  as	  
an	   innovator.	  Because	  he	  was	   the	   first	   to	   introduce	   this	  declensional	   scheme,	   it	   is	  
almost	   inevitable	   that	   he	   (or	   the	   “publishers”	   of	   the	   Kitāb)	   would,	   on	   a	   few	  
occasions,	  use	  terminology	  in	  the	  manner	  in	  which	  it	  was	  commonly	  used	  by	  most	  
grammarians	  of	  his	  time.	  
In	  this	  chapter,	   I	  have	   illustrated	  the	  clear	  distinction	  between	  declensional	  
and	   non-­‐declensional	   vowel	   terminology	   as	   presented	   in	   Sibawayh’s	   Kitāb,	   and	  
highlighted	  the	  contrast	  between	  Sibawayh’s	  systematization	  of	  this	  terminology	  on	  
the	  one	  hand,	  and	  the	   lack	  of	  systematization	   in	  the	  works	  of	  his	  predecessors,	  on	  
the	   other.	   In	   Chapter	   5,	   I	   will	   present	   passages	   from	   several	   grammatical	   texts	  
composed	  during	  the	  century	  following	  the	  Kitāb,	  and	  show	  that	  grammarians	  in	  the	  
late	  9th	  –	  early	  10th	  centuries	  adhere	  to	  Sibawayh’s	   terminological	  distinction	  with	  
overwhelming	   consistency.	   This	   will	   further	   demonstrate	   the	   sharp	   contrast	  
between	   the	  confusion	  surrounding	   the	  use	  of	  vowel	   terminology	   in	   the	  pre-­‐Kitāb	  
period,	  and	  its	  rigid	  systematization	  in	  the	  centuries	  following	  the	  Kitāb.	  This	  clear	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contrast	   reaffirms	   the	   validity	   of	   examining	   vowel	   terminology	   as	   a	   method	   for	  
dating	  grammatical	  works.	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Chapter	  5:	  Vowel	  Terminology	  in	  the	  Post-­‐Kitāb	  Era	  
There	  is	  a	  dramatic	  difference	  between	  vowel	  terminology	  as	  it	  was	  used	  in	  
the	   late	   8th-­‐early	   9th	   centuries,	   before	   the	   Sibawayhian	   tradition	   had	   been	   well	  
established,	  and	  the	  terminological	  system	  we	  find	  after	  the	  widespread	  acceptance	  
of	  the	  Kitāb.	  As	  I	  have	  shown	  in	  Chapter	  3,	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  the	  early	  period	  of	  
the	  development	  of	  Arabic	  grammatical	  theory	  was	  characterized	  by	  inconsistency	  
and	   lack	   of	   systematization.	   In	   Chapter	   4,	   I	   have	   shown	   that	   Sibawayh	   set	   the	  
precedent	   for	   the	  clear	  distinction	  between	  the	   two	  sets	  of	  vowel	   terminology.	   	   In	  
this	   chapter,	   I	   will	   show	   that	   grammarians	   in	   the	   post-­‐Kitāb	   era	   adhere	   to	  
Sibawayh’s	   distinction,	   regardless	   of	   their	   affiliation	  with	   any	   particular	   school	   of	  
grammatical	  thought.	  	  
I	  will	  illustrate	  the	  use	  of	  vowel	  in	  the	  post-­‐Kitāb	  era	  by	  presenting	  evidence	  
from	   the	  works	  of	   four	  grammarians:	   two	  of	   them,	   the	  Muqtaḍab	  of	  Mubarrad	   (d.	  
898)	  and	  the	  Uṣūl	  fī	  l-­‐naḥw	  of	  Sarrāj	  (d.	  929),	  are	  Basran	  works,	  and	  the	  other	  two,	  
the	   Jumal	   of	   Zajjājī	   (d.	   949),	   and	   the	  Muwaffaqī	   fī	   l-­‐naḥw	   of	   Ibn	   Kaysān	   (d.	   932),	  
belong	   to	   the	   so-­‐called	   Baghdad	   school,	   which	   was	   characterized	   by	   an	   eclectic	  
mixture	  of	  Basran	  and	  Kufan	  features.	  
Mubarrad	  and	  Sarrāj	  are	  considered	  the	  most	  prominent	  representatives	  of	  
the	   Basran	   school	   in	   the	   9th	   and	   10th	   centuries,	   respectively,	   so	   it	   is	   perhaps	   not	  
surprising	   that	   they	   follow	   Sibawayh’s	   conceptual	   and	   terminological	   distinction	  
between	  declensional	  and	  non-­‐declensional	  vowels,	  as	   they	  also	  closely	   follow	  the	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Kitāb	   on	   issues	   of	   syntactic	   theory	   in	   general.	  Nonetheless,	   the	   clarity	  with	  which	  
both	  of	   these	  authors	  present	  the	  distinction,	  and	  their	  status	  as	  teachers	  of	  many	  
other	   grammarians	   of	   their	   time,	   implies	   that	   this	   terminological	   distinction	   was	  
widely	  recognized	  in	  the	  late	  9th-­‐early	  10th	  centuries.	  
The	   consistency	   we	   find	   in	   the	   use	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   in	   the	   works	   of	  
Zajjājī	   and	   Ibn	   Kaysān	   indicates	   that	   the	   recognition	   of	   this	   distinction	   was	   not	  
unique	  to	   the	  Basran	  school,	  as	  both	  of	   these	  grammarians	  belong	  to	   the	  Baghdad	  
school	  and	  incorporate	  a	  mixture	  of	  Basran	  and	  Kufan	  ideas.	  Ibn	  Kaysān	  employs	  a	  
wide	   range	  of	  Kufan	   terms,	   including	   jaḥd	   for	   negation,	   as	   opposed	   to	   the	  Basran	  
term	  nafī,	  and	  nasaq	  for	  conjunction,	  in	  contrast	  with	  the	  Basran	  ʿaṭf.	  He	  prefers	  the	  
Kufan	  term	  kināya	  for	  pronouns	  over	  its	  Basran	  counterpart	  ḍamīr,	  and	  refers	  to	  the	  
active	  participle	  with	  the	  Kufan	  al-­‐fiʿl	  al-­‐dāʾim	  rather	  than	  the	  Basran	  ism	  al-­‐fāʿil.	  The	  
fact	   that	   both	   Zajjājī	   and	   Ibn	   Kasyān	   adhere	   to	   Sibawayh’s	   system	   of	   vowel	  
terminology	  with	  remarkable	  consistency,	  despite	  their	  theoretical	  differences	  with	  
the	   Kitāb,	   further	   supports	   that	   vowel	   terminology	   represents	   a	   dividing	   line	  
between	  the	  early	  and	  late	  periods.	  
	   Ibn	   Kaysān’s	   strict	   adherence	   to	   Sibawayh’s	   terminological	   distinction	   is	  
particularly	  significant	  in	  light	  of	  the	  ways	  in	  which	  his	  work	  differs	  from	  all	  of	  the	  
other	   works	   discussed	   in	   this	   chapter.	   His	   Muwaffaqī	   fī	   l-­‐naḥw	   holds	   a	   less	  
prominent	  position	  in	  the	  history	  of	  Arabic	  grammar	  than	  do	  the	  other	  three	  works,	  
which	  suggests	  that	  the	  distinction	  between	  the	  two	  sets	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  was	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recognized	   even	   by	   minor—and	   dissenting—writers	   in	   the	   10th	   century.	   Unlike	  
Mubarrad’s	  Muqtaḍab	   and	  Sarrāj’s	  Uṣūl,	  which	  are	  multi-­‐volume	   texts	   intended	   to	  
give	   a	   comprehensive	   theoretical	   account	   of	   the	   entirety	   of	   Arabic	   grammar,	   Ibn	  
Kaysān’s	  Muwaffaqī	   fī	   l-­‐naḥw	   is	   a	   short	   handbook,	   a	   mere	   18	   pages	   long	   in	   the	  
published	   version,	   giving	   a	   concise,	   accessible	   overview	   of	   the	   fundamentals	   of	  
usage,	  and	  illustrating	  points	  only	  with	  constructed	  examples,	  rather	  than	  with	  the	  
abundance	   of	   Qurʾānic	   verses	   and	   lines	   of	   poetry	   that	   characterize	   many	   of	   the	  
major	  works	  of	  grammar.	  
I	   will	   treat	   each	   of	   these	   four	   works	   individually,	   and	   will	   quote	   several	  
passages	   from	   each	   of	   them	   at	   length	   in	   order	   to	   illustrate	   the	   clarity	   of	   the	  
distinction	   between	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐declensional	   terminology	   as	   it	   was	  
understood	   in	   the	   late	   9th-­‐early	   10th	   centuries,	   and	   also	   to	   highlight	   the	   didactic	  
manner	  in	  which	  this	  distinction	  is	  presented	  in	  texts	  from	  this	  period.	  
5.1	  MUBARRAD’S	  MUQTAḌAB	  
In	   the	   very	   first	   chapter	   of	   the	   Muqtaḍab,	   immediately	   following	   the	  
tripartite	  division	  of	  speech	  into	  noun	  (ism),	  verb	  (fiʿl),	  and	  particle	  (ḥarf),	  Mubarrad	  
discusses	   the	   difference	   between	   fully	   declinable	   (muʿrab)	   words	   and	   fixed	  
(mabniyy)	  words,	  and	  distinguishes	  between	  the	  two	  complementary	  sets	  of	  vowel	  
terms.	  As	  we	  saw	  in	  Sibawayh,	  the	  fact	  that	  Mubarrad	  makes	  this	  distinction	  at	  the	  
very	  beginning	  of	   the	  Muqtaḍab	   suggests	   that	  he	  considers	   it	   to	  be	  a	   fundamental	  
part	  of	  his	  grammatical	  theory.	  In	  his	  explication	  of	  the	  three	  grammatical	  cases	  of	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nouns,	  Mubarrad	  uses	  the	  terms	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  and	  jarr	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  abstract	  cases	  of	  
nominative,	  accusative,	  and	  genitive,	  respectively,	   in	  contrast	  with	  ḍamm,	   fatḥ	  and	  
kasr,	  which	  refer	  to	  the	  vowels	  that	  canonically	  mark	  those	  cases:	  	  
ووإإعراابب ااألسماء على ثالثة أأضربب: على االرفع وواالنصب وواالجّر. فأّما ررفع االوااحد 
ووعمروو. وواالنصب بالفتح٬،  االمعربب غيیر االمعتّل فالضّم٬، نحو قولك: ززيیٌد ووعبُد هللا٬،
نحو قولك: ززيیداا٬ً، ووعمروواا٬ً، ووعبَد هللا. ووجّرهه بالكسرةة٬، نحو قولك: ززيیٍد٬، ووعمروٍو٬، 
ووعبِد هللا.   
	  
The	  declension	  (iʿrāb)	  of	  nouns	  is	  of	  three	  types:	  the	  nominative	  (rafʿ),	  
accusative	   (naṣb),	   and	   genitive	   (jarr).	   As	   for	   the	   nominative	   of	  
singular	  declinable	  nouns	  that	  are	  not	  weak,	   it	   is	   [marked	  with]	  a	  u-­‐
vowel	   (ḍamm),	   as	  when	  you	   say	  Zaydun,	   ʿAmrun,	  and	   ʿAbdullāh.	   The	  
accusative	   is	   [marked]	   with	   an	   a-­‐vowel	   (fatḥ),	   as	   when	   you	   say	  
Zaydan,	  ʿAmran,	  and	  ʿAbdallāh.	  Its	  genitive	  is	  [marked]	  with	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  
(kasra),	   as	   when	   you	   say	   Zaydin,	   ʿAmrin,	   and	   ʿAbdillāh	   (Muqtaḍab	  
1:142).	  
	  
He	   states	   that	   the	   terms	   marfūʿ,	   manṣūb,	   majrūr,	   and	   majzūm	   are	   reserved	   for	  
syntactically	   determined	   vowel	   endings,	   whereas	   their	   non-­‐declensional	  
counterparts	  maḍmūm,	  maftūḥ,	  maksūr,	  and	  mawqūf	  are	  used	  for	  fixed	  endings:	  
فهھذهه االحرووفف تسّمى بهھذهه ااألسماء إإذذاا كانن االشيء معربا٬، ووإإنن كانن مبنيیّا ال يیزوولل من 
حركة إإلى أأخرىى٬، نحو: حيیث٬، ووقبل٬، ووبعد٬، قيیل لهھ مضمومم وولم يیقل مرفوعع٬، ألنهّھ ال 
نصوبب٬، ألنهھ ال يیزوولل يیزوولل عن االضم. ووأأيین ووكيیف يیقالل لهھ مفتوحح٬، ووال يیقالل لهھ م
عن االفتح. وونحو: هھھھؤالء ووحذاارر ووأأمس مكسورر٬، ووال يیقالل لهھ مجروورر٬، ألنهّھ ال يیزوولل 
عن االكسر. ووكذلك من ووهھھھل ووبل يیقالل لهھ موقوفف ووال يیقالل لهھ مجزوومم ألنهّھ ال يیزوولل 
عن االوقف. 	  
	  
These	   vowels	   are	   called	   by	   these	   names	   [only]	   when	   something	   is	  
fully	   declinable	   (muʿrab),	   and	   if	   it	   is	   fixed	   (mabniyy)	   and	   does	   not	  
change	   from	   one	   vowel	   to	   another,	   like:	   ḥaythu	   “where,”	   qablu	  
“before,”	  baʿdu	  “after,”	  it	  is	  called	  maḍmūm	  and	  not	  marfūʿ,	  because	  it	  
does	  not	  change	  from	  the	  u-­‐ending	  (ḍamm).	  Ayna	  and	  kayfa	  are	  called	  
maftūḥ	   and	   not	   manṣūb,	   because	   they	   do	   not	   change	   from	   the	   a-­‐
ending	   (fatḥ).	   Words	   like	   [the	   demonstrative	   pronoun]	   hāʿulāʿi,	  
ḥadhāri	  “beware,”	  and	  amsi	  “yesterday”	  are	  maksūr	  and	  they	  are	  not	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called	  majrūr,	   because	   they	   do	   not	   change	   from	   the	   i-­‐ending	   (kasr).	  
Similarly,	  min	  “from,”	  [the	  interrogative	  particle]	  hal,	  and	  bal	  “rather”	  
are	  called	  mawqūf	  and	  not	  majzūm,	  because	  they	  do	  not	  change	  from	  
the	  zero-­‐ending	  (Muqtaḍab	  1:	  142).	  
	  
Many	  of	  the	  examples	  that	  Mubarrad	  gives	  of	  mabniyy	  nouns	  in	  the	  above	  passage,	  
including	  ḥaythu,	  qablu,	  baʿdu,	  kayfa,	  ḥadhāri,	  and	  amsi,	  are	  the	  very	  same	  words	  for	  
which	  the	  pre-­‐Kitāb	  grammarians	  often	  used	  declensional	  terminology,	  as	  I	  have	  
illustrated	  in	  Chapter	  3.	  
Though	   Mubarrad	   does	   not	   explicitly	   discuss	   terminology	   regarding	   the	  
inflectional	  endings	  of	  verbs	  in	  this	  chapter,	  and	  does	  not	  give	  specific	  examples	  of	  
the	  proper	  application	  of	   terminology	   for	  verb	  endings,	  he	  does	  make	  a	  categorial	  
distinction	   between	   those	   verbs	   whose	   endings	   are	   determined	   by	   syntactic	  
position	   and	   those	  whose	   endings	   are	   fixed.	  Here,	   he	   follows	   Sibawayh	   in	   that	   he	  
considers	   only	   imperfect	   verbs	   to	   be	   inflected,	   whereas	   perfect	   verbs	   and	  
imperatives	  take	  fixed	  endings: 
ااعلم أأنن ااألفعالل إإنما ددخلهھا ااإلعراابب لمضاررعتهھا ااألسماء وولوال ذذلك لم يیجب أأنن 
ربب منهھا شيء. ووذذلك أأنن ااألسماء هھھھي االمعربة. ووما كانن غيیر ااألسماء فمآلهھ لهھا٬، يیع
ووهھھھي ااألفعالل٬، وواالحرووفف٬، ووإإنما ضاررعع ااألسماء من ااألفعالل ما ددخلت عليیهھ االزوواائد 
ااألرربع االتي توجب االفعل غيیر ماضض وولكنهّھ يیصلح لوقتيین: لما أأنت فيیهھ٬، وولما لم يیقع. 	  
	  
Know	  that	   the	   inflectional	  endings	  (iʿrāb)	  only	  enter	  upon	  verbs	  due	  
to	   their	   resemblance	   to	   nouns,	   and	   if	   not	   for	   that,	   it	   would	   not	   be	  
necessary	  for	  anything	  among	  them	  to	  decline.	  That	  is	  because	  nouns	  
are	  what	  are	  [inherently]	  declinable,	  and	  everything	  other	  than	  nouns	  
ends	   up	   like	   them	   [nouns].	   Those	   are	   verbs	   and	   particles.	   The	   only	  
verbs	   that	   resemble	   nouns	   are	   those	   to	   which	   are	   added	   the	   four	  
derivational	  letters	  that	  the	  non-­‐past	  verbs	  need,	  although	  they	  refer	  
to	  two	  tenses:	  present	  and	  future	  (Muqtaḍab	  2:	  1).	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Accordingly,	  he	  refers	   to	   the	  endings	  of	   imperfect	  verbs	   throughout	   the	   text	  using	  
the	  set	  of	  terms	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  and	  jazm,	  and	  uses	  ḍamm,	  fatḥ,	  and	  sukūn	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  
non-­‐syntactically	  determined	  vowel	  endings	  of	  perfect	  verbs	  and	  imperatives.	  As	  we	  
saw	  in	  Chapter	  3,	  this	  is	  in	  contrast	  with	  Farrā’s	  use	  of	  the	  term	  naṣb	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  
fixed	  ending	  of	  the	  paradigmatic	  perfect	  form	  faʿala,	  and	  Akhfash’s	  use	  of	  the	  term	  
jazm	   to	   refer	   to	   the	   fixed	  zero-­‐ending	  of	   the	   feminine	  verb	   tabbat.	   I	  will	   return	   to	  
this	  point	  in	  Chapter	  6,	  as	  the	  use	  of	  declensional	  terminology	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  endings	  
of	  perfect	  verbs	  is	  a	  salient	  feature	  of	  KJN.	  
5.2	  SARRĀJ’S	  UṢŪL	  
Like	   Sibawayh	   and	   Mubarrad,	   Sarrāj	   discusses	   the	   difference	   between	   the	  
declinable	   (muʿrab)	   and	   the	   indeclinable	   (mabniyy)	   at	   the	   beginning	   of	   the	   Uṣūl,	  
preceded	   only	   by	   his	   explanation	   of	   the	   properties	   division	   of	   speech	   into	   noun	  
(ism),	   verb	   (fiʿl),	   and	   particle	   (ḥarf).	   	   In	   this	   passage	   on	   the	   inflection	   of	   singular	  
nouns,	   Sarrāj	   makes	   an	   explicit	   distinction	   between	   the	   two	   sets	   of	   vowel	  
terminology,	   and	   states	   the	   set	   of	   terms	   marfūʿ,	   manṣūb,	   and	   majrūr	   is	   only	  
appropriate	  for	  vowels	  of	  declension: 
وويیكونن بحركاتت ثالثث: ضم ق ااالسم االمفردد االسالم االمتمكن . . . ااإلعراابب االذيي يیلح
ماء ووااألفعالل ووتزوولل ووفتح ووكسر٬، فإذذاا كانت االضمة إإعراابا تدخل في أأووااخر ااألس
عنهھا٬، سميیت ررفعا٬، فإذذاا كانت االفتحة كذاالك سميیت نصبا٬، ووإإذذاا كانت االكسرةة كذلك 
سميیت خفضا ووجراا...فإنن كانت االحركاتت مالززمة سمي ااالسم مبنيیا فإنن كانن 
نحو "منذ"  قيیل مضمومم وولم يیقل مرفوعع ليیفرقق بيینهھ ووبيین االمعربب ووإإنن  9مضموما
                                                
9	  The	  text	  reads	  fa-­‐in	  kāna	  mafhūman,	  This	  seems	  to	  be	  a	  printing	  error.	  I	  have	  corrected	  mafhūman	  
to	  maḍmūman.	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٬، وولم يیقل منصوبب٬، ووإإنن كانن مكسورراا نحو "أأمس" كانن مفتوحا نحو أأيین٬، قيیل مفتوحح
وو"حذاامم" قيیل مكسورر وولم يیقل مجروورر. 	  
	  
Declensional	   endings	   (iʿrāb)	   are	   that	   which	   attach	   to	   the	   singular,	  
sound,	   regularly	   declinable	   nouns	   and	   are	   [expressed	   with]	   three	  
vowels:	  u	   (ḍamm),	  a	   (fatḥ)	  and	   i	   (kasr).	   If	   the	  u-­‐vowel	   (ḍamma)	   is	   a	  
declensional	  ending	  that	  enters	  upon	  the	  ends	  of	  nouns	  and	  verbs	  and	  
is	   changeable,	   it	   is	   called	   rafʿ,	   if	   the	  a-­‐vowel	   (fatḥa)	   is	   like	   that,	   it	   is	  
called	  naṣb,	  and	  if	  the	  i-­‐vowel	  (kasra)	  is	  like	  that,	  it	  is	  called	  khafḍ	  or	  
jarr	   .	   .	   .	   If	   the	  vowels	  are	  fixed,	  the	  noun	  is	  called	  mabniyy.	  If	   it	   takes	  
the	   u-­‐ending	   (maḍmūm),	   as	   in	  mundhu	   “since”	   it	   is	   called	  maḍmūm	  
and	   is	   not	   called	  marfūʿ,	   in	   order	   to	   distinguish	   between	   [the	   non-­‐
declensional]	   and	   the	   declensional;	   if	   it	   takes	   the	  a-­‐ending	   (maftūḥ)	  
like	  ayna	  “where”	  it	  is	  called	  maftūḥ	  and	  not	  manṣūb;	  if	  it	  takes	  the	  i-­‐
ending	  (maksūr)	  like	  amsi	  “yesterday”	  and	  Ḥadhāmi	  [the	  nickname	  of	  
a	  woman],	  it	  is	  called	  maksūr	  and	  not	  majrūr	  (Uṣūl	  1:	  45).	  
	  
As	  with	  Mubarrad’s	   examples	   in	   the	  Muqtaḍab,	  many	   of	   the	   examples	   that	   Sarrāj	  
gives	   in	   these	   two	   passages	   are	   the	   same	   indeclinable	  words	   for	  which	   the	   early	  
authors	   discussed	   in	   Chapter	   3	   use	   declensional	   terminology,	   or	   a	  mixture	   of	   the	  
two	  sets	  of	  terms.	  
	   After	  clarifying	  the	  proper	  use	  of	  terminology	  for	  the	  vowel	  endings	  of	  nouns,	  
Sarrāj	   discusses	   the	   endings	   of	   verbs.	   Here	   again,	   he	   makes	   a	   clear	   distinction	  
between	  the	  two	  sets	  of	  terminology.	  The	  set	  ḍamm,	  fatḥ,	  and	  iskān	  refers	  to	  the	  u-­‐,	  
a-­‐,	   and	   zero-­‐vowels	   in	   a	   general	   sense,	   and	   only	   when	   these	   vowels	   represent	  
inflectional	  endings	  can	  they	  be	  called	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  and	  jazm:	  
ووأأما ااإلعراابب االذيي يیكونن في فعل االوااحد من ااألفعالل االمضاررعة فالضمة فيیهھ تسمى 
ررفعا وواالفتحة نصبا ووااإلسكانن جزما ووقد كنت بيینت لك أأنن االمعربب من ااألفعالل االتي 
االتاء وواالنونن ووااليیاء ووااأللف.في أأوواائلهھا االحرووفف االزوواائد٬،  	  
	   	  
As	   for	   the	   inflectional	   endings	   (iʿrāb)	   that	   are	   on	   the	   singular	  
imperfect	   verb,	   the	   u-­‐ending	   (ḍamma)	   is	   called	   rafʿ,	   the	   a-­‐ending	  
(fatḥa)	  [is	  called]	  naṣb,	  and	  the	  zero-­‐ending	  (iskān)	  [is	  called]	   jazm.	   I	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have	  clarified	  to	  you	  that	  the	  inflected	  (muʿrab)	  verbs	  are	  those	  which	  
begin	  with	  the	  derivational	  letters	  taʾ,	  nūn,	  yāʾ,	  and	  alif	  (Uṣūl	  1:	  47).	  
	  
Sarrāj	   makes	   a	   categorial	   distinction	   between	   inflected	   and	   uninflected	   verbs.	   In	  
agreement	   with	   Sibawayh	   and	   Mubarrad,	   he	   states	   that	   only	   those	   verbs	   which	  
resemble	  nouns	  (i.e.	  imperfect	  verbs)	  take	  inflectional	  endings,	  while	  the	  two	  other	  
forms	  of	  verbs—the	  perfect	  and	  the	  imperative—take	  fixed	  endings:	  
ء فأما ااإلعراابب االذيي ووقع في ااألفعالل فقد بيینا أأنهھ إإنما ووقع في االمضاررعع منهھا لألسما
ووما عداا االمضاررعة فمبني٬، وواالمبني من ااألفعالل يینقسم على ضربيین: فضربب مبني 
نحو: ااضربب ووااقتل ووددحرجج وواانطلق  على االسكونن٬، وواالسكونن أأصل كل مبني٬، ووذذلك
وواالضربب االثاني مبني على االفتح ووهھھھو كل فعل ماضض كثرتت حرووفهھ أأوو قلت . . . 
نحو: ضربب ووااستخرجج وواانطلق ووما أأشبهھ ذذلك. 	  
	  
As	   for	   the	   inflectional	   endings	   (iʿrāb)	   that	   occur	   in	   verbs,	   we	   have	  
explained	   that	   they	  only	  occur	   in	   those	   that	   resemble	  nouns,	  and	  all	  
other	   verbs	   are	   uninflected.	   The	   uninflected	   (mabniyy)	   verbs	   are	  
divided	   into	   two	  types:	  one	  type	   is	   fixed	  with	  a	  zero-­‐ending	  (sukūn),	  
as	   the	   zero-­‐ending	   is	   the	   default	   of	   all	   indeclinable	  words,	   like	   [the	  
imperatives]	   iḍrib	   “strike,”	   uqtul	   “kill,”	   daḥrij	   “roll,”	   and	   inṭaliq	  
“depart”	  .	  .	  .	  The	  second	  type	  is	  fixed	  with	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (fatḥ),	  and	  that	  
is	  all	  perfect	  verbs,	  regardless	  of	  whether	  their	  composing	  consonants	  
are	  few	  or	  many,	  like	  ḍaraba	  “he	  struck,”	  istakhraja	  “he	  took	  out,”	  and	  
inṭalaqa	  “he	  departed,”	  and	  so	  forth	  (Uṣūl	  1:51).	  
	  
These	   passages	   from	   Mubarrad	   and	   Sarrāj	   demonstrate	   the	   clarity	   with	   which	  
grammarians	   in	  the	  post-­‐Kitāb	  era	  present	  the	  distinction	  between	  the	  two	  sets	  of	  
vowel	   terminology.	   The	  works	   of	   the	   two	   grammarians	   of	   the	   so-­‐called	   Baghdadi	  
school,	  Zajjājī	  and	  Ibn	  Kaysān,	  will	  show	  that	  Sibawayh’s	  declensional	  scheme	  was	  
adopted	   even	   by	   grammarians	   who	   do	   not	   follow	   the	   Kitāb	   on	   many	   theoretical	  
issues	  in	  syntax.	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5.3	  	  ZAJJĀJĪ’S	  JUMAL	  
	  
Zajjājī	   begins	   his	   chapter	   on	   declensional	   endings	   by	   making	   a	   categorial	  
distinction	   between	   inflectional	   and	   non-­‐inflectional	   vowels.	   In	   agreement	   with	  
Sibawayh,	   Zajjājī	   considers	   only	   the	   fully	   declinable	   (mutamakkin)	   nouns,	   and	   the	  
imperfect	   (muḍāriʿ)	   verbs	   to	   take	   inflectional	   endings,	  whereas	   the	   endings	   of	   all	  
other	  words	  are	  fixed:	  
وواالمبني ما لم  تغيیر آآخرهه بدخولل االعواامل عليیهھ . . .ااعلم أأنن االمعربب ما 
ووال يیعربب من االكالمم كلهھ إإال ااالسم هھ . . . عليی مليیتغيیر آآخرهه بدخولل االعواا
االمتمكن وواالفعل االمضاررعع. ووسائر االكالمم مبني غيیر معربب.  
	  
Know	  that	  the	  inflected	  (muʿrab)	  is	  that	  whose	  ending	  changes	  
with	   the	   effect	   of	   a	   governor	   on	   it	   .	   .	   .	   and	   the	   uninflected	  
(mabniyy)	  is	  that	  whose	  ending	  does	  not	  change	  because	  of	  any	  
effect	  of	  a	  governor	  upon	  it	   .	   .	   .	  Nothing	  in	  the	  whole	  of	  speech	  
inflects	  except	   for	   the	  declinable	  noun	  and	   the	   imperfect	  verb.	  
The	  rest	  of	  speech	  is	  fixed	  (mabniyy),	  and	  not	  inflected	  (muʿrab)	  
(Jumal	  260).	  
	  
Zajjājī	  then	  enumerates	  the	  four	  possible	  endings	  of	  fixed	  nouns,	  stating	  that	  nouns	  
can	   end	   in	   u-­‐,	   a-­‐,	   i-­‐,	   or	   zero-­‐vowels,	   and	   uses	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   set	   of	   terms	  
ḍamm,	   fatḥ,	   kasr,	   and	   waqf	   to	   describe	   these	   fixed	   endings.	   Like	   Sibawayh,	  
Mubarrad,	   and	   Sarrāj,	   he	   clarifies	   that	   the	   declensional	   terms	   marfūʿ,	   manṣūb,	  
majrūr,	  and	  majzūm	  refer	  only	  to	  the	  endings	  of	  governed	  nouns,	  and	  are	  not	  used	  
for	  nouns	  whose	  endings	  are	  fixed:	  
ووااألسماء تبنى على أأرربعة أأووجهھ: على االضم٬، وواالفتح٬، وواالكسر٬، وواالوقف. فالمبني منهھا 
قبل٬، بعد٬، قط٬، ووأأوّولل٬، وواالندااء االمفردد في ااألسماء ااألعالمم٬، نحو  على االضم: حيیث٬،
قولك: يیا ززيید٬، وويیا عمروو٬، وويیا جعفر٬، ووما أأشبهھ ذذلك يیقالل لهھ مضمومم٬، ووال يیقالل لهھ 
مرفوعع٬، ألنن االمرفوعع ما عمل فيیهھ عامل. ووكذلك االمجروورر وواالمنصوبب٬، إإنما يیقالل لما 
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ووكانن مبنيیا٬، فإنما يیقالل لهھ: عملت فيیهھ االعواامل٬، فأما ما لم تعمل فيیهھ االعواامل٬، 
مضمومم٬، وومتفوحح٬، وومكسورر٬، ووموقوفف٬، فرقا بيین االمعربب وواالمبني. 	  
	  
Nouns	   are	   fixed	   in	   four	  ways:	  with	   a	  u-­‐ending	   (ḍamm),	   an	  a-­‐ending	  
(fatḥ),	   an	   i-­‐ending	   (kasr)	   and	   a	   zero-­‐ending	   (waqf).	   Those	   that	   are	  
fixed	   with	   a	   u-­‐ending	   (ḍamm)	   are	   ḥaythu	   “where,”	   qablu	   “before,”	  
baʿdu	  “after,”	  qaṭṭu	  “never,”	  awwalu	  “first”	  and	  the	  vocative	  of	  singular	  
proper	   nouns,	   as	   in	   yā	   Zaydu,	   yā	   ʿAmru,	   and	   yā	   Jaʿfaru.	   Words	   that	  
resemble	   those	   are	   called	  maḍmūm,	   and	   not	  marfūʿ,	   because	  marfūʿ	  
refers	  to	  what	  is	  governed	  by	  a	  governor,	  and	  similarly	  for	  majrūr	  and	  
manṣūb—they	  are	  only	  used	  to	  refer	  to	  that	  which	  is	  governed.	  As	  for	  
what	   is	   not	   governed	   by	   a	   governor,	   it	   is	   fixed	   (mabniyy),	   and	   it	   is	  
called	  maḍmūm,	  maftūḥ,	  maksūr,	  or	  mawqūf,	  to	  differentiate	  between	  
the	  declinable	  (muʿrab)	  and	  the	  indeclinable	  (mabniyy)	  (Jumal	  262-­‐3).	  
	  
	   Zajjājī	   gives	   examples	   of	   nouns	   that	   take	   fixed	   endings.	  Nouns	   that	   take	   a	  
fixed	  i-­‐ending	  (kasr)	  are	  amsi	  “yesterday,”	  the	  demonstrative	  pronoun	  hāʾulāʾi,	  and	  
nouns	   on	   the	   pattern	   faʿāli.	   Those	   that	   take	   a	   fixed	   a-­‐ending	   (fatḥ)	   include	   ayna	  
“where,”	   kayfa	   “how,”	   and	   thamma	   “therefore.”	   Those	   whose	   final	   consonant	   is	  
always	  unvowelled	  include	  man	  “who,”	  kam	  “how	  many,”	  and	  qaṭ	  “only.”	  Zajjājī	  does	  
not	  discuss	  nouns	  with	  fixed	  u-­‐endings	  in	  this	  passage.	  
	   After	   discussing	   the	   vowel	   endings	   of	   nouns,	   Zajjājī	   turns	   to	   the	   fixed	  
endings	  of	  verbs.	  Verbs	  can	  take	  two	  types	  of	  fixed	  endings:	  the	  a-­‐vowel	  (fatḥ),	  as	  in	  
perfect	   verbs,	   or	   the	   zero-­‐vowel	   (waqf),	   as	   in	   imperatives.	   He	   clarifies	   that	  
declensional	   terminology	   is	   only	   appropriate	   for	   governed	   verbs,	   and	   thus	   that	  
perfect	  verbs	  and	  imperatives,	  respectively,	  are	  referred	  to	  as	  maftūḥ	  and	  mawqūf,	  
rather	  than	  manṣūb	  and	  majzūm:	  
عل ووااألفعالل تبنى على ووجهھيین: على االوقف وواالفتح. فالمبني منهھا على االوقف: ف
ااألمر للمخاططب٬، إإذذاا كانن بغيیر المم٬، كقولك: ااذذهھھھب٬، وواارركب٬، ووقم٬، ووااقعد٬، ووما 
أأشبهھهھ٬، يیقالل لهھ موقوفف٬، ووال يیقالل لهھ مجزوومم٬، ألنهھ لم يیدخل عليیهھ جاززمم فيیجزمهھ. 
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وواالمبني منهھا على االفتح: االفعل االماضي٬، نحو قامم ووقعد وواانطلق ووااستخرجج٬، ووما 
٬، ألنهھ لم يیدخل عليیهھ عامل فيینصبهھ٬، أأشبهھ ذذلك يیقالل لهھ مفتوحح٬، ووال يیقالل لهھ منصوبب
.كما ذذكرتت لك  
 
Verbs	  are	  fixed	  in	  two	  ways:	  with	  a	  zero-­‐ending	  (waqf)	  or	  an	  a-­‐ending	  
(fatḥ).	  Those	  that	  are	  fixed	  with	  a	  zero-­‐ending	  (waqf)	  are	  the	  second	  
person	  [masculine	  singular]	  imperative,	  when	  it	  is	  without	  lām,	  as	  in:	  
idhhab	   “go,”	   irkab	   “ride,”	   qum	   “stand,”	   and	  uqʿud	   “sit,”	   and	   so	   forth.	  
They	  are	  called	  mawqūf,	  and	  not	  majzūm,	  because	  no	  jussive	  governor	  
enters	  upon	   them	   to	  place	   them	   in	   the	   jussive	  mood.	  Those	   that	  are	  
fixed	  with	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (fatḥ)	  are	  the	  [third	  person	  masculine	  singular]	  
perfect	   verbs,	   as	   in	   qāma	   “he	   stood,”	   qaʿada	   “he	   sat,”	   inṭalaqa	   “he	  
departed,”	  and	   istakhraja	  “he	  took	  out,”	  and	  so	  forth.	  They	  are	  called	  
maftūḥ,	  and	  not	  manṣūb,	  because	  no	  governor	  acts	  upon	  them	  to	  place	  
them	   in	   the	   subjunctive	  mood,	   as	  we	  have	  mentioned	   to	   you	   (Jumal	  
264).	  
	  
	   Zajjājī	  then	  discusses	  particles,	  whose	  endings	  are	  never	  declensional,	  and	  can	  
be	  fixed	  in	  one	  of	  four	  ways:	  with	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (fatḥ),	  a	  zero-­‐vowel	  (waqf),	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  
(kasr),	  or	  a	  u-­‐vowel	  (ḍamm): 
فهھي تبنى على أأرربعة أأووجهھ٬، ووهھھھي: االفتح٬، وواالوقف٬، وواالكسر٬، وواالضم٬، فأما االحرووفف: 
كما بنيیت ااألسماء٬، فالمبني منهھا على االفتح: إإنّن٬، وولكّن٬، وولعّل٬، ووليیت٬، ووثم٬، ووسوفف٬، 
وواالسيین االداالة على ااالستقبالل٬، ووووااوو االعطف٬، ووفاء االعطف٬، ووما أأشبهھ ذذلك. وواالمبني 
مبني منهھا على االكسر حرفانن٬، منهھا على االوقف: لم٬، وولن٬، وومن٬، ووبل٬، ووهھھھل. وواال
كقولك: لزيید ووبزيید.  وولم يیبن على االكسر غيیر االباء وواالالمم االخافضتيین. وواالمبني منهھا 
على االضم حرفف ووااحد٬، ووهھھھو: منذ٬، في قولك: ما ررأأيیتهھ منذ يیوميین.  
 
As	  for	  particles,	  they	  are	  fixed	  in	  four	  ways:	  with	  the	  a-­‐ending	  (fatḥ),	  
the	  zero-­‐ending	   (waqf),	   the	   i-­‐ending	  (kasr),	  or	   the	  u-­‐ending	   (ḍamm),	  
as	   nouns	   are	   fixed.	   Those	   that	   are	   fixed	  with	   an	  a-­‐ending	   (fatḥ)	   are	  
[particles]	   inna,	   lākinna,	   laʿalla,	   layta,	   thumma,	   [the	   future	   marker]	  
sawfa,	  the	  sīn	  that	  indicates	  future	  tense,	  the	  conjunctive	  wāw,	  and	  the	  
conjunctive	  fāʾ.	  Those	  that	  are	  fixed	  with	  a	  zero-­‐ending	  (waqf)	  are	  [the	  
past	   tense	   negative	   particle]	   lam,	   [the	   future	   negative	   particle]	   lan,	  
min	  “from,”	  bal	  “rather”	  and	  [the	  interrogative	  particle]	  hal.	  Those	  that	  
are	   fixed	  with	   an	   i-­‐ending	   (kasr)	   are	   two,	   as	   in	   li-­‐Zaydin	   “for	   Zayd,”	  
and	  bi-­‐Zaydin	  “with	  Zayd,”	  and	  no	  particles	  are	  fixed	  with	  an	  i-­‐ending	  
(kasr)	  except	  the	  genitive	  governors	  bāʾ	  and	  lām.	  Only	  one	  particle	  is	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fixed	   with	   a	   u-­‐ending	   (ḍamm),	   and	   it	   is	  mundhu	   “since,”	   as	   in	  mā	  
raʾaytuhu	  mundhu	  yawmayn	  “I	  have	  not	  seen	  him	  in	  two	  days”	  (Jumal	  
265).	  
	  
	   Despite	   the	   clarity	   of	   the	   terminological	   distinction	   in	   the	  passages	   I	   have	  
quoted	   from	  Mubarrad,	  Sarrāj,	   and	  Zajjājī,	   it	   is	  possible	   that	   these	   three	  works	  do	  
contain	   some	   instances	   of	   inconsistency	   throughout	   the	   text	   and	   do	   not	   adhere	  
perfectly	   to	   the	   distinction	   in	   every	   instance.	   As	   these	   are	   extensive	   works,	   a	  
comprehensive	  examination	  of	  their	  use	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  is	  beyond	  the	  scope	  
of	   this	   project.	   Even	   if	   there	   are	   some	   inconsistencies,	   it	   is	   undeniable	   that	   the	  
terminological	   distinction	   was	   respected	   to	   a	   much	   greater	   degree	   in	   this	   later	  
period	  than	  it	  was	  in	  the	  earlier	  period.10	  	  
5.4	  IBN	  KAYSĀN’S	  MUWAFFAQĪ	  
	   Though	   Ibn	  Kaysān	  does	  not	  make	  an	  explicit	  distinction	  between	  the	   two	  
sets	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   of	   the	   didactic	   type	   found	   in	   the	   works	   of	   Mubarrad,	  
Sarrāj,	   and	  Zajjājī,	   he	  nonetheless	  maintains	   consistent	  use	   throughout	   the	   text	   of	  
the	   rafʿ,	   naṣb,	   khafḍ,	   and	   jazm	   set	   to	   refer	   only	   to	   endings	   he	   considers	   to	   be	  
declensional,	  and	  the	  ḍamm,	  fatḥ,	  kasr,	  and	  sukūn/waqf	  set	  to	  refer	  to	  word-­‐internal	  
vowels	   and	   non-­‐syntactically	   determined	   final	   vowels.	   I	   have	   not	   noted	   a	   single	  
instance	  in	  which	  he	  deviates	  from	  this	  distinction.	  The	  consistency	  of	  Ibn	  Kaysān’s	  
                                                
10	  The	  editor	  of	  the	  Muqtaḍab	  states	  that	  Mubarrad	  does	  deviate	  from	  this	  distinction	  and	  sometimes	  
uses	  declensional	  terminology	  to	  refer	  to	  fixed	  endings.	  The	  editor	  cites	  as	  an	  example	  an	  instance	  in	  
which	  Mubarrad	  refers	  to	  the	  hāʾ	  in	  fīhā	  as	  makhfūḍ.	  This	  does	  not	  in	  fact	  constitute	  an	  inconsistency	  
in	  terminological	  use.	  Although	  the	  vowel	  on	  the	  hāʾ	  is	  fixed,	  Mubarrad	  is	  using	  makhfūḍ	  here	  not	  to	  
refer	  to	  the	  vowel	   itself	  (which	   is	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  and	  not	  an	   i),	  but	   instead	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  grammatical	  
case	  of	  the	  pronoun,	  which	  is	  governed	  in	  the	  genitive	  (khafḍ)	  by	  fī	  (Muqtaḍab	  142).	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adherence	   to	   Sibawayh’s	   declensional	   scheme	   is	   particularly	   significant	   in	   light	   of	  
the	  ways	  in	  which	  the	  Muwaffaqī	  differs	  stylistically	  from	  the	  other	  works	  discussed	  
in	  this	  chapter.	  
	   He	  makes	  the	  same	  categorial	  distinction	  between	  inflected	  and	  uninflected	  
nouns	  and	  verbs	  that	  Sibawayh,	  Mubarrad,	  Sarrāj,	  and	  Zajjājī	  make,	  stating	  that	  only	  
the	   fully	   declinable	   noun	   and	   the	   imperfect	   verb	   are	   inflected,	   while	   the	   rest	   of	  
speech	  is	  fixed:	  
أأوولهھ يیاء أأوو  ووليیس يیعربب من االكالمم شيء إإال ااالسم االمتمكن وواالفعل االمستقبل االذيي في
ووسائر االكالمم مبني ال يیتغيیر حركاتهھ ووال آآخرهه.أأوو نونن أأوو أألف . . .  تاء  
	  
Nothing	   inflects	   in	   speech	   except	   the	   regularly	   declinable	  
(mutamakkin)	  noun	  and	  the	  imperfect	  verb,	  which	  begins	  with	  yāʾ,	  taʾ,	  
nūn,	   or	   alif	   .	   .	   .	   and	   the	   rest	   of	   speech	   is	   fixed,	   and	   its	   vowels	   and	  
endings	  do	  not	  change	  (Muwaffaqī	  106).	  
	  
Like	  the	  other	  authors	  discussed	  in	  this	  chapter,	  Ibn	  Kaysān	  gives	  examples	  of	  nouns	  
whose	  endings	  are	  fixed:	  
ووأأما ما بني ووال يیعربب فنحو كم وومن ووأأيین ووكيیف ووهھھھؤالء ووحذاامم ووحيیث وومنذ ال 
يیتغيیر آآخرهه ألنهھ ليیس بمتمكن.  
 
	  As	  for	  what	  is	  fixed	  and	  does	  not	  decline,	   it	   is	   like	  kam	  “how	  many,”	  
min	   “from,”	   ayna	   “where,”	   kayfa	   “how,”	   [the	   demonstrative	   noun]	  
hāʾulāʾi,	   [the	  woman’s	  name]	  Ḥadhāmi,	  ḥaythu	   “where,”	  and	  mundhu	  
“since.”	   Its	   ending	   does	   not	   change	   because	   it	   is	   not	   declinable	  
(Muwaffaqī	  113).	  
	  
In	   his	   discussion	   of	   past	   tense	   verbs,	   he	   uses	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   terms	   fatḥ	   for	  
those	  that	  end	  in	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (the	  third	  person	  masculine	  singular),	  and	  waqf	  and	  s-­‐
k-­‐n	  for	  those	  that	  are	  unvowelled	  (e.g.	  the	  first	  person	  singular).	  This	  contrasts	  with	  
Farrāʾ’s	   and	  Akhfash’s	  occasional	  use	  of	  declensional	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	   fixed	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verb	  endings.	  In	  this	  passage,	  Ibn	  Kaysān	  differentiates	  the	  past	  tense	  verbs,	  which	  
do	  not	  inflect,	  from	  the	  imperfect	  verbs,	  which	  inflect	  for	  mood:	  
ووااألفعالل تكونن ماضيیة فتبنى على االفتح نحو قامم ووذذهھھھب ووعلم فاذذاا ثبتت على االوقف 
نحو ذذهھھھبت ووعلمت كرهھھھواا كثرةة االحركاتت فسكنوهھھھا. ووتكونن مستقبلة فتجريي بالرفع 
وواالنصب وواالجزمم نحو يیقومم وويیعلم وويیذهھھھب وويیقبل فهھو ررفع أأبداا حتى يیدخل عليیهھا 
حرووفف االنصب وواالجزمم.  
 
Verbs	  can	  be	  past	  tense,	  and	  they	  are	  fixed	  with	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (fatḥ),	  as	  
in	   qāma	   “he	   stood,”	   dhahaba	   “he	   left,”	   and	   ʿalima	   “he	   learned,”	   and	  
when	  they	  are	  fixed	  with	  a	  zero-­‐ending	  (waqf),	   like	  dhahabtu	  “I	   left,”	  
and	   ʿalimtu	  “I	   learned”	  [the	  Arabs]	  do	  not	  like	  so	  many	  [consecutive]	  
vowels,	   so	   they	   pronounce	   them	  without	   a	   vowel	   (sakkanūhā).	   And	  
[verbs]	   can	   be	   imperfect,	   and	   inflect	   in	   the	   indicative	   (rafʿ),	  
subjunctive	   (naṣb),	   and	   jussive	   (jazm),	   as	   in	   yaqūmu	   “he	   stands,”	  
yaʿlamu	  “he	  knows,”	  yadhhabu	  “he	  goes,”	  and	  yuqbilu	  “he	  approaches.”	  
They	  are	  always	  indicative	  (rafʿ),	  except	  when	  a	  particle	  governing	  the	  
subjunctive	  (naṣb)	  or	  jussive	  (jazm)	  (Muwaffaqī	  108).	  
	  
In	   his	   explanation	   of	   the	   forms	   of	   nouns	   in	   the	   vocative,	   Ibn	   Kaysān	   uses	   the	  
declensional	  terms	  marfūʿ	  and	  manṣūb	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  u-­‐	  and	  a-­‐	  endings,	  respectively:	  
وواالندااء يیكونن على أأرربعة أأووجهھ: ووجهھانن منهھا مرفوعانن٬، ووووجهھانن منصوبانن. فكل 
ااسم مفردد ووليیس بمضافف فهھو ررفع بغيیر تنويین٬، نحو يیا ززيید وويیا عمروو وويیا ززيیداانن وويیا 
دااء ما كانت عمراانن وويیا ززيیدوونن وويیا عمروونن. ووااذذاا كانن قبلهھ يیا أأيیهھا فهھو ررفع ووذذلك ن
فيیهھ أألف ووالمم نحو يیا أأيیهھا االرجل وويیا أأيیتهھا االمرأأةة. ووكل مضافف فهھو نصب في االندااء 
نحو يیا عبد هللا وويیا صاحب االفرسس وويیا غالمي ززيید. ووكل نكرةة موصوفة فهھي نصب 
بالتنويین. يیا ررجال عالما وويیا ررجال في االداارر وويیا قوما صالحيین.  
 
The	  vocative	  is	  of	  four	  types:	  two	  of	  them	  are	  nominative	  (marfūʿāni),	  
and	  two	  are	  accusative	  (manṣūbāni).	  Every	  noun	  without	  a	  descriptor,	  
and	   not	   in	   a	   construct,	   is	   nominative	   (rafʿ)	  without	   tanwīn,	   as	   in	   yā	  
Zaydu,	  yā	  ʿAmru,	  yā	  Zaydāni,	  yā	  ʿAmrāni,	  yā	  Zaydūna,	  and	  yā	  ʿAmrūna.	  
When	   it	   is	  preceded	  by	  yā	  ayyuhā,	   it	   is	  nominative	  (rafʿ),	  and	   that	   is	  
the	  vocative	  of	  nouns	  with	  the	  definite	  article,	  as	  in	  yā	  ayyuhā	  l-­‐rajulu,	  
and	  yā	  ayyatuhā	  l-­‐marʾatu.	  Every	  annexed	  noun	  is	  accusative	  (naṣb)	  in	  
the	   vocative,	   as	   in	   yā	   ʿAbdallāhi,	   yā	   ṣāḥiba	   l-­‐farasi,	  and	   yā	   ghulāmay	  
Zaydin.	   Every	   indefinite	   with	   a	   descriptor	   is	   accusative	   (naṣb)	   with	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tanwīn	   [as	   in]	  yā	   rajulan	   ʿāliman,	   yā	   rajulan	   fī	   l-­‐dār,	  and	  yā	  qawman	  
ṣāliḥīna	  (Muwaffaqī	  109).	  
	  
The	   other	   works	   discussed	   in	   this	   chapter	   use	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   terminology	  
ḍamm	   and	   fatḥ	   for	   endings	   of	   the	   vocative.	   However,	   this	   does	   not	   represent	   an	  
inconsistency	  in	  Ibn	  Kaysān’s	  terminological	  use,	  but	  rather	  a	  theoretical	  difference	  
regarding	  whether	  nouns	  in	  the	  vocative	  are	  governed	  or	  fixed.	  Ibn	  al-­‐Anbārī	  states	  
that	  Kufans	  believe	  vocative	  nouns	   to	  be	   inflected,	  whereas	  Basrans	  view	   them	  as	  
fixed	  (Inṣāf	  275).	  Because	  we	  know	  from	  the	  biographical	  literature	  that	  Ibn	  Kaysān	  
took	  elements	  from	  both	  schools	  (see,	  for	  example,	  the	  Inbāḥ	  3:	  58),	  it	  is	  likely	  that	  
he	  uses	  declensional	  terminology	  for	  the	  vocative	  because	  he	  views	  these	  nouns	  as	  
governed	   in	   the	  nominative	  or	   accusative,	   and	   that	  he	  was	  not	  using	  declensional	  
terminology	  for	  vowels	  he	  viewed	  as	  fixed.	  
The	  passages	   I	   have	  presented	   in	   this	   chapter	   show	   that,	   although	   there	   is	  
some	  amount	  of	  variation	  among	  9th	  and	  10th	  century	  grammatical	  works	  regarding	  
style,	   mode	   of	   presentation,	   syntactic	   terminology,	   and	   a	   number	   of	   minor	  
theoretical	  issues,	  the	  clear	  distinction	  between	  two	  sets	  of	  vowel	  terminology	  is	  a	  
common	  thread	  that	  ties	  these	  later	  works	  together,	  and	  separates	  them	  from	  texts	  
that	  pre-­‐date	  Sibawayh’s	  Kitāb.	  In	  the	  next	  chapter,	  I	  will	  illustrate	  the	  application	  of	  
vowel	  terminology	  as	  a	  method	  for	  dating	  texts	  by	  examining	  the	  terminology	  found	  
in	  KJN,	  and	  comparing	  it	  to	  the	  terminological	  use	  in	  the	  pre-­‐	  and	  post-­‐Kitāb	  eras	  to	  
come	  to	  a	  conclusion	  about	  the	  time	  period	  during	  which	  the	  text	  was	  composed.	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Chapter	  6:	  Vowel	  Terminology	  in	  KJN	  	  	  
	   As	  we	   have	   seen,	   the	   system	   of	   terminology	   that	   is	   used	   today	   to	   refer	   to	  
word-­‐final	   vowels	   evolved	   gradually	   throughout	   the	   8th	   century	   and	   culminated	  
with	  Sibawayh’s	  distinction	  as	  presented	   in	   the	  Kitāb,	  which	  achieved	  widespread	  
acceptance	  by	   the	  end	  of	   the	  9th	   century.	   Ibn	  al-­‐Kalbī’s	  use	  of	   the	   terms	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  
jarr,	  and	   jazm	  as	  synonyms	   for	  ḍamm,	   fatḥ,	  kasr,	  and	  waqf,	   regardless	  of	   syntactic	  
context,	  suggests	  that	  the	  declensional	  set	  of	  terms	  originated	  simply	  as	  alternative	  
terminology	   for	   vowels	   in	   general.	   	   During	   the	   late	   8th-­‐early	   9th	   centuries,	   there	  
seem	  to	  have	  been	  various	  efforts	   to	  systematize	  terminology.	  For	  example,	  Farrāʾ	  
made	  a	  terminological	  distinction	  between	  syntactically	  determined	  vowels,	  which	  
he	  referred	  to	  with	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  khafḍ,	  and	  jazm,	  and	  lexically	  determined	  vowels,	  for	  
which	  he	  used	  both	   sets	   of	   terminology	   seemingly	   interchangeably	  Though	  Farrāʾ	  
did	  have	   a	   terminological	   system,	   it	   does	  not	  match	   the	   system	  of	   Sibawayh.	  This	  
suggests	  a	  gradual	  development	  of	  the	  final	  system.	  
An	   exhaustive	   survey	   of	   all	   instances	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   in	   KJN	   reveals	  
that	   the	   author’s	   use	   of	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐declensional	   terminology	   is	   much	  
more	   consistent	  with	   the	   earlier	   period	   than	  with	   the	   later	   period.	   Unlike	   Ibn	   al-­‐
Kalbī’s	  Tafsīr,	   KJN	   shows	   some	  evidence	  of	   a	   terminological	   system.	  However,	   the	  
system	  of	  KJN	  differs	  from	  Sibawayh’s	  system,	  and	  that	  of	   later	  grammarians.	  This	  
constitutes	  a	  strong	  argument	  in	  support	  of	  the	  hypothesis	  that	  KJN	  was	  composed	  
sometime	   during	   the	   late	   8th	   –	   early	   9th	   century,	   roughly	   in	   the	   lifetime	   of	   Khalīl,	  
rather	  than	  during	  Ibn	  Shuqayr’s	  lifetime,	  in	  the	  10th	  century.	  
Unlike	   the	   works	   of	   Sibawayh,	   Mubarrad,	   Sarrāj,	   and	   Zajjājī,	   KJN	   does	   not	  
contain	   an	   explicit	   distinction	   between	   two	   sets	   of	   terminology.	   Nonetheless,	   the	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text	  shows	  evidence	  of	  a	  fairly	  well-­‐defined	  terminological	  system.	  In	  contrast	  with	  
Sibawayh’s	  system,	  however,	  the	  primary	  distinction	  in	  KJN	  is	  between	  internal	  and	  
external	   vowels,	   rather	   than	   between	   syntactic	   and	   non-­‐syntactic	   vowels.	   For	  
internal	  vowels,	  only	  the	  set	  ḍamm,	  fatḥ,	  kasr,	  and	  sukūn	  is	  used	  in	  KJN,	  whereas	  for	  
final	   vowels,	   we	   find	   rafʿ,	   naṣb,	   khafḍ/jarr,	   and	   jazm	   both	   for	   fixed	   endings	   and	  
declensional	  endings.	  The	  distribution	  of	  vowel	   terminology	   in	  KJN	   is	  summarized	  






	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  External	  Vowels	  
Declensional	   Non-­‐declensional	  
u	   ḍamm	   rafʿ	   rafʿ	  or	  ḍamm	  
a	   fatḥ	   naṣb	   naṣb	  or	  fatḥ	  
i	   kasr	   khafḍ/jarr	   khafḍ/jarr	  or	  kasr	  
∅	   sukūn	   jazm	   jazm	  or	  sukūn/waqf	  
Table	  3:	  Vowel	  terminology	  in	  KJN	  
As	   this	   table	   shows,	   the	   author	   does	   acknowledge	   some	   difference	   between	  
syntactic	   and	   non-­‐syntactic	   final	   vowels:	   for	   the	   former,	   he	   uses	   only	   rafʿ,	   naṣb,	  
khafḍ/jarr,	  and	  jazm;	  for	  the	  latter,	  he	  uses	  both	  sets	  of	  terms	  without	  any	  apparent	  
distinction.	   	   KJN’s	   exclusive	   use	   of	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   set	   of	   terms	   to	   refer	   to	  
internal	  vowels	  constitutes	  an	   important	  difference	  between	  KJN’s	  system	  and	  the	  
system	   of	   Farrāʾ,	   who,	   as	   we	   saw	   in	   Chapter	   3,	   sometimes	   uses	   declensional	  
terminology	  in	  word-­‐internal	  contexts.	  In	  this	  sense,	  KJN’s	  system	  represents	  a	  sort	  
of	   intermediate	   stage	   between	   Farrāʾ	   and	   Sibawayh,	   although	   the	   hypothesis	   that	  
the	   declensional	   scheme	   developed	   in	   this	   fashion	  would	   be	   impossible	   to	   prove.	  
However,	  KJN’s	   system	  differs	   from	  Sibawayh’s	   system	   in	   that	  KJN	  often	  uses	  rafʿ,	  
naṣb,	  khafḍ,	  and	  jazm	  for	  final	  vowels	  that	  are	  not	  syntactically	  determined,	  whereas	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Sibawayh	  and	  later	  authors	  use	  only	  ḍamm,	  fatḥ,	  kasr,	  and	  sukūn/waqf	  for	  fixed	  final	  
vowels,	  with	  very	  few	  exceptions.	  	  
I	   will	   present	   examples	   of	   KJN’s	   use	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   in	   a	   variety	   of	  
word-­‐final	   contexts.	   This	   will	   demonstrate	   the	   author’s	   interchangeable	   use	   of	  
declensional	   and	   non-­‐declensional	   terminology	   for	   external	   vowels,	   which	   is	   the	  
most	   notable	   feature	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   in	   KJN,	   and	   which	   highlights	   the	  
similarity	  this	  text	  bears	  to	  the	  early	  texts	  discussed	  in	  Chapter	  3.	  
KJN	  contains	  one	  chapter	  each	  for	  fixed	  u-­‐,	  a-­‐,	  i-­‐,	  and	  zero-­‐endings,	  which	  are	  
referred	  to	  as	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  khafḍ,	  and	  jazm,	  respectively.	  In	  these	  chapters,	  the	  author	  
explicitly	   recognizes	   these	   endings	   as	   non-­‐syntactic.	   Like	   the	   pre-­‐Kitāb	  era	  works	  
discussed	   in	   Chapter	   3,	   KJN	   uses	   a	   mix	   of	   declensional	   and	   non-­‐declensional	  
terminology	  to	  refer	  to	  fixed	  endings.	  	  In	  the	  chapter	  on	  the	  fixed	  a-­‐ending,	  which	  he	  
refers	  to	  as	  naṣb,	  the	  author	  gives	  as	  examples	  past	  tense	  verbs	  on	  the	  pattern	  faʿala,	  
the	  particles	  inna,	  layta	  “if	  only,”	  and	  laʿalla	  “maybe,”	  and	  the	  noun	  ayna	  “where”:	  
االنصب على االبنيیة ما كانن بناء بنتهھ االعربب مما ال يیزوولل إإلى غيیرهه. مثل االفعل وو
.إإنّن ووليیت وولعّل ووسوفف ووأأيین ووما أأشبهھهھاالماضي وومثل حرووفف:   
 
The	  fixed	  a-­‐ending	  (naṣb)	  is	  that	  which	  the	  Arabs	  have	  fixed,	  among	  
the	   [words	  whose	  endings]	  do	  not	   change,	   like	   the	  past	   tense	  verb,	  
and	  the	  words11	  inna,	  layta,	  laʿalla,	  ayna,	  and	  so	  forth	  (KJN	  85).	  
	  
Later	  in	  the	  text,	  in	  contrast	  with	  the	  passage	  quoted	  above,	  the	  author	  refers	  to	  the	  
final	  a-­‐vowel	  on	  ayna	  and	  layta	  as	  fatḥ.	  This	  occurs	  as	  part	  of	  a	  discussion	  about	  the	  
                                                
11 I am translating ḥarf here as “word” rather than “particle” because of the inclusion of the noun ayna.  
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origin	  of	  final	  vowels	  on	  particles,	  which	  take	  a	  zero-­‐ending	  unless	  a	  final	  vowel	  is	  
necessary	  to	  prevent	  two	  consecutive	  unvowelled	  consonants:	   
ووإإذذاا كانن االحرفف االمتوسط منهھ ساكنا حّركك بالفتح٬، لئال يیسكنا٬، مثل: أأيین ووكيیف ووليیت 
ووأأنّن ووحيیث ووأأشباهه.  
 
When	  the	  consonant	  (ḥarf)	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  the	  word	  is	  unvowelled,	  it	  
is	   vowelled	   with	   an	   a-­‐vowel	   (fatḥ),	   in	   order	   to	   prevent	   two	  
consecutive	   unvowelled	   consonants,	   like	   in	   ayna,	   kayfa,	   layta,	   anna,	  
ḥaytha	  and	  so	  forth	  (KJN	  149).	  
	  
In	   his	   discussion	   of	   nouns	   involving	   annexation,	   like	   khamsata	   ʿashara	   “fifteen,”	  
which	  take	  an	  a-­‐ending	  regardless	  of	  syntactic	  position,	  he	  employs	  both	  naṣb	  and	  
fatḥ:	  
االنصب من ااسم بمنزلة ااسميین مثل قولهھم: أأتاني خمسة عشر ررجال٬، وومرررتت 
بخمسة عشر ررجال٬، ووضربت خمسة عشر ررجال. صارر االرفع وواالنصب وواالخفض 
بمنزلة ووااحدةة٬، ألنهھ ااسم بمنزلة ااسميین٬، ضم أأحدهھھھما إإلى ااآلخر فألزمت فيیهھما االفتحة 
االتي هھھھي أأخف االحركاتت.  
 
The	   a-­‐ending	   (naṣb)	   of	   a	   noun	  with	   the	   status	   of	   two	   nouns	   is	   like	  
when	   they	   say:	  atānī	   khamsata	   ʿashara	   rajulan	   “fifteen	  men	  came	   to	  
me,”	  marartu	   bi-­‐khamsata	   ʿashara	   rajulan	   “I	   passed	  by	   fifteen	  men,”	  
and	   ḍarabtu	   khamsata	   ʿashara	   rajulan	   “I	   struck	   fifteen	   men.”	   The	  
nominative	   (rafʿ),	   accusative	   (naṣb)	   and	   genitive	   (khafḍ)	   have	   the	  
same	  status,	  because	  [khamsata	   ʿashara]	   is	  one	  noun	  with	  the	  status	  
of	   two	  nouns,	   one	  of	  which	   is	   annexed	   to	   the	  other,	   so	   the	  a-­‐ending	  
(fatḥa),	  which	   is	   the	   lightest	   of	   the	   vowels,	   becomes	  necessary	   (KJN	  
56).	  
	  
Later	  in	  the	  same	  chapter,	  naṣb	  refers	  to	  Baʿlabakka	  in	  a	  verse	  of	  poetry	  from	  Imruʾ	  
al-­‐Qays: 
نصب بعلبّك ألنهھ ااسم بمنزلة ااسميین  
 
He	  pronounced	  Baʿlabakka	  with	   an	  a-­‐ending	   (naṣaba)	   because	   it	   is	  
one	  noun	  with	  the	  status	  of	  two	  nouns	  (KJN	  57).	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Elsewhere	   in	   the	   text,	   however,	   the	   author	   refers	   to	   the	   a-­‐ending	   of	   the	   relative	  
pronoun	  alladhīna,	  which	  he	  classifies	  as	  one	  noun	  with	  the	  status	  of	  two,	  along	  with	  
khamsata	  ʿashara	  and	  Baʿlabakka,	  as	  both	  naṣb	  and	  fatḥa	  within	  the	  same	  line: 
لى إإااسما بمنزلة ااسميین٬، ضّم أأحدهھھھما  فإذذاا جمعواا ززااددوواا على "االذيي" نونا ووجعلوهه
ااآلخر فألزمت االفتحة االتي هھھھي أأخف االحركاتت ووال يیتغيیر "االذيین" إإلى غيیر االنصب.  
 
When	  they	  make	  it	  plural,	  they	  add	  a	  nūn	  to	  alladhī	  and	  they	  make	  it	  
one	   noun	  with	   the	   status	   of	   two	   nouns,	   one	   of	  which	   is	   annexed	   to	  
other,	  then	  the	  a-­‐ending	  (fatḥa),	  which	  is	  the	  lightest	  of	  the	  vowels,	  is	  
required.	   Alladhīna	   does	   not	   change	   to	   anything	   other	   than	   the	   a-­‐
ending	  (naṣb)	  (KJN	  161-­‐2).	  
	  
In	   the	   chapter	  on	  words	   that	   take	  a	   fixed	  u-­‐ending,	  which	  he	   refers	   to	   as	   rafʿ,	   the	  
author	   gives	   ḥaythu	   “where,”	   qaṭṭu	   “never,”	   qablu	   “before,”	   and	   baʿdu	   “after”	   as	  
examples.	  In	  the	  same	  passage,	  he	  discusses	  the	  dialectal	  variant	  ḥaytha,	  in	  contrast	  
with	   ḥaythu.	   He	   uses	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   terminology	  maftūḥ	   and	  maḍmūma	   to	  
refer	  to	  these	  final	  vowels:	  
ووقطّ. ال يیتغيیراانن عن االرفع على كل حالل. كذلك قبل ووبعد٬،  وواالرفع بالبنيیة: مثل حيیثُ 
  حيیَث" بالفتح٬، ألنّن االفتحة أأخّف االحركاتت.غايیة. ووفي لغة بعضهھم "إإذذاا كانا على اال
هھھھذهه االضمة االتي في وهھھھّمواا هھم تفما كانن مفتوحا فهھو على االقيیاسس. ووأأما االمضمومة كأنّ 
12. . . هھھھذاا االجنس٬، االذيي ال يیجريي فيیهھ ااإلعراابب  
 
The	   fixed	   u-­‐ending	   (rafʿ):	   like	   ḥaythu	   “where”	   and	   qaṭṭu	   “never.”	  
These	  two	  do	  not	  change	  from	  the	  u-­‐ending	  (rafʿ)	  in	  any	  circumstance.	  
Similarly:	   qablu	   “before”	   and	   baʿdu	   “after,”	   when	   they	   indicate	  
extremes.	  In	  the	  variant	  of	  some	  of	  them,	  [they	  say]	  ḥaytha	  with	  an	  a-­‐
ending	  (fatḥ),	  because	  the	  a-­‐vowel	  (fatḥa)	  is	  the	  lightest	  of	  the	  vowels.	  
Whatever	   takes	   an	   a-­‐ending	   (maftūḥ),	   it	   is	   by	   analogy.	   As	   for	   what	  
takes	  the	  u-­‐ending	  (maḍmūma)	  .	  .	  .	  	  (KJN 148).	  
	  
                                                
12 The remainder of this sentence is missing from the manuscripts. 
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In	   the	   chapter	   on	  words	  whose	   unvowelled	   final	   consonants	   are	   not	   syntactically	  
determined,	   the	  declensional	   term	   jazm	   is	  used	   to	  refer	   to	  man	   “who,”	  mā	   “what,”	  
and	  the	  negative	  particle	  lam: 
ر إإلى حركةوواالجزمم بالبنيیة: مثل من ووما وولم ووأأشباهھھھهھا. ال يیتغيی  
 
The	   fixed	   zero-­‐ending	   (jazm):	   like	   man	   “who,”	   mā	   “what,”	   [the	  
negative	   particle]	   lam,	   and	   so	   forth.	   It	   does	   not	   change	   to	   a	   vowel	  
(KJN	  205).	  
	  
However,	   in	  another	  passage	  on	  particles	  that	  take	  fixed	  zero-­‐endings,	  we	  find	  the	  
root	   s-­‐k-­‐n,	   rather	   than	   j-­‐z-­‐m,	   to	   describe	   this	   ending.	   In	   this	   passage,	   the	   author	  
explicitly	  acknowledges	  that	  this	  ending	  is	  not	  determined	  syntactically,	  explaining	  
that	   particles	   cannot	   occupy	   the	   functional	   positions	   that	   nouns	   can	   occupy,	   and	  
thus	  cannot	  take	  declensional	  endings: 
ووذذلك مثل: نعم ووأأجل ووكم ووهھھھل وومن. ووإإنما سّكنوهه ألنهھ حرفف جاء لمعنى ووليیس 
  13باسم فيیكونن فاعال أأوو مفعوال أأوو مضافا فيیدخلهھ ااإلعراابب.
 
That	   is	   like:	   naʿam	   “yes,”	   ajal	   “certainly,”	   kam	   “how	   many,”	   [the	  
interrogative	  particle]	  hal	  and	  min	  “from.”	  They	  pronounced	  each	  of	  
them	  without	  a	  vowel	  (sakkanūhu),	  because	  they	  are	  particles	  (ḥarf)	  
that	  add	  meaning,	  and	   they	  are	  not	  nouns	   that	   can	  act	  as	  agents	  or	  
objects,	  or	  be	  annexed	  and	  thus	  take	  declensional	  endings	  (KJN	  149).	  
	  
Later	  in	  the	  text,	  the	  author	  discusses	  dialectal	  variants	  of	  the	  third	  person	  singular	  
pronoun	  huwa,	   noting	   the	   alternative	   pronunciations	  hū	   and	  huwwa.	   He	   uses	   the	  
non-­‐declensional	   term	   taskīn	   to	   describe	   the	   unvowelled	  wāw	   in	   the	   first	   variant,	  
                                                
13 Min is vowelled as man in the text. I am reading it as min because man, as a noun, can occur in the 
positions mentioned in this passage. 
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and	  compares	   it	   to	  man,	  which	  he	  had	  referred	   to	   in	   the	  passage	  quoted	  above	  as	  
jazm: 
ووأأما من قالل "هھھھو" بتسكيین االوااوو فإنهھ أأخرجهھ على مثالل من ووعن ووأأشباهه ذذلك.  
 
As	  for	  whoever	  says	  huw	  with	  an	  unvowelled	  wāw	  (taskīn)	  they	  have	  
formed	  it	  based	  on	  min	  “from,”	  ʿan	  “away”	  and	  so	  forth	  (KJN	  267).	  
 
The	  term	   jazm	   is	  also	  used	  to	  describe	  words	  with	  final	  unvowelled	  consonants	   in	  
pausal	  contexts:	  
وواالجزمم بالوقف ووإإنن شئت باإلسكانن٬، مثل قولهھم: ررأأيیُت ززيیْد٬، وورركبُت فرسْس.  
 
The	  zero-­‐ending	  (jazm)	  in	  contexts	  of	  pause	  (waqf,	  iskān),	  like	  when	  
they	  say	  raʾaytu	  Zayd	  “I	  saw	  Zayd”	  and	  rakibtu	  faras	  “I	  rode	  a	  horse”	  	  
(KJN	  204).	  
	  
وواالجزمم بردّد حركة ااإلعراابب على ما قبلهھا٬، قولهھم: هھھھذاا أأبو بَِكْر٬، هھھھذاا أأبو َعِمْروو. 
حّولل حركة ااإلعراابب إإلى ما يیليیهھ.  
 
The	  zero-­‐ending	  (jazm)	  because	  of	  the	  dislocation	  of	  the	  declensional	  
vowel	   ending	   to	   [the	   consonant]	   that	   is	   before	   it	   is	  when	   they	   say:	  
hādhā	  abū	  bakir	  “This	  is	  Abū	  Bakr”	  and	  hādhā	  abū	  ʿamir	  “This	  is	  Abū	  
ʿAmr.”	  He	  moved	  the	  vowel	  to	  what	  follows	  it	  (KJN	  205).	  
	  
We	   also	   find	   declensional	   terminology	   in	   reference	   to	   the	   endings	   of	  
geminate	   verbs	   in	   the	   jussive	   mood.	   These	   endings	   arise	   from	   phonological	  
processes,	   rather	   than	   syntactic	   processes;	   thus,	   Sibawayh	  and	   later	   grammarians	  
refer	   to	   them	  with	  non-­‐declensional	   terminology.	  The	  author	  of	  KJN	  discusses	   the	  
jussive	  verb	  yamṭuṭ	  “to	  extend”	  and	  its	  alternative	  form	  yamuṭṭa,	  and	  refers	  to	  this	  
a-­‐ending	   as	   naṣb.	   In	   explaining	   the	   variant	   endings	   of	   the	   apocopate	   forms	   of	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geminate	   verbs	   in	   general,	   the	   author	   uses	   the	   declensional	   terminology	   rafʿ	   and	  
naṣb	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  u-­‐	  and	  a-­‐endings,	  respectively:	  
" محلهّھ االجزمم. إإال أأنهھ نصب على االتضعيیف وومجاززهه "يیمطط" فلما أأددغم  فإنّن "يیمطّ
االطاء في االطاء نصب على االتضعيیف. ووكل ما كانن على هھھھذاا االمثالل يیجوزز فيیهھ االرفع 
.وواالنصب  
 
[The	  verb]	  yamuṭṭa	  is	  in	  the	  jussive	  mood	  (jazm),	  except	  that	  it	  takes	  
an	  a-­‐ending	   (naṣaba)	  due	   to	  gemination,	   and	   its	  underlying	   form	   is	  
yamṭuṭ.	  When	  one	  ṭāʾ	  is	  assimilated	  to	  the	  other,	  it	  takes	  an	  a-­‐ending	  
(naṣaba)	  due	  to	  gemination.	  Everything	  that	  follows	  this	  pattern	  can	  
take	  the	  u-­‐ending	  (rafʿ)	  or	  the	  a-­‐ending	  (naṣb)	  (KJN	  196).	  
	  
In	  the	  chapter	  on	  nouns	  with	  a	  fixed	  i-­‐ending,	  the	  term	  khafḍ	  is	  used	  
for	   nouns	   on	   the	   pattern	   faʿāli,	   whose	   endings	   are	   not	   syntactically	  
determined:	  
وواالخفض بالبنيیة:  مثل قطامم ووددررااكك وونزاالل ووحذاامم ووبداادد ووررقاشش. ال تزوولل هھھھذهه 
ااألسماء عن االخفض إإلى غيیرهه  
	  
The	   fixed	   i-­‐ending:	   like	   qaṭāmi,	   darāki,	   nazāli,	  ḥadhāmi,badādi,	   and	  
raqāshi.	   These	   nouns	   do	   not	   change	   from	   the	   i-­‐ending	   (khafḍ)	   to	  
anything	  else	  (KJN	  178).	  
	  
Elsewhere	   in	   the	   text,	  we	   find	   terminology	   in	  mixed	  sets	   to	  refer	   to	  nouns	  on	   this	  
pattern.	  Several	  lines	  after	  the	  above	  passage,	  the	  term	  kasr	  appears	  in	  reference	  to	  
the	   final	   i-­‐vowel	   of	   ṭamāri	   “a	   lofty	   place”	   in	   a	   verse	   of	   poetry.	   In	   the	   Qawala	  
manuscript	  ,	  the	  variant	  reading	  ṭamāra	  is	  included,	  and	  the	  a-­‐ending	  is	  called	  naṣb:	  
.قالل "ططمارر" بالكسر وويیقالل ططمارر بالنصب  
 
He	   said	   ṭamāri	  with	   an	   i-­‐ending	   (kasr),	   and	   it	   is	   [also]	   pronounced	  
ṭamāra	  with	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (naṣb)	  (KJN	  180).	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Other	   indeclinable	   nouns	   with	   i-­‐endings	   discussed	   in	   the	   text	   include	   the	   plural	  
demonstrative	  pronoun	  hāʾulāʾi	  and	  amsi	  “yesterday.”	  	  In	  the	  author’s	  explanation	  of	  
the	  derivation	  of	  the	  relative	  pronoun	  alladhī	  from	  dhū,	  he	  compares	  the	  fixed	  yāʾ	  in	  
alladhī	  to	  the	  fixed	  i-­‐ending	  (kasra)	  of	  hāʾulāʾi:	  
ثم أأددخلواا على ذذوو ااأللف وواالالمم للتعريیف وويیلزمم االيیاء كما أألزمت االكسرةة في هھھھؤالء 
.في كل ووجهھ  
 
Then	   they	   placed	   the	   definite	   article	   on	   dhū,	   and	   the	   yāʾ	   became	  
obligatory,	   like	  the	   i-­‐ending	  (kasra)	   in	  hāʾulāʾi	   is	  obligatory	   in	  every	  
aspect	  (KJN	  161).	  
	  
In	  contrast	  with	  the	  use	  of	  the	  non-­‐declensional	  k-­‐s-­‐r	  to	  refer	  to	  hāʾulāʾi	  above,	  the	  
declensional	  kh-­‐f-­‐ḍ	  appears	  in	  reference	  to	  the	  fixed	  i-­‐ending	  of	  amsi:	  
ووأأمس أأيیضا مخفوضض في االفاعل وواالمفعولل بهھ. تقولل أأتيیتهھ أأمس٬، ووذذهھھھب أأمس بما 
فيیهھ٬، ووكانن أأمس يیوما مبارركا ووإإنن أأمس يیومم مبارركك.  
	  
Amsi	   also	   always	   takes	   an	   i-­‐ending	   (makhfūḍ),	   as	   an	   agent	   or	   an	  
object.	   You	   say:	   ataytuhu	   amsi	   “I	   reached	   him	   yesterday,”	   dhahaba	  
amsi	  bi-­‐mā	   fīhi	  “Yesterday	  has	  gone,	  with	  whatever	  was	   in	   it,”	  kāna	  
amsi	   yawman	  mubārakan	   “Yesterday	   was	   a	   blessed	   day,”	   and	   inna	  
amsi	  yawmun	  mubārakun	  “Yesterday	  was	  indeed	  a	  blessed	  day”	  (KJN	  
181).	  
	  
	   Another	   interesting	   use	   of	   declensional	   terminology	   in	   non-­‐syntactic	  
contexts	   concerns	   the	   shortened	   form	   of	   nouns	   in	   the	   vocative.	   The	   author	  
comments	  on	  the	  apocopate	  form	  Ḥāri,	  shortened	  from	  Ḥārithu,	  in	  a	  verse	  of	  poetry	  
by	  Zuhayr	  ibn	  Abī	  Sulmā.	  He	  refers	  to	  the	  internal	  i-­‐vowel	  in	  Ḥārithu	  with	  the	  non-­‐
declensional	   root	  k-­‐s-­‐r,	   but	   uses	  kh-­‐f-­‐ḍ	   for	   the	   i-­‐vowel	   in	  Ḥāri,	  which	   has	   become	  
external	  by	  the	  deletion	  of	  the	  final	  consonant,	  but	  is	  not	  syntactically	  relevant.	  	  This	  
further	   illustrates	   that	   the	   primary	   terminological	   distinction	   in	   KJN	   is	   between	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internal	   and	   external	   vowels,	   rather	   than	   between	   syntactic	   and	   non-­‐syntactic	  
vowels:	  
.خفض حارر ألنهھ أأرراادد: يیا حاررثث. فرّخم االثاء ووتركك االرااء مكسوررةة على ااألصل  
 
He	   placed	   an	   i-­‐ending	   (khafaḍa)	   on	   Ḥāri	   because	   he	   meant:	   yā	  
Ḥārithu.	   He	   apocopated	   the	   thāʾ	   and	   left	   the	   rāʾ	   with	   its	   i-­‐vowel	  
(maksūra)	  according	  to	  its	  original	  form	  (KJN	  138).	  
	  
Several	  lines	  later,	  in	  the	  same	  chapter,	  the	  non-­‐declensional	  term	  maftūḥa	  is	  used	  
to	  refer	  to	  Marwa	  as	  the	  apocopate	  form	  of	  Marwānu	  in	  a	  verse	  from	  al-­‐Farazdaq:	  
أأرراادد: يیا مروواانن. فتركك االوااوو مفتوحة على ااألصل.  
 
He	  meant:	  yā	  Marwānu.	  He	   left	   the	  wāw	  with	   its	  a-­‐vowel	   (maftūḥa)	  
according	  to	  its	  original	  form	  (KJN	  138).	  
	  
A	  distinguishing	  feature	  of	  the	  vowel	  terminology	  in	  KJN	  is	  the	  consistent	  use	  
of	  declensional	  terminology	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  endings	  of	  past	  tense	  verbs.	  As	  we	  saw	  in	  
Chapter	  3,	  Farrāʾ	  uses	  naṣb	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  a-­‐ending	  of	  the	  pattern	  faʿala,	  and	  Akhfash	  
refers	   to	   the	   unvowelled	   final	   consonant	   of	   the	   verb	   tabbat	  with	   the	   declensional	  
root	   j-­‐z-­‐m.	   Though	   Talmon	   (2003:	   242)	   has	   noted	   one	   isolated	   instance	   in	  which	  
Sibawayh	  uses	  the	  declensional	  root	  n-­‐ṣ-­‐b	  in	  regard	  to	  past	  tense	  verb	  endings,	  this	  
is	  not	  common	  in	  the	  Kitāb	  and	  is	  not	  characteristic	  of	  post-­‐Kitāb	  terminological	  use.	  
Thus,	   KJN’s	   frequent,	   almost	   exclusive	   use	   of	   declensional	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	  
these	  endings	  is	  a	  feature	  that	  clearly	  sets	  it	  apart	  from	  10th	  century	  works.	  
	  	   In	   the	   discussion	   of	   words	   with	   fixed	   a-­‐endings,	   as	   we	   saw	   earlier	   in	   this	  
chapter,	   the	   author	   refers	   to	   the	   a-­‐ending	   of	   the	   third	   person	  masculine	   singular	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faʿala	  as	  naṣb.	  This	  occurs	  in	  several	  other	  places	  throughout	  the	  text,	  for	  example	  in	  
reference	  to	  shāʾa	  “he	  willed”	  in	  a	  verse	  from	  al-­‐Aswad	  ibn	  Yaʿfar:	  
مجاززااةةنصب شاء ألنهھ فعل ماضض ووجزمم يیفعل ألنهھ جواابب اال  
 
He	  placed	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (naṣaba)	  on	  shāʾa	  “he	  willed,”	  because	   it	   is	  a	  
past	   tense	   verb,	   and	   he	   placed	   a	   zero-­‐ending	   (jazama)	   on	   yafʿal	  
because	  it	  is	  the	  apodosis	  of	  a	  conditional	  (KJN	  201).	  
	  
The	  past	  tense	  verb	  qāla	  “he	  said,”	  from	  a	  verse	  by	  Zuhayr	  ibn	  Abī	  Sulmā,	  is	  referred	  
to	  as	  manṣūb,	  in	  contrast	  with	  the	  imperfect	  yaqūlu	  “he	  says,”	  which	  is	  referred	  to	  as	  
marfūʿ:	  
معناهه: قالل. فصرفف من منصوبب إإلى مرفوعع  
 
The	  meaning	  [of	  yaqūlu	  “he	  says”]	  is	  qāla	  “he	  said.”	  It	  changed	  from	  
an	  a-­‐ending	  (manṣūb)	  to	  a	  u-­‐ending	  (marfūʿ)	  (KJN	  202).	  
	  
In	  commenting	  on	  a	  line	  of	  poetry	  from	  ʿUbayd	  Allāh	  ibn	  al-­‐Ḥurr,	  he	  notes	  the	  poet’s	  
use	  of	   the	  masculine	   taʾajjaja	  “burned	  (intr.)”	  when	  the	  expected	   form	  of	   the	  verb	  
would	  be	  taʾajjajat,	  in	  gender	  agreement	  with	  its	  feminine	  agent,	  nār	  “fire.”	  The	  term	  
naṣb	  is	  used	  to	  refer	  to	  the	  final	  a-­‐vowel	  of	  taʿajjaja:	  
قالل: تأّجج نصبا وولم يیقل تأّججت  
 
	  He	  said	  taʾajjaja	  “burned	  (intr.)”	  with	  an	  a-­‐ending	  (naṣb),	  rather	  than	  
taʾajjajat	  (KJN	  197).	  
	  
Elsewhere	   in	   the	   text,	   the	   author	   uses	   declensional	   terminology	   for	   other	  
past	  tense	  verb	  conjugations	  as	  well.	  This	  occurs	  systematically	  in	  his	  discussion	  of	  
the	   vowels	   on	   the	   suffixal	   pronoun	   tāʾ	   in	   the	   singular	   forms	   of	   the	   first	   person,	  
second	   person	   masculine,	   and	   third	   person	   feminine	   conjugations.	   The	   fixed	   u-­‐
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ending	  of	  the	  first	  person	  singular	  verb	  in	  the	  past	  tense,	  as	  in	  ana	  kharajtu	  “I	  left,”	  is	  
called	  rafʿ,	  and	  never	  ḍamm:	  
ووتاء االنفس: ررفع أأبداا. تقولل: خرجت ووقدمت ووذذهھھھبت ووأأعطيیت. ررفعت االتاء ألنهھا 
تاء االنفس  
 
The	   tāʾ	   of	   the	   first	   person	   always	   takes	   a	   u-­‐ending	   (rafʿ).	   You	   say:	  
kharajtu	  “I	  left,”	  dhahabtu	  “I	  went,”	  and	  aʿṭaytu	  “I	  gave.”	  You	  placed	  a	  
u-­‐vowel	   (rafaʿta)	   on	   the	   tāʾ	  because	   it	   is	   the	   tāʾ	  of	   the	   first	   person	  
(KJN	  277).	  
	  
The	  a-­‐ending	  of	   the	  second	  person	  masculine	  singular,	  as	   in	   in	  anta	  kharajta	   “you	  
(m.s.)	  left,”	  is	  called	  naṣb,	  rather	  than	  fatḥ:	  
ووتاء االمخاططب االمذكر: نصب أأبداا. تقولل: أأنت خرجت٬، أأنت ذذهھھھبت٬، أأتب أأعطيیت. 
.نصبت االتاء في هھھھذهه كلهھ  
 
The	   tāʾ	  of	   the	   second	  person	  masculine	   singular	  always	   takes	  an	  a-­‐
ending	  (naṣb).	  You	  say:	  anta	  kharajta	  “you	  (m.s.)	  left,”	  anta	  dhahabta	  
“you	  (m.s.)	  went,”	  and	  anta	  aʿṭayta	  “you	  (m.s.)	  gave.”	  You	  placed	  an	  a-­‐
vowel	  (naṣabta)	  on	  the	  tāʾ	  in	  all	  of	  these	  (KJN	  278).	  
	  
Similarly,	  the	  unvowelled	  final	  consonant	  in	  the	  third	  person	  feminine	  singular,	  as	  in	  
hiya	  kharajat	   “she	   left”	   is	  referred	  to	  with	   the	  declensional	   term	   jazm,	   rather	   than	  
sukūn	  or	  waqf:	  
ووتاء فعل االمؤنث: تكونن جزما أأبداا٬، مثل خرجت ووظظعنت ووقامت. فأذذاا ااستقبلهھا أألف 
ووالمم كسرتت. تقولل: خرجت االمرأأةة. كسرتت االتاء إللتقاء االساكنيین ... ووكل مجزوومم 
كك إإلى االخفضووساكن إإذذاا حّركك حرّ   
 
The	   tāʾ	   of	   the	   third	   person	   singular	   feminine	   verb	   always	   takes	   a	  
zero-­‐ending	  (jazm),	  as	   in	  kharajat	  “she	  left,”	  ẓaʿanat	  “she	  departed,”	  
and	  qāmat	  “she	  stood.”	  When	  the	  definite	  article	  follows	  it,	  it	  takes	  an	  
i-­‐ending	  (kusirat).	  You	  say:	  kharajat-­‐i	   l-­‐marʾa	   “the	  woman	   left.”	  You	  
give	   the	   tāʾ	   and	   i-­‐ending	   (kasarta)	   [to	   prevent]	   two	   consecutive	  
unvowelled	   consonants.	   Every	   unvowelled	   consonant	   (majzūm	  wa-­‐
sākin),	  if	  it	  becomes	  vowelled,	  it	  is	  with	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  (khafḍ)	  (KJN	  275).	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Also	  of	  note	  in	  this	  passage	  is	  the	  author’s	  use	  of	  both	  kh-­‐f-­‐ḍ	  and	  k-­‐s-­‐r	  to	  describe	  the	  
epenthetic	  i-­‐vowel	  that	  is	  added	  to	  the	  end	  of	  these	  verbs	  when	  they	  are	  followed	  by	  
the	   definite	   article,	   though	   this	   vowel	   is	   phonologically	   determined	   rather	   than	  
syntactically	  determined.	  Farrāʾ,	  as	  we	  saw	  in	  Chapter	  3,	  also	  uses	  the	  declensional	  
root	  kh-­‐f-­‐ḍ	  to	  refer	  to	  this	  type	  of	  ending.	  
Unlike	   for	   the	   other	   conjugations	   discussed	   so	   far,	   KJN	   does	   not	   use	  
declensional	  terminology	  in	  reference	  to	  the	  i-­‐ending	  of	  the	  second	  person	  feminine	  
singular,	  as	  in	  anta	  kharajti	  “you	  (f.s.)	  left.”	  Instead,	  he	  refers	  to	  this	  ending	  as	  kasr:	  
ووتاء مخاططبة االمؤنث: كسر أأبداا. تقولل أأنت خرجت٬، أأنت ذذهھھھبت٬، أأنت ررأأيیت.   
 
The	   tāʾ	   of	   the	   second	   person	   feminine	   singular	   always	   takes	   an	   i-­‐
ending	  (kasr).	  You	  say:	  anti	  kharajti	  “you	  (f.s.	  left)”	  anti	  dhahabti	  “you	  
(f.s.)	  went”	  and	  anti	  raʾayti	  “you	  (f.s.)	  saw”	  (KJN	  278).	  
	  
This	  may	  be	  related	  to	  the	  fact	  that	  verbs	  do	  not	  have	  an	  analog	  of	  the	  genitive	  case,	  
in	  that	  the	  i-­‐ending	  of	  verbs	  is	  never	  syntactically	  determined,	  just	  as	  nouns	  do	  not	  
have	  an	  analog	  of	  the	  jussive	  mood.	  However,	  this	  is	  only	  speculative,	  as	  it	  difficult	  
to	   determine	  with	   certainty	   due	   to	   the	   limited	   instances	   of	   vowel	   terminology	   in	  
reference	  to	  this	  conjugation.	  
Throughout	   the	   entire	   text	  of	  KJN,	   I	   have	  noted	  only	   two	  exceptions	   to	   the	  
terminological	   system	   as	   I	   have	   presented	   it	   in	   Table	   3.	   Both	   involve	   the	   use	   of	  
declensional	   terminology	   to	   refer	   to	   internal	   vowels.	   The	   first	   concerns	   the	   final	  
vowel	  of	  the	  noun	  Shahanshāh	   in	  a	   line	  of	  poetry	  from	  al-­‐Aʿshā.	  The	  final	  vowel	  of	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this	   word	   is	   phonologically	   determined—it	   matches	   the	   medial	   vowel	   on	   the	  
following	  verb.	  The	  author	  refers	  to	  this	  vowel	  as	  rafʿ,	  naṣb,	  or	  khafḍ:	   
فهھذهه االهھاء من "شهھنشاهه" تتبع ما بعدهھھھا من ررفع وونصب ووخفض. تقولل شهھنشاهه 
٬، شهھنشاهه ااذذهھھھب٬، شهھنشاهه ااضربب. فأذذاا ووقفت قلت: شهھنشاهه.ااددخل  
 
This	  hāʾ	  in	  Shahanshāh	  follows	  [the	  medial	  vowel]	  of	  what	  comes	  after	  
it,	   whether	   it	   is	   a	   u-­‐vowel	   (rafʿ),	   an	   a-­‐vowel	   (naṣb),	   or	   an	   i-­‐vowel	  
(khafḍ).	   You	   say	   Shahanshāhu	   dkhul	   “O	   King,	   enter,”	   Shahanshāha	  
dhhab	   “O	  King,	   go,”	   and	   Shahanshāhi	   ḍrib	   “O	   King,	   strike.”	   In	   pause,	  
you	  say	  Shahanshāh	  (KJN	  57).	  
	  
The	  second	  exception	  concerns	   the	   initial	  vowel	  of	   the	  particles	   inna	  and	  anna.	   In	  
the	   following	   passage,	   the	   initial	   i-­‐vowel	   of	   inna	   is	   referred	   to	   with	   the	   non-­‐
declensional	  root	  k-­‐s-­‐r,	  but	  for	  the	  initial	  a-­‐vowel	  of	  anna,	  both	  the	  declensional	  n-­‐ṣ-­‐
b	  and	  the	  non-­‐declensional	  f-­‐t-­‐ḥ	  are	  used:	  
ووإإنن توّسطت ووهھھھذهه االالمم إإذذاا أأددخلت على خبر "اانّن" كسرتت أألف "إإنّن" 
كسرتت  االكالمم اانتصبت "أأنّن . . . فتحت "أأنّن" لّما توّسطت االكالمم . . .
ااأللف من "إإنّن" لالمم االخبر. وولوال ذذلك لكانت مفتوحا لتوّسطهھا االكالمم.  
 
This	   lām,	  when	  it	  enters	  upon	  the	  predicate	  of	   inna/anna,	   the	  
alif	  of	  inna	  takes	  an	  i-­‐vowel	  (kusirat),	  and	  if	  [inna/anna]	  comes	  
in	   the	   middle	   of	   speech,	   [the	   alif]	   of	   anna	   takes	   an	   a-­‐vowel	  
(intaṣabat)	  .	  .	  .	  You	  place	  an	  a-­‐vowel	  (fataḥta)	  on	  anna	  when	  it	  
comes	   in	   the	   middle	   of	   speech	   .	   .	   .	   You	   place	   an	   i-­‐vowel	  
(kasarta)	  on	  the	  alif	  of	   inna	  due	  to	  the	   lām	  of	  the	  predicate.	  If	  
not	   for	   that,	   it	   would	   take	   an	   a-­‐vowel	   (maftūḥ)	   because	   it	  
comes	  in	  the	  middle	  of	  speech	  (KJN	  251-­‐2).	  
	  
In	   the	   Bashīr	   al-­‐Āghā	   manuscript,	   the	   declensional	   intaṣabat	   in	   this	   passage	   is	  
replaced	   with	   the	   non-­‐declensional	   fataḥta.	   This	   could	   be	   the	   result	   of	   a	   later	  
transmitter	   in	   the	  post-­‐Kitāb	  era	   “correcting”	   the	  author’s	  use	  of	   terminology	   that	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did	   not	   adhere	   to	   Sibawayh’s	   system.	   This	   would	   further	   support	   the	   hypothesis	  
that	  KJN	  was	  composed	  in	  an	  earlier	  period.	  
The	  passages	  quoted	  in	  this	  chapter	  demonstrate	  the	  similarity	  KJN	  bears	  to	  
the	   works	   composed	   in	   the	   pre-­‐Kitāb	   era.	   The	   author’s	   use	   of	   the	   two	   sets	   of	  
terminology	  without	  any	  apparent	  distinction	  in	  external,	  non-­‐declensional	  contexts	  
is	  reminiscent	  of	  the	  terminological	  use	  in	  Kitāb	  al-­‐ʿAyn	  and	  the	  Maʿānī	  of	  Farrāʾ.	  The	  
fact	   that	   KJN	   does	   not	   contain	   declensional	   terminology	   in	   reference	   to	   internal	  
vowels,	   with	   the	   exception	   of	   the	   two	   passages	   just	   mentioned,	   shows	   that	   the	  
author	  does	  have	  some	  conception	  of	  a	  distinction	  between	  declensional	  vowels	  and	  
other	  vowels.	  However,	   the	   terminological	  system	  in	  KJN	  differs	  significantly	   from	  
Sibawayh’s	  system,	  as	  we	  have	  seen	  from	  the	  author’s	  discussion	  of	  past	  tense	  verb	  
endings,	  and	  of	  vowels	  in	  other	  word-­‐final	  non-­‐declensional	  contexts.	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Chapter	  7:	  Conclusion	  	  	  
These	   results	   strongly	   suggest	   that	   KJN	  was	   composed	   sometime	   between	  
the	   late	  8th	   –	   early	  9th	   centuries.	  This	   result	   is	   at	   variance	  with	   the	   conclusions	  of	  
Owens,	  Versteegh,	   and	  Baalbaki,	  who	  all	  believe	   the	  book	   to	  have	  been	  written	   in	  
the	   10th	   century,	   and	   support	   the	   attribution	   of	   KJN	   to	   Ibn	   Shuqayr.	   This	   study	  
cannot	   conclusively	   support	   Ryding’s	   belief	   in	   the	   validity	   of	   KJN’s	   attribution	   to	  
Khalīl,	  though	  it	  does	  not	  at	  all	  rule	  out	  that	  possibility—the	  surviving	  information	  
about	  Khalīl’s	   use	  of	   vowel	   terminology	   is	   limited,	   and	   is	   not	   a	   sufficient	  basis	   on	  
which	  to	  draw	  reliable	  conclusions.	  A	  comparison	  of	  the	  theoretical	  content	  of	  KJN	  
with	  Sibawayh’s	  citations	  of	  Khalīl	  in	  the	  Kitāb	  would	  be	  a	  next	  step	  in	  an	  attempt	  to	  
determine	   whether	   Khalīl	   could	   have	   authored	   KJN.	   Such	   a	   study	   has	   yet	   to	   be	  
performed.	  	  
While	   an	   internal	   analysis	   of	   the	   text,	   of	   the	   type	   I	   have	   proposed	   in	   this	  
thesis,	  is	  the	  most	  reliable	  way	  to	  determine	  the	  time	  period	  of	  its	  composition,	  we	  
might	   substantiate	   the	   results	   of	   this	   study	   by	   situating	   the	   text	   in	   its	   historical	  
context.	  It	  is	  important	  to	  consider	  the	  fact	  that	  KJN	  has	  survived	  to	  the	  present	  day	  
despite	   its	   lack	   of	   theoretical	   sophistication.	   Given	   that	   there	   were	   much	   more	  
comprehensive	   grammatical	   texts	   in	   existence	   by	   the	   10th	   century,	   for	   example	  
those	  of	  Mubarrad,	  Sarrāj,	  and	  Zajjājī,	  it	  is	  somewhat	  surprising	  that	  a	  work	  of	  such	  
a	  disorganized	  nature	  would	  be	  preserved.	  One	  possible	  reason	  for	  its	  preservation	  
would	   be	   its	   importance	   as	   a	   historical	   document—if	   indeed	   it	   was	   composed	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during	   the	   8th	   century,	   this	  would	   undoubtedly	  make	   it	   one	   of	   the	   earliest	   Arabic	  
grammar	   books	   ever	   written,	   giving	   it	   tremendous	   value	   from	   a	   historical	  
standpoint.	   If	   Khalīl	  was	   the	   true	   author,	   this	  would	   only	   add	   to	   KJN’s	   value	   as	   a	  
piece	  of	  the	  early	  history	  of	  the	  Islamic	  sciences.	  	  
If	  we	  are	  going	  to	  accept	  the	  8th	  century	  dating,	  regardless	  of	  the	  validity	  of	  
the	  attribution	  to	  Khalīl,	  we	  must	  answer	  the	  question	  of	  how	  and	  why	  KJN	  came	  to	  
be	  associated	  with	  the	  name	  of	  Ibn	  Shuqayr.	   It	   is	  plausible	  that	  Ibn	  Shuqayr	  was	  a	  
transmitter	  of	  the	  text	  and	  that	  he	  used	  it	  as	  a	  resource	  in	  his	  teaching,	  which	  would	  
explain	   the	  biographers’	   connection	  of	   his	  name	  with	  KJN.	  As	  has	  been	  discussed,	  
the	   value	   of	   the	   text	   in	   the	   10th	   century	   would	   most	   likely	   not	   have	   been	   in	   its	  
theoretical	  content,	  but	  rather	  in	  its	  historical	  relevance,	  and	  possibly	  in	  the	  fact	  that	  
it	   contains	   a	   substantial	   amount	   of	   poetic	   material.	   Although	   Ibn	   Shuqayr	   was	  
certainly	  a	  grammarian,	  as	  is	  evidenced	  by	  the	  titles	  of	  the	  other	  works	  attributed	  to	  
him,	  and	  by	  the	   fact	   that	  Zajjājī	   lists	  him	  as	  one	  of	  his	   teachers,	  many	  biographers	  
place	  more	  emphasis	  on	  his	  role	  as	  a	  transmitter	  of	  history.	  	  Poetry	  was	  of	  course	  an	  
integral	  part	  of	   the	  early	  history	  not	  only	  of	   the	  Arabic	   language	   itself,	  but	  also	  an	  
integral	  part	  of	  the	  transmission	  of	  the	  oral	  history	  of	  pre-­‐Islamic	  and	  early	  Islamic	  
times.	   Thus,	   it	   would	   make	   sense	   on	   this	   basis	   that	   Ibn	   Shuqayr	   would	   have	  
transmitted	  KJN,	  and	  may	  have	  been	  one	  of	  few	  well-­‐known	  scholars	  in	  his	  time	  to	  
have	  done	  so.	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The	   tendency	   for	   medieval	   biographers	   to	   attribute	   works	   to	   prominent	  
sholars	   in	   the	   early	   history	   of	   linguistic	   sciences	   may	   cast	   doubt	   on	   Khalīl’s	  
authorship,	  but	  it	  is	  worth	  considering	  the	  possibility	  that	  Khalīl	  did	  in	  fact	  compose	  
the	  text.	  The	  question	  then	  arises,	  why	  later	  biographers	  would	  hesitate	  to	  attribute	  
it	  to	  him.	  The	  answer	  to	  this	  question	  may	  lie	  in	  historians’	  tendency	  to	  accept	  and	  
promote	  particular	  ideologies.	  	  A	  prominent	  example	  of	  this	  tendency	  concerns	  the	  
Basran	   and	   Kufan	   schools—later	   grammarians	   and	   biographers	   did	   not	   simply	  
report	  information	  on	  early	  grammarians	  and	  their	  theories;	  they	  also	  helped	  create	  
the	   very	   idea	   of	   the	   schools	   themselves.	   As	   Khalīl	   is	   identified	   as	   a	   Basran	  
grammarian,	   partly	   by	   virtue	   of	   his	   connection	   with	   Sibawayh,	   the	   fact	   that	   KJN	  
contains	   a	   significant	   amount	   of	   Kufan	   features	   might	   lead	   biographers	   to	   either	  
doubt	  Khalīl’s	  authorship,	  or	  to	  choose	  not	  to	  attribute	  the	  text	  to	  him.	  	  
As	   early	   as	   the	   late	   9th	   century,	  Khalīl’s	   image	   as	   a	   figure	   of	   almost	  mythic	  
proportions	  had	  already	  begun	  to	  solidify.	  Certainly	  by	  the	  time	  of	  Ibn	  Masʿar	  in	  the	  
early	   11th	   century—the	   earliest	   surviving	   record	   of	   the	   attribution	   of	   KJN	   to	   Ibn	  
Shuqayr—Khalīl	   was	   recognized	   as	   one	   of	   the	   founders	   of	   the	   discipline,	   and	   his	  
status	  as	  not	  only	  a	  leading	  authority	  on	  many	  aspects	  of	  Arabic	  linguistic	  sciences,	  
but	  also	  as	  a	  man	  of	   impeccable	  character	  was	  unquestioned.	  Attributing	   to	  him	  a	  
grammatical	  work	   of	   such	   scattered	   nature	   as	   KJN	  might	  weaken	   this	   image,	   and	  
also	  call	  into	  question	  the	  extent	  of	  his	  true	  contributions	  to	  the	  Kitāb	  of	  Sibawayh.	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  Finally,	   in	   this	   thesis,	   I	   have	   focused	   on	   KJN	   as	   a	   case	   study	   in	   order	   to	  
illustrate	  how	  vowel	  terminology	  can	  be	  a	  valuable	  method	  for	  determining	  the	  time	  
period	   during	  which	   grammatical	   texts	   were	   composed,	   but	   this	  method	   is	  more	  
broadly	   applicable,	   and	   has	   the	   potential	   to	   bring	   a	   new	   perspective	   to	   our	  
understanding	  of	  the	  development	  of	  Arabic	  grammar	  as	  a	  science.	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